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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 1 Mitigation should 

be required 
Air Department of Ecology  

Gwen Clear   
Environmental Review 
Coordinator 

September 18, 2009 Some air emission producing activities will be undertaken 
as part of the construction and operation of this project.  
Mitigation measures, such as a dust management plan, 
are recommended.  Non-road engines. Ecology will want to 
know how the applicant proposes to power the operations 
building on site.  See Attachment 7 for complete letter. 

TSR has prepared a Fugitive Dust Control Plan to ensure 
minimization of dust impacts. TSR will present this Fugitive Dust 
Control Plan to Department of Ecology for their review and 
approval. This plan will contain applicable best management 
practices.  TSR will power the operations building from power 
derived from onsite renewable sources.  

A Fugitive Dust Control Plan 
is included as Attachment E 
in the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement 

Comment 2 Disposal of woody 
material. 

Air Department of Ecology  
Gwen Clear   
Environmental Review 
Coordinator 

September 18, 2009 Woody debris disposal. Ecology and Kittitas County will 
prefer that the applicant signs a beneficial reuse statement. 
However, if the site is in an area that permits burning and 
the applicant chooses that option, analysis of impacts from 
burning needs to be in the SEPA.  See Attachment 7 for 
complete letter. 

It is TSR’s intent not to burn woody debris, slash, or logging 
refuse. Any woody debris chipped on site will be put to a 
beneficial use (e.g. chipped material will be sent to a compost 
facility, used for paper or ground cover). If burning is necessary, 
TSR will secure the necessary permits from the Department of 
Ecology and no more than approximately 130 consumable tons of 
material will be burned. 

This beneficial reuse 
statement is included in the 
Air Element and in the 
Vegetation Management 
Plan as Attachment G in the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 3 Dust control Air Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Estimate the extent of and mitigating measures for 
sediment and dust control.   See Attachment 39 for 
complete letter. 

The TSR has prepared several management plans, including the 
Fugitive Dust Management Plan, Vegetation Management Plan, 
and Hydrologic Analysis, that address impacts from construction 
and on-going operations as well at best management practices. 

A Fugitive Dust Control Plan 
is included as Attachment E 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. A 
Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. A 
Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  

Cultural Resources 

Comment 4 Cultural Resources   Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

The environmental engineering firm’s Cultural Resource 
Report, labeled as Attachment C, was “privileged and 
confidential for restricted distribution” therefore this 
document was not available for review at this time. This 
document needs to be made available to the general 
public.    
 
It has been reported that an adjacent landowner found a 
possible Native Indian artifact (arrowhead) in an area very 
close to the project site boundary. Due to the reported 
artifact that was found to be very close to the project site a 
detailed cultural/heritage study should be performed on the 
project site to determine if any archeological sites of 
significant importance need to be protected or mitigated.   
See Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

State law exempts cultural records from public disclosure.  RCW 
42.56.300. Kittitas County notified the Yakama Nation and the 
Washington State Department of Archaeology & Historic 
Preservation of the proposal.  Neither entity submitted any 
comments on the proposal. 

A public summary of the 
Cultural Resources Report, 
Attachment C, is included in 
the Historic and Cultural 
Resources Element of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Decommissioning 

Comment 5 Concerns about 
decommissioning 
the project 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Michael R. Hansen   
Resident of land adjacent 
to the proposed Solar 
Farm  Parcel ID 14725,   
Tax Parcel Number 20-
16-23000-0016 

September 17, 2009 The development agreement has decommissioning and 
reclamation requirements.  What is the enforcement ability 
for this when a company goes out of business?  There is 
none. The county will be stuck with an area that at one 
time was a major asset for all its citizens and will have 
become a desolate wasteland without trees, populated with 
thousands of concrete pads and inverter buildings, a 
massive network of roads and no possible use or value to 
anyone.  This should be of major concern to the County, 
which does not own the land but is responsible for 
authorizing its use.  See Attachment 4 for complete letter. 

TSR has revised the Development Agreement to include a 
comprehensive decommissioning and restoration approach. 

The Development 
Agreement is included as 
Attachment E of the CUP 
Application Supplement.  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 6 Concerns about 

decommissioning 
the project 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Barbara M. Hodgson   
Box 68,  Medina, WA 
98039 

October 1, 2009 The developers appear to be counting on substantial tax 
subsidies to support the project and generate profit.  If this 
fails to materialize in the future, the neighborhood could be 
left with overgrown industrial blight in a once beautiful 
environment and it would be impossible to restore the land.  
See Attachment 24 for complete letter. 

TSR has revised the Development Agreement to include a 
comprehensive decommissioning and restoration approach. 

The Development 
Agreement is included as 
Attachment E of the CUP 
Application Supplement. 

Comment 7 Concerns about 
decommissioning 
the project 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Barb King  Bill King   Cle 
Elum, WA 98922 

October 1,2009 So why do we care if they can’t make a profit? Because if 
they cannot, the business will go under and we could be 
left with 400,000 ugly solar panels, clear cuts and ugly 
road systems in perpetuity on Cle Elum ridge. The CUP 
application has no plan for how to deconstruct this site 
should this occur.  See Attachment 29 for complete letter. 

TSR has revised the Development Agreement to include a 
comprehensive decommissioning and restoration approach. 

The Development 
Agreement is included as 
Attachment E of the CUP 
Application Supplement. 

Economic  

Comment 8 Economic 
concerns. 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Michael R. Hansen   
Resident of land adjacent 
to the proposed Solar 
Farm   Parcel ID 14725,   
Tax Parcel Number 20-
16-23000-0016   

September 17, 2009 Where are the construction and operational cost analyses?    
What is the financial commitment of the people behind 
this?  Is their motivation for a quick buck?  What happens 
when the panels need replacing in 10 years and there is 
not money for that?  The application says 2 to 4 
maintenance employees will be needed.  This is not 
significant to the county to warrant destruction of the area.  
The additional jobs for a panel assembly plant are positive 
but what is the connection between the farm and panel 
assembly? To save money, would not the owners simply 
outsource panel construction to China?  Could that 
assembly plant be moved once the plant is in place and 
the owners say they need to cut costs or close down?  See 
Attachment 4 for complete letter. 

An economic analysis has been conducted and was submitted to 
the County on October 9, 2009 for public review as part of TSR's 
responses to public comments and County requests. This 
analysis demonstrates the considerable economic benefits to the 
County presented by the project.   The methodology and the 
conclusions have been verified by Roy Savoian, PhD in 
Economics, and Tyler Prante, PhD in Economics, Professors of 
Business at Central Washington University. 
 
 

An Economic Impact 
Analysis is included as 
Attachment N of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 9 Economic 
concerns. 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Barb King  Bill King   Cle 
Elum, WA 98922 

October 1, 2009 So what will Kittitas County really get? Not much. At best 
we will get an out of town company, using the state’s 
forests for a quick profit, creating a two mile eye sore with 
very little economic benefit. All of our land values will be 
diminished and the Teanaway will join the ranks of those 
many great places in the state that used to be pristine.  
See Attachment 29 for complete letter. 

See the response to Comment 9, above. The proposed project 
site has been managed as commercial timber land for over 100 
years. 

An Economic Impact 
Analysis is included as 
Attachment N of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

EIS 

Comment 
10 

Need more time for 
review. 

Not Applicable 
to SEPA 

Mr. and Mrs. Jack 
Hodgson  Partners, Pine 
Hills Ranch   PO Box 68   
Medina, WA 98039 

September 14, 2009 At least one thousand “consultant days” were probably 
expended in preparing the hundreds of pages included in 
the Application and SEPA documents.  There has been 
limited publicity about the opportunity for citizen response.  
What is mentioned in the official documents is not seen by 
the vast majority of interested individuals who would 
respond singly.  It seems very unreasonable to provide an 
individual or family but 15 days of response time to 
comment on the Conditional Use Permit.  We had about 10 
days once we learned of the end date.  We know the 
property and have access to it.  This is not a reasonable 
period of time for input from the general public. We hope 
you will extend this period of time for response and 
deliberation. 

Kittitas County conducts the official public comment and review.  
TSR has followed the procedure set forth by the Kittitas County 
Code (KCC, Chapter 15.04). Kittitas County issued a Notice of 
Application on September 3, 2009. 
 
TSR held three public meetings on July 9, 2009; October 22, 
2009; and December 4 2009. TSR launched a website on July 9, 
2009 and has been updating it frequently.  
 
TSR sent a mailing On July 9, 2009 to 300 residents within a 
close proximity to the proposed project. All residents within the 
98922 zip code were sent a mailing on December 12, 2009. 
Numerous public presentations have been conducted at various 
businesses and organizations throughout Kittitas County. TSR 
has met individually at the request of various concerned 
landowners. On January 4, 2010 a staffed office was opened in 
downtown Cle Elum. 
 

A Comprehensive List of 
Public Outreach Efforts is 
included as Attachment O of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
11 

Wants issues to be 
addressed in an 
EIS 

Not Applicable 
to SEPA 

Charles Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

September 17, 2009 Mentions several issues and then requests that they be 
addressed as part of a full environmental impact study. 

The State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) is a state policy that 
requires state and local agencies to consider likely environmental 
consequences of a proposal prior to approving or denying the 
proposal. In compliance with SEPA, TSR has submitted 
comprehensive studies to address all potential impacts 
associated with the project. 
 
The administrative record for the project, including any 
information submitted to the County in response to the public 
comments, supports issuance of an MDNS for the project and 
that, as mitigated, any probable environmental impacts from the 
project are less than significant. 

See All SEPA Attachments  
 

Comment 
12 

More time for 
review is needed. 

Land use and 
Shoreline 

Bart Fite  730 39th Ave.  
Seattle, WA 98122 

September 18, 2009 An industrial project of the size and scale proposed must 
be examined further and more time granted for a public 
review of the applicant’s phone book this application.   
Moreover, much of the applicant’s proposals are 
conceptual. Without knowing what the applicant intends to 
build and how, how can the county properly examine its 
impacts? At the very least, the applicant needs to first flesh 
out the details of what it is actually proposing, and then a 
full environmental impact statement must be required to 
examine the serious negative impacts of the project.  See 
Attachment 6 for complete letter 

See the responses to comments 10 and 11, above.  A Comprehensive List of 
Public Outreach Efforts is 
included as Attachment O of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
See All SEPA Attachments 

Comment 
13 

Need more time for 
review. 

Not Applicable 
to SEPA 

Richard Robbins  154 
Lake Washington Blvd. 
East   Seattle, WA 98112 

September 18, 2009 The people living and owning property in the vicinity of the 
proposed solar farm should have sufficient time to study 
such an EIS and to make comments on the plans and site 
before it is permitted.  See Attachment 11 for complete 
letter.   

See the response to comment 10, above. A Comprehensive List of 
Public Outreach Efforts is 
included as Attachment O of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
See All SEPA Attachments 

Comment 
14 

Need more time for 
review. 

Not Applicable 
to SEPA 

Bonnie Robbins  154 
Lake Washington Blvd. 
East   Seattle, WA 98112 

September 17, 2009 An EIS should be prepared and the comment period 
should be extended.   “Please give us more time so that 
we can learn more about the impact the solar facility would 
make on the whole area.”  See Attachment 13 for complete 
letter. 

See the responses to comments 10 and 11, above.  A Comprehensive List of 
Public Outreach Efforts is 
included as Attachment O of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
See All SEPA Attachments 

Comment 
15 

Wants EIS Not Applicable 
to SEPA 

Robert and Diane Hill  
2548 S. Camano Drive  
Camano Island, Wash. 
98282  360 387 0393 

October 4, 2009 Anna, I wanted to let you know that my Wife Diane and I 
do appose [sic] the process being followed to get 
Conditional Use approval for the Teanaway Solar Reserve. 
Such a major project will have very long lasting impact on 
the area and the approach to shorten the process from a 
full EIS to the DNS just offers major opportunity for error 
and needed broad scale evaluation. We own three 
Properties that Loping Lane, the project access road goes 
through Parcels 17792,21129 and  314136) Please clearly 
understand we do not support the direction being followed 
and asks for your consideration and voice in requesting a 
full Environmental Impact Statement plan.  So, clearly we 
feel the CUP and DNS treatment is not the proper and 
honest approach to follow in such a large scale project. 

See the responses to comments 10 and 11, above. A Comprehensive List of 
Public Outreach Efforts is 
included as Attachment O of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
See All SEPA Attachments 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
16 

Wants EIS Not Applicable 
to SEPA 

Barb King  Bill King  Cle 
Elum, WA 98922   

October 1, 2009 The problem is the County has already issued a 
preliminary Designation of Non-Significance (DNS). In 
short this means that they don’t think this will do much to 
the environment?? However, the Washington Department 
of Fish and Wildlife has directly disagreed with this ruling 
and has objected asking for a full Environmental Impact 
Study (EIS). Good for them. Of Course this needs to be 
studied, at the very least. Why not study it? TSR doesn’t 
want it studied, because of all of the game migration, 
wetland, steep slope, drainage, and ESA listed species 
(Steelhead and Bull Trout) issues it will trigger.  The 
answer is TSR doesn’t want you to know until its [sic] too 
late and they want to start building in early Spring. That is 
Right away! TSR has requested a 15 day notice and 
comment period. This is the shortest period allowed in 
county code. They  have done this to try and “pull a fast 
one” on all of us by not providing time for us to comment--
and trying to get their permits before anybody of 
consequence really noticed. A sign was nailed to the base 
of a pine tree (nice touch) by TSR on September 3rd off of 
Red Bridge Road. The same date notices were allegedly 
sent out to property to a handful of property owners (less 
than 20). What about those of us who look right across SR 
970 at the site, or those that live below it? Aren’t we 
entitled to know about something that so directly effects 
[sic] us? To be sure, a good neighbor would have allowed 
a much longer comment period an followed good process. 
A good neighbor would have spoken to the community 
before it rammed this down our throats. Is this an indication 
of how TSR will treat this community once it gets it 
permits?  Denial of the CUP will effectively kill the project.. 
.at least for now. Also, if a full ElS is required, this will also 
delay the project allowing us to get our ducks in a row. A 
full EIS is also something you should ask for in your public 
comment.  See Attachment 29 for complete letter. 

See the responses to comments 10 and 11, above. 
 
Kittitas County conducts the official public comment and review.  
TSR has followed the procedure set forth by the Kittitas County 
Code (KCC, Chapter 15.04). Kittitas County issued a Notice of 
Application on September 3, 2009. 
 
The proposed site of the Teanaway Solar Reserve was selected 
for its south facing slope, maximizing the amount of sunlight the 
panels receive in the summer and winter; the annual 300 days of 
sunlight in the area; and its close proximity to major transmission 
lines which increases efficiency of energy transmission to the 
grid. The Bonneville Power Administration’s (BPA) 345-kilovolt 
(kV) Rocky Reach-Maple Valley transmission line is in close 
proximity to the site, running east to west along the southern site 
boundary.  Siting the project close to the existing BPA 
transmission line significantly minimizes the environmental 
impacts that could arise from using other sites further away from 
the line. 
  
In addition, the property is not occupied by any threatened or 
endangered species, such as the northern spotted owl, nor does 
it contain any high quality habitats, such shrub steppe 
grasslands. The site has been managed for commercial timber 
harvesting and has had frequent contact with machinery and 
human activity.  

 

A Comprehensive List of 
Public Outreach Efforts is 
included as Attachment O of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
See All SEPA Attachments  

Comment 
17 

More time for 
public comments 

Not Applicable 
to SEPA 

Jim and Janet Brose  951 
Loping Lane   Cle Elum, 
WA 

October 5, 2009 The biggest issue we do have is the way this has been 
rushed through with little input from the community. Sure 
there would be some road improvement, but we moved 
here to enjoy a less hectic lifestyle and rural setting. A 
paved road will only encourage more traffic. The 
construction phase would ruin entire seasons of the spring 
and summer months, which is unacceptable to us. The 
notices have allowed us little time to respond or comment 
because of the clandestine way the county has promoted 
this program to the detriment of those who live in the 
community. No, we are not up on all the EIS requirements 
or even understand why a Conditional Use Permit would 
be granted when the area is clearly zoned. We need time 
to understand what rational the Commissioners are 
following.  We would like the process to involve us, not skip 
us. We look forward to the opportunity to be heard.  See 
Attachment 30 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 16, above. A Comprehensive List of 
Public Outreach Efforts is 
included as Attachment O of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
See All SEPA Attachments  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
18 

EIS requested to 
“slow down” the 
project 

Not Applicable 
to SEPA 

Bill King October 1, 2009 I just would appreciate some help to stop this CUP or at 
least slow it down with the requested EIS.  See Attachment 
31 for complete letter. 

Comment noted. 
 

A Comprehensive List of 
Public Outreach Efforts is 
included as Attachment O of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
See All SEPA Attachments  

Comment 
19 

Wants EIS Land Use and 
Shoreline 

Bill Sparks  PO Box 490  
691 Quail Drive  Cle 
Elum, WA  98922 

October 3, 2009 This is the wrong location and should not be approved. I 
would certainly require an EIS at the very least. 

See the response to comment 10, above. 

 

 A Comprehensive List of 
Public Outreach Efforts is 
included as Attachment O of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
See All SEPA Attachments  

 Comment 
20 

Wants EIS Not Applicable 
to SEPA 

Washington Department 
of Fish and Wildlife 
Mark S. Teske 
South Central Region  
Ellensburg District Office 
201 N. Pearl 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 

September 16, 2009 The scale of this proposal, the loss of critical habitat, the 
permanent nature of associated impacts, the significant 
alternation of hydrology, the access road flooding risk, 
storm water issues, as well as the expected water quality, 
quantity and changes in runoff timing in the impaired 
Teanaway River, are cumulatively significant and warrant a 
thorough review in and environmental impact statement 
(EIS). None of the above expected impacts were identified, 
addressed or mitigated in the project proposal. Thus, it is 
our recommendation that Kittitas County issue a 
Determination of Significance for the proposed solar 
reserve.  See Attachment 2 for complete letter. 

TSR has undertaken a variety of supplemental studies to further 
address the impacts associated with the construction and 
operation of the proposed solar facility.  These studies include: a 
geotechnical analysis, a hydrological analysis, the creation of a 
dust management plan, a vegetation management plan, a wildlife 
mitigation report, and a road plan. In each of these plans the 
impacts are analyzed, addressed, or mitigation measures are 
proposed. 

See All SEPA Attachments. 

Comment 
21 

More time for 
public comments 

 Not Applicable 
to SEPA 

Barbara Faulkner  32513 
42nd Place SW   Federal 
Way, WA 98023 

October 1, 2009 NOTE: COMMENT TO COMMISSIONER MARK MCCAIN, 
FORWARDED TO THE COUNTY Commissioner McClain, 
I was alarmed today to hear of the proposed TSR 1000 
acre solar site project. I am a landowner off of Wiehl Road 
and respectfully request and urge the county require 
additional time for public input and comment. I believe The 
size and scope of this proposed project would have a long 
lasting negative impact on The Cle Elum ridge, property 
owners, property values, wildlife and the natural beauty of 
the area for years to come. I would also like to see a full 
EIS required for this project.  See Attachment 34 for 
complete letter. 

See the response to comment 10, above.    
 
Kittitas County conducts the official public comment and review.  
TSR has followed the procedure set forth by the Kittitas County 
Code (KCC, Chapter 15.04). Kittitas County issued a Notice of 
Application on September 3, 2009. 
 

 Kittitas County Code. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
22 

Wants EIS   Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

The SEPA Environmental Checklist provides a conceptual 
and limited representation of the property and in my 
opinion did not provide adequate study to present actual 
site conditions over four seasons. This made it difficult if 
not impossible to analyze the true environmental impacts 
for the proposed project. The Purpose and Need statement 
that the project will “avoid environmentally sensitive areas” 
was not adequately demonstrated.  The magnitude of this 
project, loss of priority habitat, priority areas, and special or 
sensitive areas for wintering deer, coyote, cougar, and elk, 
alteration of hydrology, changes in storm water quantity 
and quality, and other items presented in this letter appear 
to be cumulatively significant. The project as proposed will 
more than likely significantly impact resident and migratory 
priority, special, and/or sensitive species and will 
permanently damage the Ponderosa forest and meadow 
communities and winter range habitat for large mammals.  
It is therefore the opinion of this writer that the project, as 
proposed, should be subject to further and extensive 
environmental analysis including but not limited to a 
complete Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) with an 
alternative site analysis and economic feasibility study 
under the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) review 
process. This process must alloy ample opportunity for 
public review and comment before any determination on 
the CUP is made. It is also my opinion that Kittitas County 
issue a Determination of Significance for this proposed 
project until these issues can be further studied.  See 
Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

TSR has undertaken a variety of supplemental studies to further 
address the impacts associated with the construction and 
operation of the proposed solar facility.  These studies include: a 
geotechnical analysis, a hydrological analysis, the creation of a 
Fugitive Dust Management Plan, a Vegetation Management Plan, 
a Wildlife Mitigation Plan, and a Transportation Road Plan. In 
each of these plans the impacts are analyzed, addressed, and 
mitigation measures are proposed. The technical reports 
demonstrate that no significant impacts are anticipated from the 
construction and operation of the proposed project.  

See All SEPA Attachments  

Fire 

Comment 
23 

Concerned about 
fire danger. 

Public Services Charles Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

September 17, 2009 Fire is a concern to all who live in or near the woods and 
grasslands in the Teanaway area, particularly with its 
summer hot, dry and windy conditions.  Applicant will have 
a huge number of wires, electrical connections, 
transformers, electric substations, a transmission intertie 
and other electrical equipment in close proximity with acres 
of dry grass under its approximately 160 acres of solar 
panels. 

TSR is in the process of working with Kittitas County Fire District 
7 for the provision of fire protection services.  Large trees will only 
be removed when and where necessary to facilitate installation 
and operations of solar facility. TSR has developed a vegetation 
plan to address impacts from construction and on-going 
operations.  In most cases, the trees will be “limbed” up to 12 feet 
per the Fire Code so that the seed source could remain intact. 
Small shrubs and herbs (<3 feet in height) will be left in place 
where possible to reduce the potential for storm water runoff. 

A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
 

Comment 
24 

Compliance issues 
with fire code. 

Public Services Brenda Larsen  Kittitas 
County Fire Marshal’s 
Office   411 N. Ruby St., 
Suite 2,   Ellensburg, WA 
98926 

September 23, 2009 The minimum road width shall not be less than 20’ in width. 
In the event that the roadway infringes on a critical area, 
i.e. wetland, etc., provisions may be made to allow for a 
narrower road width in that area.  All cul-de-sacs must 
have a minimum turning radius of no less than 50’.  All 
development, design & construction shall comply with 
Kittitas County Code, Kittitas County Zoning and the 2006 
International Fire & Building Codes.  Due to the remote 
nature and topography of proposed project in this area, all 
new structures shall comply with the Wild-land Urban 
Interface Code requirements for defensible space and 
ignition resistant construction materials.  In the event that 
sprinkler suppression systems and/or alarm systems are to 
be installed within the buildings, each system requires a 
separate permit from the Fire Marshal’s Office.   See 
Attachment 8 for complete letter. 

TSR agrees with the Fire Marshall and shall incorporate 
measures into site design and road improvement plans.   

A Transportation Road Plan 
is included as Attachment I 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement.  
Figures are included as 
Attachment J of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
The Kittitas County Fire 
District 7 Contract is 
included as Attachment M of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comments 
25 

Fire concerns Public Services Jim and Janet Brose  951 
Loping Lane   Cle Elum, 
WA 

October 5, 2009 Also, without water access in the proposed reserve, we are 
extremely apprehensive about the fire danger. What 
assurances will we have that these panels and electrical 
components will not ignite a fire? 

TSR is in the process of working with Kittitas County Fire District 
7 for the provision of fire protection services. 

See Attachment M of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Information Requests 

Comment 
26 

Needs more 
information 

Not Applicable 
to SEPA 

Joan Neslund  Ellensburg 
Public Library 

September 29, 2009 I work at the Ellensburg Public library in Kittitas County. 
Patron are coming in with comments that this project is a 
scheme and not valid. Can you provide the library 
information on your project?  See Attachment 16 for 
complete letter. 

Kittitas County conducts the official public comment and review.  
TSR has followed the procedure set forth by the Kittitas County 
Code (KCC, Chapter 15.04). Kittitas County issued a Notice of 
Application on September 3, 2009. 
 

Kittitas County Code.  

Land Use 

Comment 
27 

Project will disrupt 
wildlife corridor. 

Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Michael R. Hansen   
Resident of land adjacent 
to the proposed Solar 
Farm  Parcel ID 14725,   
Tax Parcel Number 20-
16-23000-0016   

September 17, 2009 The proposed solar farm is a gross deviation from the 
current Forest & Range zoning and a violation of the 
protections that zoning provides to adjacent land owners.  
If the County follows through with the plant, it will be a 
major eyesore and cause a large loss in the value of my 20 
acre parcel.   To minimize this loss, the County should 
require the following accommodations.  It is also 
reasonable that there be no fencing on the property line, 
preferably none at all.  A lack of fencing should provide 
access through the farm to the forest beyond.    The area 
is a major recreational area for horseback riding, hiking, 
snowmobile access to the backcountry and hunting.  The 
owners must reestablish natural vegetation and control 
weeds such as the noxious Russian Knapweed we have 
spreading in the area.  See Attachment 4 for complete 
letter. 

The project is a “Major alternative energy facility” as defined in 
Section 17.61.010(9) and is an authorized conditional use in the 
Forest and Range Zone subject to approval of a CUP per Section 
17.61.020(4) & (6).   
 
The proposed project will not include a fence; TSR proposes this 
as a mitigation measure for an MDNS. The proposed project will 
be built on leased land, not owned by TSR. Historically the 
landowner has allowed responsible uses of the land by anyone 
lawfully accessing the site, except for not allowing motorized 
vehicles on the property. Historically the road to the project site is 
gated to prevent access. TSR does not intend to change these 
policies. Responsible access through the project site  will be 
allowed subject to conflicting requirements beyond TSR's control 
(such as insurance or fire protection), provided that individuals do 
not interfere with the construction, operations or maintenance of 
the project. Gating will continue to regulate motorized vehicles 
but a fence restricting access is not proposed.   
 
Natural vegetation will be reestablished through a site vegetation 
maintenance plan; the plan will also provide for the control of 
noxious or invasive plant species.   

A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
A Visual Impact Assessment 
is included as Attachment L 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
28 

Conflict with 
character of the 
area 

Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Bart Fite  730 39th Ave.  
Seattle, WA 98122 

September 18, 2009 “An industrial project like the one envisioned would be 
spectacularly out of character with what is now a beautiful 
forest and range environment…Allowing this project would 
be a signal that industrial developments could be allowed 
almost anywhere, to the detriment of the environment and 
long term urban planning throughout the county and state.”  
Short, cloudy days are the norm for much of the winter and 
regular snowfall would certainly impact the project. It 
appears the main driver of the project as a confluence of a 
willing lessor and serious tax subsidies allowing for a quick 
private profit while they last.   See Attachment 6 for 
complete letter. 

The proposed project site has been managed as commercial 
timber land for over 100 years.  
 
The proposed site of the Teanaway Solar Reserve was selected 
for its south facing slope, maximizing the amount of sunlight the 
panels receive in the summer and winter; the annual 300 days of 
sunlight in the area; and its close proximity to major transmission 
lines which increases efficiency of energy transmission to the 
grid. The Bonneville Power Administration’s (BPA) 345-kilovolt 
(kV) Rocky Reach-Maple Valley transmission line is in close 
proximity to the site, running east to west along the southern site 
boundary.  Siting the project close to the existing BPA 
transmission line significantly minimizes the environmental 
impacts that could arise from using other sites further away from 
the line. 
  
In addition, the property is not occupied by any threatened or 
endangered species, such as the northern spotted owl, nor does 
it contain any high quality habitats, such shrub steppe 
grasslands. The site has been managed for commercial timber 
harvesting and has had frequent contact with machinery and 
human activity.  

See All SEPA Attachments  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
29 

Proposed setbacks Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Charles Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

September 17, 2009 Applicant has only provided “conceptual” view of the 
project which includes a 500 ft setback along our joint 
property line.  There is no way to determine if this setback 
is adequate to mitigate impacts to our property.  Would like 
to see “a larger setback to shield our property from some 
of the negative effects of the project but also to provide a 
buffer and corridor for deer, elk and other wildlife to move 
up the slope to the north facing areas of the site”.  
Applicant shows 100 foot setback along portions of the 
southern boundary.  “This minimum setback seems 
unreasonable in light of its direct visual impact.”  See 
Attachment 5 for complete letter. 

After meeting with several landowners the array layout originally 
provided in the August filing has been redesigned to further 
reduce visual impacts to surrounding landowners.  
 
The TSR will comply with all firebreaks, as recommended by 
Kittitas County. To maximum extent practicable, fire break shall 
be constructed to minimize impacts to existing vegetation and 
bordering trees. The TSR has prepared several management 
plans, including the vegetation and wildlife, that address impacts 
from construction and on-going operations 

A Visual Impact Assessment 
is included as Attachment L 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
See All SEPA Attachments  
  

Comment 
30 

Deviation from 
current zoning 

Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Michael R. Hansen  
Resident of land adjacent 
to the proposed Solar 
Farm   Parcel ID 14725,   
Tax Parcel Number 20-
16-23000-0016   

September 17, 2009 We moved to this property 10 years ago for peace of mind, 
understanding that Forest & Range zoning restricted 
development to logging, low density housing or open-
space.  My wife and I are quite alarmed to find that the 
county is considering a conditional use permit for an 
industrial power plant, which is not compatible with the 
zoning and is a violation of the protections zoning provides 
to the community.  Located on our steep slopes, the farm 
will require a dense road structure and require retaining 
walls for the panel bases.  This will add to the fixed and 
maintenance costs of the project and make it less likely to 
be profitable.  Where is the study indicating the numbers of 
hours of cloudless days/hours around the year?  Our ridge 
is on the edge between unpredictable mountain weather 
and desert weather.  We have many days that are cloudy 
here when it is not cloudy to the east.  The 900 acres 
proposed for this project is a very large and beautiful area 
that is unique along Cle Elum Ridge and unique in the 
county.  This area is not steep unusable land.  It is full of 
rolling forested areas, open meadows and wetlands.  The 
area is valuable for recreation and development of low-
density housing, where many can enjoy its beauty.  See 
Attachment 4 for complete letter. 

The proposed project site has been managed as commercial 
timber land for over 100 years.  
 
The proposed site of the Teanaway Solar Reserve was selected 
for its south facing slope, maximizing the amount of sunlight the 
panels receive in the summer and winter; the annual 300 days of 
sunlight in the area; and its close proximity to major transmission 
lines which increases efficiency of energy transmission to the 
grid. The Bonneville Power Administration’s (BPA) 345-kilovolt 
(kV) Rocky Reach-Maple Valley transmission line is in close 
proximity to the site, running east to west along the southern site 
boundary.  Siting the project close to the existing BPA 
transmission line significantly minimizes the environmental 
impacts that could arise from using other sites further away from 
the line. 
  
In addition, the property is not occupied by any threatened or 
endangered species, such as the northern spotted owl, nor does 
it contain any high quality habitats, such shrub steppe 
grasslands. The site has been managed for commercial timber 
harvesting and has had frequent contact with machinery and 
human activity.  

 See All SEPA Attachments  
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Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
31 

Use type confusion Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Barbara M. Hodgson       
Box 68  Medina, WA 
98039 

October 1, 2009 This comment perfectly describes the Teanaway Solar 
Reserve’s proposed development on Cle Elum Ridge, 
which is being rushed through the county’s approval 
process with very little opportunity for public comment on 
an industrial use of land which is zoned “Forest and 
Range”.  The conditional use permit application and related 
documents were published September 3 with limited notice 
and the public was given 15 days to read over 600 pages 
of material and submit comments. To further discourage 
comment, the county stated that, unless strong opposition 
was encountered, they intended to issue a Determination 
of Non-significance. Given the fact that all the newspaper 
articles on the project have made it sound as though there 
would be no environmental or visual impact on the 
community, significant opposition is unlikely. These articles 
were based on information provided by the developer, 
some of which are not accurate.  Public statements 
indicate that the land in question has been logged and has 
no useful purpose.  In fact, the land has been selectively 
logged and still has many remaining trees. It is open pine 
forest and meadows that have been used through the 
years by many valley residents for hiking, orienteering, 
hunting, and horseback riding, all of which will be 
eliminated by restricted access.  See Attachment 24 for 
complete letter. 

The proposed project site has been managed as commercial 
timber land for over 100 years.  
 
The proposed site of the Teanaway Solar Reserve was selected 
for its south facing slope, maximizing the amount of sunlight the 
panels receive in the summer and winter; the annual 300 days of 
sunlight in the area; and its close proximity to major transmission 
lines which increases efficiency of energy transmission to the 
grid. The Bonneville Power Administration’s (BPA) 345-kilovolt 
(kV) Rocky Reach-Maple Valley transmission line is in close 
proximity to the site, running east to west along the southern site 
boundary.  Siting the project close to the existing BPA 
transmission line significantly minimizes the environmental 
impacts that could arise from using other sites further away from 
the line. 
  
In addition, the property is not occupied by any threatened or 
endangered species, such as the northern spotted owl, nor does 
it contain any high quality habitats, such shrub steppe 
grasslands. The site has been managed for commercial timber 
harvesting and has had frequent contact with machinery and 
human activity.  
 
The proposed project will not include a fence; TSR proposes this 
as a mitigation measure for an MDNS.  The proposed project will 
be built on leased land, not owned by TSR. Historically the 
landowner has allowed responsible uses of the land by anyone 
lawfully accessing the site, except for not allowing motorized 
vehicles on the property.  Historically the road to the project site 
is gated to prevent access.    TSR does not intend to change 
these policies. Responsible access through the project site  will 
be allowed subject to conflicting requirements beyond TSR's 
control (such as insurance or fire protection), provided that 
individuals do not interfere with the construction, operations or 
maintenance of the project.  Gating will continue to regulate 
motorized vehicles but a fence restricting access is not proposed 

 See All SEPA Attachments  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
32 

Use type confusion Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Jack N. Hodgson 
PO Box 68   
Medina, WA 98039    

October 1, 2009 There has been some selective logging but numerous 
existing trees would have to be cut to make room for the 
installation of the panels. The developer’s representation of 
the panel site shows a clear cut hillside. Removal of these 
trees will cause very serious runoff problems.   
Upon review of the zoning ordinances, I find no zoning 
called “Resource”.  It would be a stretch to say that this 
project would qualify as a conditional use if it were zoned 
“Commercial Forest”.  There are no conditional uses listed 
for “Forest and Range” which come close to resembling 
the proposal.   This is an industrial use which is totally 
incompatible with the existing neighborhood.  Let me be 
absolutely clear.  I am not suggesting mitigation.  I am 
recommending relocation and think there are many better 
and more suitable locations.  See Attachment 25 for 
complete letter. 

See the responses to comments 27 and 31, above.  See All SEPA Attachments  
 

Comment 
33 

Adjacent 
landowner concern 

Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Lori Hinton  4000 SW 
Donovan St.  Seattle, WA 
98136  206-854-1685   

October 5, 2009 My name is Lori Hinton and I recently purchased property 
in Kittitas County in 2007 because I love the rural 
atmosphere and wildlife. I am in the process of building my 
retirement home there on this property as this is where I 
am choosing to live because of these things. … I heard 
word of a proposed solar project which would be sited in 
these very pristine areas I hold so sacred. I am 100% 
behind solar energy and all kinds of renewable energies, 
but I strongly believe the Teanaway is not the location to 
conduct such a project. It will forever negatively change 
this pristine area whether it fails or succeeds, and there are 
far more suitable locations further east along 1-90 that are 
not so treasured for wildlife and views yet have less snow 
and great sun exposure. Please consider this a vote 
against the TSR by a very concerned citizen, yet a push for 
solar energy in a more suitable Kittitas environment.  See 
Attachment 27 for complete letter. 

The proposed site of the Teanaway Solar Reserve was selected 
for its south facing slope, maximizing the amount of sunlight the 
panels receive in the summer and winter; the annual 300 days of 
sunlight in the area; and its close proximity to major transmission 
lines which increases efficiency of energy transmission to the 
grid. The Bonneville Power Administration’s (BPA) 345-kilovolt 
(kV) Rocky Reach-Maple Valley transmission line is in close 
proximity to the site, running east to west along the southern site 
boundary.  Siting the project close to the existing BPA 
transmission line significantly minimizes the environmental 
impacts that could arise from using other sites further away from 
the line. 
  
In addition, the property is not occupied by any threatened or 
endangered species, such as the northern spotted owl, nor does 
it contain any high quality habitats, such shrub steppe 
grasslands. The site has been managed for commercial timber 
harvesting and has had frequent contact with machinery and 
human activity. 

 See All SEPA Attachments  
 

Comment 
34 

Project confusion Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Barb King    Bill King    
Cle Elum, WA 98922   

October 1, 2009 The Teanaway Solar Reserve (TSR) is corporation 
recently formed by Seattle-area businessmen. TSR is a 
spin-off business of the American Forest Land Company 
(AFLC), a Wyoming corporation, with offices in Bellingham. 
AFLC is also trying to create a large development cluster in 
the upper Teanaway while TSR is simultaneously trying to 
place the largest solar array in the United States right in 
our scenic valley.  See Attachment 29 for complete letter. 

TSR is leasing land for the proposed project area from two legally 
separate entities.  For purposes of SEPA there are no 
environmental impacts relating to this leasing relationship.  

 See All SEPA Attachments  
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SEPA 
Checklist 
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Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
35 

Use type confusion Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Barb King  Bill King  Cle 
Elum, WA 98922   

October 1, 2009 The property is zoned for use as a Commercial Forrest. 
This means that if Kittitas County followed its own zoning  
practices, not more than 1 house could be built on 88 
acres of land. However, the County is seriously 
considering approval of a conditional Use Permit (CUP) 
that would allow this use in direct contradiction of the 
County’s current zoning.  Most of us purchased our land 
and built our homes in this area to enjoy a rural lifestyle. 
We relied on the County’s practice of zoning to cluster 
development in the cities and towns and keep the rural 
areas rural. Each solar panel is nearly the size of a car and 
the ridge will look like a parking lot for 400,000 of them. 
The County must not grant the CUP and this gross-misuse 
of our land-use policies must be stopped.  You can help be 
[sic] letting your voice be heard.  I believe in Solar Power 
and think we should invest in this important resource for 
our future. But the proper place for real solar power is NOT 
in the beautiful pine and fir forests of the Teanaway. Along 
with the Methow Valley, the Teanaway is one of this state’s 
two most scenic watersheds. This Valley and watershed 
should be protected. The proper place for a solar array of 
this magnitude should be in the sage brush country toward 
vantage, near the wind farm or by Hanford. It’s  OK to be a 
fan of solar power but against the siting of this project. That 
makes sense and is not somehow “anti  environment.” 
Don’t be afraid to protest. I would be the first to support a 
project that was properly cited.  TSR’s site location on the 
top of the Cle Elum Ridge is at approximately 2500 feet is 
a poor choice for a solar array of this size. The site 
averages 25-30 inches of snow in mid-winter and 
frequently has more than 3 feet of snow. In their 
application materials, TSR has no serious plan to keep the 
panels clear of snow. With a snow load on them, the 
panels PV cells will generate very little energy.  As many of 
you know, the Teanaway is not a desert. The area receives 
23 inches of rain per year. This is more than the San Juan 
Islands and twice as much as Hanford. The clouds that 
frequently hang over the Cascades make for a fair amount 
of cloudy days also make this site far less effective for PV 
cells than sunnier climates. To be sure, winter months with 
short cloudy days will hurt the ability of the PV cells to 
generate power.  See Attachment 29 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 33, above.  
 

 See All SEPA Attachments  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
36 

Use type confusion Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Barb King    Bill King   Cle 
Elum, WA 98922   

October 1, 2009 AFLC and TSR are pushing this project for two reasons. 
The first is that they can no longer get much value for their 
land because the large trees have already been logged. 
(Many small trees exist with 12-15 inch trunks however). In 
short, one house per 88 acres doesn’t fetch much profit for 
them if they were to sell it. TSR is trying to use a CUP and 
the promise of a renewable energy to convince the County 
planners to let them have a second “bite at the apple” and 
use their land for a quasi-industrial purpose. (That’s really 
what it is--an industrial purpose. If this were any other 
business enterprise--other than “green” energy—it wouldn’t 
even pass the laugh test. But somehow because it is Solar 
it seems to be nearly sacred. In the end, its still just an 
industrial use and a forest area).  The second reason TSR 
is pushing this is that the state recently created some 
pretty big tax incentives for renewable energy. So the 
promise of cheap land and tax breaks makes it easy for 
TSR to make their proposal. They hope they can get the 
CUP from the county and then go shopping for investors 
world-wide to fund their project. They don’t have the 
hundreds of millions now to pay the tab. Remember, this is 
essentially a timber company trying to run a solar 
business. If it doesn’t work, the bones of their failure will 
remain long after they are gone for the rest of us to enjoy. 
The County seems to biting this hook, line and sinker. TSR 
has “promised” to establish a solar manufacturing plant in 
Cle Elum and the promise of hundreds of new jobs. 
However, as of the date of this e-mail no application for the 
actual plant in Cle Elum has been submitted. A source with 
the City Cle Elum believes that they don’t ever really intend 
to build a plant at all and will truck PV cells and the towers 
from Moses Lake, a city in a different county.  See 
Attachment 29 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 33, above.  
 

 See All SEPA Attachments  
 

Comment 
37 

Incompatible land 
use 

Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Jim and Janet Brose  951 
Loping Lane   Cle Elum, 
WA 

October 5, 2009 We are writing to respond to the short notice afforded us 
regarding the proposed Solar Reserve on some of the 
most beautiful forested countryside in Eastern Washington. 
Our understanding all along has been that we bordered 
land zoned  forest and range, not lands designed for 
commercial use. From all appearances this would clearly 
impact home and property values. We are very concerned 
about the location selected for a number of reasons, but at 
the same time support the concept of developing 
alternative sources of energy. JUST NOT IN OUR 
BACKYARD!! Nor would you want it in YOURS! A solar 
reserve should be located in a flat open non forested and 
not residential area.  The proposed clearing and location of 
the ten acres for the substation is of particular concern.  
Vandalism of our home and property damage are also of 
great concern.  See Attachment 30 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 33, above.  
 

 See All SEPA Attachments  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
38 

Inconsistent land 
use 

Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Bill King October 1, 2009 I guess I must have my head in the sand, to have this CUP 
get as far as it has without me getting envolved [sic]. There 
has been a problem in the area that there doesn’t seem to 
be much thought put into the overall effects of the different 
planning decisions.  All of the previous development [sic] of 
this projected area has been residential (and pretty high 
end residential for the most part). It seems way off the 
track to put what is obviously a pretty high density 
commercial project into the middle of the area. It’s hard for 
me to believe that there has not been a bunch of negative 
response from these neighbors.  I can’t help but think the 
reason for this development is because of the downturn in 
the real estate market that put a wrench in the original plan 
of the American Forest Land Co. which was to log and 
then develope [sic] this property by breaking it up into 
smaller residential pieces. I hate to say I envision them 
pulling in their 100 million dollars worth of investors, taking 
their share (which is probably a lot more than what they 
would have gotten with the original residential idea)and 
walking away either immediatly [sic] or at the first winter 
when this sight proves unfeasible. I certainly know that I 
won’t be one of the investors.  See Attachment 31 for 
complete letter. 

See the response to comment 33, above.  
 

 See All SEPA Attachments  
 

Comment 
39 

Location concerns Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Bill Sparks  PO Box 490  
691 Quail Drive  Cle 
Elum, WA  98922 

October 3, 2009 I would like to record my opposition to the proposed solar 
installation in the Teanaway Valley. I live on 40 acres of 
land in the Teanaway Rifer valley directly below the 
proposed solar installation. When I first read the article in 
the paper I was incredulous that the largest solar 
installation in the world - according to the newspaper would 
be sited on a ridge in the foothills of the Cascade Mountain 
range. My first thought was that something other than 
common sense was driving this proposal. Somehow 
money, through tax incentives, or energy incentives, must 
be at the root of this misguided venture. I am all for energy 
production, whether by drilling for oil, natural gas, bio-fuel 
generators, wind, hydro, solar, etc., but to place the largest 
solar installation in the world in the Teanaway Valley does 
not compute. The only justifying reason is that there is a 
major power transmission line adjacent or on the property. 
Forty miles to the east of this location, where the present 
Wild  Horse Wind Farm is located, the weather is 
dramatically different. We receive about 20-25 inches of 
precipitation a year, most of which is in the form of snow. I 
cannot imagine placing the largest solar location in the 
world in a location such as the Teanaway where we 
experience a considerable amount of inclement days as it 
relates to solar production. Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, 
California, Texas, - I can understand siting the  solar 
preserve in such places located where the basic  
necessities are present for maximum solar production, i.e.  
clear, sunny days. The only reason I can come up with for 
the siting of the solar preserve in the Teanaway is artificial 
financial inducement. I have seen many tax favored 
investments ultimately go bust and be a liability to tax 
payers when the basic tenet for the investment is strictly 
the tax incentives and not sound economic decision 
making. This is the wrong project in the wrong location and 
should not be approved.  See Attachment 32 for the 
complete letter. 

See the response to comment 33, above.  
 

 See All SEPA Attachments  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
40 

Inconsistent land 
use 

Land Use and 
Shoreline   

Richard Luchinsinger and 
Jane McClenney  9300 
Brick Mill Road   
Ellensburg, WA 98926 

October 3, 2009 We need to keep our forest lands AS forest land. These 
private timber companies have received big tax breaks to 
keep these lands in forest. They are always telling us on 
TV how they protect fish and wildlife. When are they going 
to do so? The Fish and Wildlife Department disagreed with 
the County and says that there would be a big impact if this 
development was allowed. Why not put a solar project of 
this magnitude in sagebrush area — where no trees need 
be destroyed, where sun is plentiful, snowfall is lighter? 
Where this is planned is in higher elevation with heavy 
snowfall. The panels will be virtually useless for 3 months 
of the year, where in sagebrush, they would not. The lots 
and development are in higher elevation which also means 
snowfall would need to be removed for these lots. And who 
would pay for this?  See Attachment 33 for the complete 
letter. 

See the response to comment 33, above.  
 

 See All SEPA Attachments  
 

 Comment 
41 

Land use de-
designation 

Land Use Washington Department 
of Fish and Wildlife  Mark 
S. Teske  South Central 
Region   Ellensburg 
District Office  201 N. 
Pearl  Ellensburg, WA 
98926   

September 16, 2009 The application indicates a conflict with commercial forest 
ownership adjoining the proposed reserve. Kittitas County 
has no approved designation process to remove 
commercial forest designations. The proposed solar 
reserve is 982 acres and the actual footprint is 580 acres. 
Locating the 580 acres of solar panels in a manner that 
would avoid any conflicts with the commercial forest would 
also provide a buffer for wildlife species in the adjacent 
lands.  See Attachment 2 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 33, above.  
 

A Wildlife Mitigation Plan is 
included as Attachment H to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
See All SEPA Attachments  
 

Comment 
42 

Possible negative 
impact to wetlands 

Land Use and 
Shoreline 

Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Possible negative impacts to the functions and values of 
the wetlands and streams from the effects of the proposed 
development within and extending beyond the standard 
buffers were incomplete and not clearly discussed.   See 
Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

On site wetland and riparian buffers are in compliance with 
Kittitas County Code (Chapter 17A.04) and Washington State 
Wetland Rating System for Eastern Washington (Rev. 2007) to 
avoid negative impacts to the function and value of wetlands. In 
addition, a Geology and Soils Hazards Evaluation, a Hydrologic 
Analysis, and a Wetland Delineation Report, with additional 
BMPs have been developed to identify and avoid potential 
impacts to wetlands and streams as a result of sediment erosion.  

A Geology and Soils 
Hazards Evaluation is 
included as Attachment D to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Wetland Delineation 
Report is included as 
Attachment B to the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 
A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
43 

Setbacks Land Use and 
Shoreline 

Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Provide further study to determine what the setbacks will 
be for the project. Setbacks need to be determined by 
combining fire protection, preservation of habitat and 
wildlife, security, preserving or enhancing functions and 
values or critical areas, and minimizing the loss of natural 
views to the adjacent landowners.   See Attachment 39 for 
complete letter. 

TSR has performed technical studies and analyses, prepared 
management plans and mitigation measures that address all of 
these concerns.  

See all Attachments to 
SEPA.  

Comment 
44 

Verifying riparian 
zones 

Land Use and 
Shoreline 

Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

The boundary flags associated with the twelve (12) 
wetland edges and the 6 stream ordinary high water 
marks, and the associated riparian zones to these streams 
were missing for field verification purposes. Boundary flags 
need to be placed on all critical areas and riparian zones, 
including those within about 300 feet from the project edge 
so that others can observe and verify these edges.  See 
Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

GPS units, not flagging, were used for delineations because they 
present a more reliable and comprehensive data set. During 
construction sensitive areas will be surrounded by construction 
fencing as necessary. 

A Wetland Delineation 
Report in included as 
Attachment B to the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
45 

Marking land-use 
zones 

Land Use and 
Shoreline 

Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Wetland/stream/riparian/upland test plot locations were not 
marked in the field for verification. These need to be 
depicted with flags or stakes in the field.  See Attachment 
39 for complete letter. 

GPS units, not flagging, were used for delineations because they 
present a more reliable and comprehensive data set. 

A Wetland Delineation 
Report in included as 
Attachment B to the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 

Comment 
46 

Stream 
classification 

Land Use and 
Shoreline 

Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Five of the six identified streams were classified by the 
applicant’s consultant as “ephemeral” and one of the six 
being “intermittent”. Five of these 6 streams were classified 
as “seasonal” by WDNR. These streams need to be further 
characterized (i.e. how long does water flow in the streams 
after precipitation events and how long do they flow in the 
early growing season after snow melt and spring rains) to 
see if they may or may not afford wider buffer protection 
based on their type.  See Attachment 39 for complete 
letter. 

TSR has prepared management plans and mitigation measures 
that address all of these concerns. 

A Wetland Delineation 
Report in included as 
Attachment B to the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 

Noise 

Comment 
47 

Noise impacts are 
not assessed. 

Aesthetics Charles Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

September 17, 2009 Applicant has not addressed construction related noise.  
Noise generated by 15,000 solar arrays moving to track 
the sun.  Do 400,000 solar panels producing power 
produce sound?  What noise impacts if you include the 
regular strong winds?  Address noise in a full 
Environmental Impact Study.  See Attachment 5 for 
complete letter. 

TSR will comply with all noise standards provided in the Kittitas 
County’s Noise Ordinance (Chapter 9.45, Sections 9.45.010).  
 
An exhaustive search of scientific literature revealed one noise 
study performed on a proposed solar facility of a similar size (60 
MW) in Sarnia, Ontario. This study concluded that the potential 
daytime and nighttime operational noise associated with the 
approximately 60- MW project is not discernable at more than 
one hundred100 feet from the project boundary 

Noise standards are 
addressed in the 
Environmental Health 
Element of the Expanded 
SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  

Comment 
48 

Noise Impacts Aesthetics Chuck Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

August 27, 2009 Also, I saw nothing about the motor noise generated by 
400,000 solar panels rotating.  Am I missing something?  
See Attachment 23 for the complete letter. 

See the response to comment 47, above.  Noise standards are 
addressed in the 
Environmental Health 
Element of the Expanded 
SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
49 

Noise Impacts Aesthetics Jonathan M. Kemp  
Wildlife & Fisheries 
Biologist  Principal, EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

The effects of noise during construction, operation, and 
maintenance needs to be further studied and mitigating 
measures undertaken. Study needs to include possible 
noise generated from the solar panels during operation, 
precipitation event, re-alignment, and wind movements 
over and under the panels.  See Attachment 39 for 
complete letter. 

See the response to comment 47, above.   Noise standards are 
addressed in the 
Environmental Health 
Element of the Expanded 
SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  

NPDES 

Comment 
50 

Flooding and water 
quality 
implications. 

Earth/Water Washington Department 
of Fish and Wildlife  Mark 
S. Teske  South Central 
Region   Ellensburg 
District Office  201 N. 
Pearl  Ellensburg, WA 
98926   

September 16, 2009 Solar panels create impervious surfaces and change the 
native vegetation. The snowmelt runoff coefficients, timing, 
distribution and infiltration of water across the site will be 
significantly altered as a result of the construction of this 
proposal.  During the flood of January 2009 Red Bridge 
Road was significantly impacted. This road is directly south 
of the project. An increase in impervious surfaces may 
increase the flooding along this road.  Teanaway River is 
303(d) listed due to impaired flow and temperature. An 
increase in impervious surfaces will further hinder the 
quality of this river.  Vegetation management will require 
disturbed surfaces and reduced vegetation to prevent 
shading and fire hazards.  See Attachment 2 for complete 
letter. 

A subsequent hydrologic analysis was conducted and is included 
as Attachment F to the Expanded SEPA Checklist. The solar 
panels and supporting facilities will be designed and placed to 
minimize impervious surfaces. Prior to construction TSR will 
apply for and obtain an NPDES Permit. TSR has performed 
technical studies and analyses, prepared management plans and 
mitigation measures that address all of these concerns. 

A Geology and Soils 
Hazards Evaluation is 
included as Attachment D to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
51 

Siltation, run-off, 
and chemicals will 
affect groundwater. 

Earth Charles Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

September 17, 2009 Applicant hardly mentions water run-off and siltation issues 
that will result from construction and maintenance of the 
facility which ultimately ends up in the Teanaway and 
Yakima Rivers.  Run-off effect could also impact 
groundwater recharge, by not allowing the run-off to 
percolate slowly into groundwater. Ground water is already 
a major issue of contention between the county and the 
Dept of Ecology, with the resulting ban on new wells.  
Applicant has failed to address wash-off of the solar 
structures which would include pollutants from metals, 
alloys, plastics, lubricants, glues, etc.  There is the same 
concern from herbicides use to control brush and grass.   
See Attachment 5 for complete letter.   

A hydrologic analysis was conducted and is included as 
Attachment F to the Expanded SEPA Checklist. The solar panels 
and supporting facilities will be designed and placed to minimize 
impervious surfaces. Prior to construction TSR will apply for and 
obtain an NPDES Permit. TSR has performed technical studies 
and analyses, prepared management plans and mitigation 
measures that address all of these concerns. 

A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
52 

May cause water 
runoff and erosion 

Water Bart Fite  730 39th Ave.  
Seattle, WA 98122 

September 18, 2009 Removing trees and foliage and replacing it with thousands 
of panels and other impervious surfaces would greatly 
increase the risk of severe flooding down to Red Bridge 
Road and the valley below. The project would also impact 
the percolation rate into the groundwater, a serious issue 
in the area.   Solvents, chemicals, lubricants, etc. used in 
the construction and maintenance of this industrial site 
would leach into the groundwater and Teanaway River.   I 
understand efforts are being made to bring salmon runs to 
the Teanaway and any potential negative impacts to water 
quality attributable to the site should be fully examined.  
See Attachment 6 for complete letter. 

A hydrologic analysis was conducted and is included as 
Attachment F to the Expanded SEPA Checklist Supplement. The 
solar panels and supporting facilities will be designed and placed 
to minimize impervious surfaces. Prior to construction TSR will 
apply for and obtain an NPDES Permit. TSR has performed 
technical studies and analyses, prepared management plans and 
mitigation measures that address all of these concerns. 

A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
53 

Several other 
permits may be 
required. 

Water Department of Ecology  
Gwen Clear  
Environmental Review 
Coordinator 

September 18, 2009 Per 173-539A WAC, projects relying on new appropriations 
of groundwater must be determined by Ecology to be water 
budget neutral. Prospective groundwater users in the area 
affected by Chapter 173-539A WAC shall apply to Ecology 
for a permit to appropriate public groundwater or, if seeking 
to use the groundwater exemption, shall submit to Ecology 
a request for determination that the proposed exempt use 
would be water budget neutral. No new exempt uses under 
Section 90.44.050 RCW may commence unless Ecology 
has approved a request for determination that the 
proposed exempt use would be water budget neutral. 
Application states that water will either be trucked in or 
withdrawn from an onsite well. This must be clarified.  If 
water is used for construction, the water purveyor is 
responsible for ensuring that the proposed uses are within 
the limitations of their water rights.  Individual NPDES 
Construction Stormwater permit may be required for the 
project.  Control of vegetation by herbicides in and around 
water courses, including intermittent streams and wetlands 
may require an aquatic herbicide permit.  Solid wastes, 
solvents and solutions used in cleaning the panels require 
proper disposal.  Exposure of materials and processes to 
weather may require an NPDES Industrial Permit.  See 
Attachment 7 for complete letter.   

A hydrologic analysis was conducted and is included as 
Attachment F to the Expanded SEPA Checklist Supplement. The 
solar panels and supporting facilities will be designed and placed 
to minimize impervious surfaces. Prior to construction TSR will 
apply for and obtain an NPDES Permit. TSR has performed 
technical studies and analyses, prepared management plans and 
mitigation measures that address all of these concerns. TSR 
does not propose to utilize groundwater during construction and 
operation. 
 
 

A Geology and Soils 
Hazards Evaluation is 
included as Attachment D to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
54 

More information 
about hydrology is 
needed 

Water Department of Ecology   
Gwen Clear  
Environmental Review 
Coordinator 

September 23, 2009 More information about depth to groundwater is needed to 
rule out the proposed project’s potential impact on wetland 
hydrology.  A geotechnical report was not available for 
review, and soil mapping unit characteristics were not 
discussed to support the conclusion. This information 
should be included in the SEPA.  If straw bales are being 
used as BMPs, weed free straw should be specified for 
use.  See Attachment 9 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 53 above. Facilities have been 
micro sited to minimize impacts to wetlands and waters.  
 
 

A Geology and Soils 
Hazards Evaluation is 
included as Attachment D to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
55 

Flooding concerns   Earth Barbara M. Hodgson                         
Box 68  Medina, WA 
98039  
bmhodgson@comcast.net   

October 1, 2009 There are other issues that have not been addressed. 
Much of the run off that inundated Red Bridge and Wiehl 
Road during the “Pineapple Express” in January of 2009 
came from the hillside where the panels will be placed.  
See Attachment 24 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 53, above.   A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
56 

Water use 
questions 

 Water Jack N. Hodgsontel  PO 
Box 68  Medina, WA 
98039    

October 1, 2009 The need to keep the panels clean in order for them to 
function and access.  The developer recognizes the need 
and likelihood that there may not be enough water on the 
property to do this. So, for purposes of the application, they 
assume water will be trucked to the site and the panels 
cleaned once a month. With eight panels per section, the 
50,000 mounts (according to my math) will be 6-7 yards 
apart.  This density would need to be diminished 
dramatically to get the necessary wiggle room for large 
trucks.  How many truck loads and how many days does it 
take to rinse down 400,000 panels?  Forget about summer, 
think about the winter months.  The ground is frozen or 
muddy depending on the time of day and the temperature.  
Even with paving all of the roadways, how do trucks 
navigate the hillside?  Snow must be plowed.  Where does 
the snow get piled?  Can the panels be sprayed in freezing 
conditions without being harmed?  What percentage of the 
time in winter is the temperature such that the water will 
evaporate rather than freeze?  Where does this much 
water go?  See Attachment 25 for complete letter. 

The facilities will be maintained on an as-needed basis. 
Maintenance activities will comply with applicable regulations and 
management plans. Any water required for panel maintenance 
and ongoing operations will be purchased offsite as needed and 
available.  
 
 

A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
57 

Drainage Earth Reagan Dunn  1370 
Loping Lane  Cle Elum, 
Washington  Mail To:  
Reagan Dunn  24488 SE 
179th Street  Maple 
Valley, WA 98038   

October 5, 2009 Proper draining for the road and culvert system must be 
added. The whole hillside along loping lane is unstable.  I 
think something like 2 million dollars in FEMA money was 
used to rehab the site this spring.  Even during normal 
winter snow runoff the creeks are all full and drain into the 
Teanaway River in a muddy mess.  In January, the floods 
took out HWY 970 along with Red Bridge Road in a few 
spots.  The applicant wants to put up numerous solar 
panels on the site.  As I read the application, there will be a 
bunch of access roads and lots of trenching for power lines 
which will require all of the trees to be cut because the 
roots will be compromised or the trees are simply in the 
way.  In addition, a buffer will be created.  The first problem 
is that the solar panels don't allow water to pass through 
them and will act just like a big tarp.  Second, clearing this 
huge amount of trees and other biomass will further reduce 
the ability of the land to absorb this run off.  Believe me, 
this area already floods EVERY spring.  Unless 
extraordinary measures are taken to mitigate, the flooding 
will be far worse. (Again, I don't want to stand in the way of 
this project but it might be wise for the County to consider 
a full Environment Impact Study for this project--especially 
with all this drainage running into the Teanaway River.)  
See Attachment 26 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 53, above.  A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
58 

Impervious 
surfaces 

Earth Barb King    Bill King   Cle 
Elum, WA 98922   

October 1, 2009 Imagine the drainage problems that nearly 1/2 square mile 
of impervious solar panels will create in Wiehl Road and 
Loping Lane. That slope is highly unstable and it failed in 
no less than four paces earlier this January.  See 
Attachment 29 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 53, above. A Geology and Soils 
Hazards Evaluation is 
included as Attachment D to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
59 

Drainage Earth Jim and Janet Brose  951 
Loping Lane   Cle Elum, 
WA 

October 5, 2009 Just last spring county engineers roamed the surrounding 
properties because of severe water runoff and damage 
along Loping Lane to Red Bridge Rd. after the January 09 
flood. The county engineers uncovered little to point to the 
reason for the flood damage. We personally incurred the 
loss of over half of our driveway which required fourteen 
trucks to replace the base that washed away. We can only 
image the greater threats if the natural vegetation is 
removed and replaced with panels causing even more 
erosion from the snow and rain run off.  See Attachment 30 
for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 53, above. A Geology and Soils 
Hazards Evaluation is 
included as Attachment D to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
60 

Forest soil 
impacts, 
impervious 
surfaces 

Earth Richard Luchinsinger and 
Jane McClenney  9300 
Brick Mill Road   
Ellensburg, WA 98926 

October 3, 2009 Have you ever studied forest or soils? Hard surface runoff 
is 100% and immediate. Grasslands, much slower, with 
only about a 90% total runoff. And forest land is even 
longer yet, with only 75-80% runoff to the rivers. This is 
why so many rivers on the west side of the mountains flood 
even with only heavy rain. It is overdeveloped with a lot of 
hard surface runoff area.  See Attachment 33 for complete 
letter. 

See the response to comment 53, above. A Geology and Soils 
Hazards Evaluation is 
included as Attachment D to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
61 

Stormwater runoff 
quantity 

Water Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Stormwater runoff quantity flowing off of the impervious 
solar modules and other constructed impervious surfaces 
to the Teanaway River; a Section 303(d) river and to the 
Yakima River needs further investigation and assessment.   
See Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

 See the response to comment 53, above.  A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
62 

Stormwater runoff 
quality 

Water Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Stormwater runoff quality from washing/rinsing solar 
modules and the use and application of weed control 
measures (pesticide and herbicide use) needs further 
assessment and management.   See Attachment 39 for 
complete letter. 

 See the response to comment 53, above.  A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
63 

Hydrology patterns Water Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Surface water hydrology patterns to maintain a drinking 
water source for animal use and to prevent documented 
and reported down slope flooding during the wet weather 
months needs further study and protection measures.   
See Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 53, above. A Wetland Delineation 
Report in included as 
Attachment B to the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 
A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
64 

Effects of 
stormwater runoff 
and infiltration on 
surface water 

Water Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

The effects of the near surface groundwater table and 
quality due to increased stormwater runoff and infiltration 
rates needs to be addressed.   See Attachment 39 for 
complete letter. 

 See the response to comment 53, above. A Geology and Soils 
Hazards Evaluation is 
included as Attachment D to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
65 

Water well 
regulations and 
usage 

Water Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Determine the status of local groundwater withdrawal 
moratoriums and if present, prohibit the installation of any 
groundwater well on the project site. Determine the status 
of any recorded water wells on the project site using the 
Washington State Well Log Database. Water storage may 
be needed on or near the project site to contain or 
extinguish potential grass or forest fires. This needs to be 
studied further.   See Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

 See the response to comment 53, above.  A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Recreation 

Comment 
66 

Proposed project 
will limit 
recreational 
opportunities on 
the private 
property of the 
proposed project. 

Recreation Charles Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

September 17, 2009 Orienteering, skiing, biking has occurred on the property 
over time.  Proposed project will limit these recreational 
activities.  “Hunters frequent the site during the hunting 
season, looking for deer, elk and bear, which has on 
occasion caused us problems when they stray on to our 
property where we do not allow hunting.”   See Attachment 
5 for complete letter. 

The proposed project will be built on private land.  Historically the 
landowner has allowed responsible uses of the land by anyone 
lawfully accessing the site, except for not allowing motorized 
vehicles on the property.  Historically the road to the project site 
is gated to prevent access. TSR does not intend to change these 
policies. Responsible access through the project site  will be 
allowed subject to conflicting requirements beyond TSR’s control 
(such as insurance or fire protection), provided that individuals do 
not interfere with the construction, operations or maintenance of 
the project.  Gating will continue to regulate motorized vehicles 
but a fence restricting access is not proposed.  Historic 
recreations uses of the site will be permitted to the maximum 
extent practicable. 

Recreational uses are 
addressed in the Recreation 
Element of the Expanded 
SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  

Comment 
67 

Adverse Impacts to 
Orienteering. 

Recreation Mr. and Mrs. Jack 
Hodgson  Partners, Pine 
Hills Ranch   PO Box 68  
Medina, WA 98039 

September 14, 2009 Construction of the proposed project will not only obsolete 
this [orienteering] map, it will also terminate this activity 
entirely.  See Attachment 1 for complete letter 

See the response to comment 66, above.  Recreational uses are 
addressed in the Recreation 
Element of the Expanded 
SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  

Comment 
68 

Access concerns. Recreation Barb King    Bill King   Cle 
Elum, WA 98922   

October 1, 2009 Imagine how you will feel when your access gets cut off to 
the AFLC property as early as next year. They say they 
won’t but they will need to protect their construction and 
solar equipment.  See Attachment 29 for complete letter.  

See the response to comment 66, above.  Recreational uses are 
addressed in the Recreation 
Element of the Expanded 
SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  

Right of Way 

Comment 
69 

Supportive of 
project as long as 
ROW is not 
impacted. 

Utilities Lila Black  Field Realty 
Specialist  Bonneville 
Power Administration  
Ellensburg Maintenance 
District   14001 Wilson 
Creek Road  Ellensburg, 
WA 98926   

September 30, 2009 BPA does not have any objection to this project as long as 
any planned buildings and facilities remain off the BPA 
right-of-way. We do request, however, that the following 
statement be forwarded to the property owner to help 
ensure public safety and reliable operation of BPA’s 
facilities.  Portions of the property (Kittitas County parcel 
map number 20-16-27000-0009) located in Section 27, 
Township 20 North, Range 16 East, W.M., are 
encumbered by an easement for high-voltage transmission 
lines owned by the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA).  
BPA has acquired rights for these easements that limit the 
landowner’s use of this area.  BPA has the right of ingress 
and egress, the right to keep the easement free and clear 
of all brush, timber, structures and fire hazards, and rights 
associated with roads within the easement area.  All 
activities planned within the BPA easement need to be 
reviewed by BPA prior to their occurrence. Do not build, 
dig, install utilities, plant, or burn within the easement area.  
For further questions or concerns regarding any proposed 
uses of the easement, you may contact BPA Real Estate 
Field Services at the address listed above or by calling 
(877) 417-9454.  See Attachment 20 for the complete 
letter.   

TSR will avoid impacts to the BPA right-of-way and the request 
will be forwarded to the property owner. 

This is addressed in the 
Project Description of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
70 

Road will be built 
on road easement 

Transportation Reagan Dunn  1370 
Loping Lane  Cle Elum, 
Washington  Mail To:  
Reagan Dunn  24488 SE 
179th Street  Maple 
Valley, WA 98038 

October 5, 2009 I am the closest landowner to the site and the road will run 
THROUGH my property, across a road easement. Those 
trucks and construction workers will pass about 150 feet 
from the future home site (where I have spent a ton of 
money trenching power and phone etc nearly a quarter 
mile in homes of a pristine retirement home).  See 
Attachment 26 for complete letter. 

TSR has been working with the County to ensure proper road 
improvements and haul routes. 

A Transportation Road Plan 
is included as Attachment I 
to the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement.  

Support for Renewable Energy 

Comment 
71 

Supportive of 
project and 
renewable energy 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Carlos Arriola September 29, 2009 As a property owner and taxpayer in Kittitas County, I 
STRONGLY SUPPORT The Teanaway Solar Power 
Reserve.   See Attachment 14 for complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  TSR agrees, and appreciates the 
support for solar power and this project. 

  

Comment 
72 

Supportive of 
project and 
renewable energy 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Mike Haschak   225 19th 
Place  Kirkland, WA 
98033   

September 29, 2009 Dear Sirs, as a homeowner in Easton, WA. (51 Homestead 
Lane), I wanted to express my enthusiastic support of the 
Teanaway Solar Reserve out of Cle Elum. What a great 
environmental project. This could not only mean lots of 
jobs for Kittitas County, but possibly be a worldwide 
example of a way out of our dependence on oil and coal.  
See Attachment 15 for complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  TSR agrees, and appreciates the 
support for solar power and this project 

  

Comment 
73 

Supportive of 
project and 
renewable energy 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

W. J. Bender   Industrial 
and Engineering 
Technology Department   
400 E. University Way   
Ellensburg WA 98926-
7584   

September 29, 2009 We would like to add our public support to the Teanaway 
Solar Reserve. We have met with Howard Trott and looked 
at their project description; we feel this is a great 
opportunity with clear benefits for CWU’s department of 
Industrial and Engineering Technology.   The Teanaway 
Solar Reserve has taken the steps to show its intent to 
build a much-needed power source while protecting the 
character and integrity of our natural forest lands. The 
added benefit of a solar panel manufacturer here in Kittitas 
County is of even greater importance to this project, 
because of the jobs and opportunities it provides to our 
students. The benefits of renewable energy and the jobs 
this project will bring to Kittitas County in general are 
immense.   When this project becomes a reality we plan to 
perform applied research in support of the Teanaway Solar 
Reserve. We encourage you to weigh these benefits and 
approve a Conditional Use Permit for the Teanaway Solar 
Reserve.  See Attachment 17 for complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  TSR agrees, and appreciates the 
support for solar power and this project 

  

Comment 
74 

Supportive of 
project and 
renewable energy, 
job creation 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

A.K. Wintzer  Project 
Manager  Renewable 
Energy Workforce 
Training Needs Study   
120 South 3rd Street, 
Suite 299-A  Yakima, WA  
98901   

September 30, 2009 I would like to express my support for the Teanaway Solar 
Reserve that is seeking to be developed in the Cle Elum 
area.  It is my understanding that this private project will 
consist of 400,000 photovoltaic panels spread across 145 
acres on a 900 acre of privately owned timberland.  During 
construction this project will create up to 235 badly needed 
construction jobs.  It will require around 35 full-time family 
wage jobs after construction is completed.  As part of this 
project, the Reserve will require that their solar panel 
vender locate a manufacturing plant in Cle Elum.  Please 
look favorably on this project so it can move forward and 
contribute to the economic base of Kittitas County.  See 
Attachment 18 for complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  TSR agrees, and appreciates the 
support for solar power and this project 

  

Comment 
75 

Supportive of 
project and 
renewable energy 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Mike Haschak   225 19th 
Place   Kirkland, WA 
98033   

September 29, 2009 I would like to throw my complete support behind this 
project. As a homeowner in Easton (51 Homestead Lane), 
I think this would be good for the economy, good for the 
environment, and possibly have the eyes of the world 
looking to this project as how things should be done in the 
21st century.   What a great opportunity for our area.    See 
Attachment 19 for complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  TSR agrees, and appreciates the 
support for solar power and this project 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
76 

Supportive of 
project and 
renewable energy 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

K.C. Golden  Policy 
Director   Climate 
Solutions 

September 15, 2009 The Teanaway Solar Reserve is an example of the kind of 
project we need many more of in our state.   See 
Attachment 10 for complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  TSR agrees, and appreciates the 
support for solar power and this project 

  

Comment 
77 

Supportive of 
project and 
renewable energy 

 Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Terry Walker October 1, 2009 I am writing to endorse the Teanaway Solar Reserve 
project. As an architect I am concerned with the built 
environment and the expanding carbon footprint, the 
pollution from coal power plants and the associated waste 
and health issues. I endorse clean renewable solar power 
as an imperative step into the most desirable future state. I 
endorse the expanding green economy. I am in good 
company in endorsing this project, joined by Senator 
Murray, Senator Cantwell and U.S Rep. Jay Inslee. The 
project is rare in its bold vision and serves as a shining 
example of the promise embodied in the emergent green 
economy, to create clean energy jobs, renewable power, to 
lead the way for future projects, to strengthen the local 
community and to summon from the people of a small 
community the inspiration to lead a nation. To be among 
the pioneers who forge a new world is a rare opportunity.  
In a speech delivered September 22, 2009, President 
Obama said “No nation, however large or small, wealthy or 
poor, can escape the impact of climate change.” The 
president of the United states has committed the United 
States to support renewable energy as a component of an 
international effort to address our shared global problems. 
In closing he called upon the people of this nation to take 
action saying:   “ So let us begin. For if we are flexible and 
pragmatic; if we can resolve to work tirelessly in common 
effort, then we will achieve our common purpose: a world 
that is safer, cleaner, and healthier than the one we found; 
and a future that is worthy of our children.”  I urge the 
people of Kittitas Co to rise to the moment and approve the 
Teanaway Solar Reserve Conditional Use Permit 
Application. To carry the torch and light the way for other 
communities in the State of Washington, to a clean and 
sustainable future.  See Attachment 22 for complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  TSR agrees, and appreciates the 
support for solar power and this project 

  

Comment 
78 

Supportive of 
project and 
renewable energy 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Rob and Cheri Marusa  
PO Box 433  South Cle 
Elum, WA 98943 

September 29, 2009 We would like to add our public support to the Teanaway 
Solar Reserve. Having spoken with Howard Trott and 
looked at theft project description, we feel this is a great 
opportunity with clear benefits for the Upper County.   The 
Teanaway Solar Reserve has taken the steps to show its 
intent to build a much needed power source while 
protecting the character and integrity of our natural forest 
lands. The studies on plants and animals show minimal 
impact to these important resources.   Additionally, the 
working families of our community need a new industry to 
replace the loss of the timber and mining jobs and slow-
down in construction. The added benefit of a solar panel 
manufacturer here in Cle Hum is of even greater 
importance to this project.   The benefits of renewable 
energy and the jobs this project will bring to the Cle Elum 
area and Kittitas County in general are immense. This 
project has the potential to keep a strong work-force here 
in the community and draw more projects of this type to the 
county. We encourage you to weigh these benefits and 
approve a Conditional Use Permit for the Teanaway Solar 
Reserve.  See Attachment 35 for complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  TSR agrees, and appreciates the 
support for solar power and this project 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
79 

Supportive of 
project and 
renewable energy 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Charles J. Glondo  City of 
Cle Elum Mayor   119 
West First Street  Cle 
Elum, WA 98922 

September 18, 2009 As Mayor of the City of Cle Hum I am writing to offer my 
unqualified support for the Teanaway Solar Reserve 
Project and respectfully request that the Board of 
Adjustment approve the Conditional Use Permit for this 
project. There is significant local interest in seeing this 
project realized, in terms of the economic and employment 
benefits to Kittitas County and the Cle Elum area 
specifically.  This project will not only provide a local 
source of clean energy but will also provide new jobs in 
Kittitas County. The 200 plus construction jobs created by 
this project are very much needed in the Upper County and 
once Teanaway Solar receives permit approval from the 
County they will work to locate a manufacturing plant in the 
Cle Elum area which will translate into potentially hundreds 
of permanent jobs. In addition to the new jobs, there will be 
an increased demand in goods and services and increased 
tax revenues for Cle Elum and the County.  Again, thank 
you for the opportunity to comment on this proposed 
conditional use permit and I urge the Board of Adjustment 
to approve this application.  See Attachment 36 for 
complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  TSR agrees, and appreciates the 
support for solar power and this project 

  

Comment 
80 

Supportive of 
project and 
renewable energy 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

Bill Hinkle  Minority Whip  
State Representative 13th 
District   401 John L 
O’Brien Building  PO Box 
40600  Olympia, WA 
98504-0600 

October 8, 2009 I would like to add my public support to the Teanaway 
Solar Reserve and their request for approval of a 
Conditional Use Permit for the Teanaway Solar Reserve. I 
have been briefed on the project and I feel this is a great 
opportunity with clear benefits for the Upper Kittitas 
County, and all of Kittitas County and Washington State.   
The Teanaway Solar Reserve will develop a high-quality 
renewable energy resource while providing needed 
economic development and jobs to the area. At the same 
time, the project will maintain the nature of the Teanaway 
Valley, which is important to local residents. I see this 
project as having the potential to develop related jobs and 
bring other renewable energy industries to our area.   I 
encourage you to weigh these benefits while determining 
appropriate conditions. I hope you will ultimately approve a 
Conditional Use Permit in a timely manner.  See 
Attachment 38 for complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  TSR agrees, and appreciates the 
support for solar power and this project 

  

Comment 
81 

Supportive of 
renewable energy, 
and of project if 
mitigation occurs 

Energy and 
Natural 
Resources 

John and Sarah Talley  
3008 3rd Street NE   
Tacoma, WA 98422 

October 5, 2009 In general I’m a supporter of solar and wind power and am 
excited that there could be some serious jobs potential for 
the Cle Elum area.  Specifically, I could be proud of a big 
solar electric plant nearby, and so would my kids.  I do 
have some serious concerns about this particular project 
that I would like to see mitigated by any conditional use 
permit.  See Attachment 37 for complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  TSR agrees.   The TSR is working with 
the County, state agencies, and local landowners to mitigate 
negative impacts created by the project. While TSR has taken 
great lengths to consider a variety of factors in facility design and 
layout, not all impacts are avoidable. 

  

Traffic 

Comment 
82 

Will impact local 
roads 

Transportation Charles Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

September 17, 2009 Applicant paints a picture of very few homes and very little 
traffic on Wiehl Road, which is incorrect.  The project 
would have very damaging impacts on both Wiehl Road 
and Loping Lane, due to trucks and heavy equipment 
making thousands of vehicle trips on these gravel roads.  If 
project is approved, County should require improvement of 
Wiehl Road to paved County standards.  See Attachment 5 
for complete letter.   

TSR met with the County on 9/23/09 to discuss the road 
standards improvements to Wiehl Road. Please see the 
Transportation and Road Plan for a more thorough analysis.  

A Transportation Road Plan 
is included as Attachment I 
to the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement.  

Comment 
83 

Increased traffic 
due to construction 

Transportation Bart Fite  730 39th Ave.  
Seattle, WA 98122 

September 18, 2009 …and increased traffic are just a few of the [impacts] that 
come to mind.  See Attachment 6 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 82, above. A Transportation Road Plan 
is included as Attachment I 
to the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement.  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
84 

Road drawings 
and details should 
be provided 

Transportation Department of Ecology   
Gwen Clear   
Environmental Review 
Coordinator 

September 23, 2009 Unclear whether the road maps presented included 
proposed roads. If existing roads will be widened, the 
needed maximum width should be described.  The areas 
where this would occur should be specifically identified or 
at least the rationale used to decide if new road is needed 
should be discussed. An estimate of how much more land 
disturbance is likely to be required for roads should be 
provided.  Drawings of conceptual road cross-sections and 
cross-sections of stream crossings should be provided.  
Attachment 9 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 82, above. A Transportation Road Plan 
is included as Attachment I 
to the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement.  

Comment 
85 

Inadequate access 
roads 

Transportation Reagan Dunn  1370 
Loping Lane  Cle Elum, 
Washington  Mail To:  
Reagan Dunn  24488 SE 
179th Street  Maple 
Valley, WA 98038   

October 5, 2009 The access road to the site is poor.  Even in the spring I 
have required four wheel chains on  full-size 4 wheel drive 
truck simply to get through the mud roads without snow.  
With snow I have been stuck no less than six times and 
required towing.  The proposed access road to the site is 
wholly inadequate for the scale of the site and will need to 
be improved.  Because of drainage problems, discussed 
later, the road should be a high quality gravel road with 
steps taken to keep the level of dust down.  Culverts must 
be improved to handle the considerable drainage that runs 
off in many stream beds.  If they are serious about getting 
vehicles up there from October until late April, the road 
improvements must be made by the applicant from Red 
Bridge Road all the way to the American Forrest Property 
Gate which sits on my property.  The CUP should be 
conditioned on this improvement.    See Attachment 26 for 
complete letter. 

See the response to comment 82, above. A Transportation Road Plan 
is included as Attachment I 
to the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement.  

Comment 
86 

Adjacent owner 
threatens gating 
property 

Transportation Reagan Dunn  1370 
Loping Lane  Cle Elum, 
Washington  Mail To:  
Reagan Dunn  24488 SE 
179th Street  Maple 
Valley, WA 98038   

October 5, 2009 I built and own the gate at the bottom of lot 1, this will need 
to be automated to allow construction and also 
homeowners access.   The road easement is NOT a public 
one.  I do not allow tress passing without written 
permission.  The gate must be closed at all times when not 
actually letting vehicles in.  If a passing area is required for 
trucks, construct it on Lot 2 under the power lines and try 
not to disturb the gate since it has a Ranch look to it and it 
was expensive.  I don’t believe a guard shack is necessary 
but if one is needed, I would place it by the lower gate (the 
one I built) just inside of lot two.  I would prefer not to have 
a guard shack just behind my house and in view of it.   Not 
only would he be a very lonely guy in the middle of the 
night, but it wouldn’t make any sense if visitors couldn’t get 
through the lower gate.  I request to have a meaningful 
input as the applicant designs the gate and the policy for 
entry into the site.     See Attachment 26 for complete 
letter. 

TSR proposes to access the project through the use public roads 
and easement rights conveyed by the lessors. See the response 
to comment 82, above. 

A Transportation Road Plan 
is included as Attachment I 
to the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement.  

Comment 
87 

Will require written 
permission for 
access 

Transportation Reagan Dunn  1370 
Loping Lane  Cle Elum, 
Washington  Mail To:  
Reagan Dunn  24488 SE 
179th Street  Maple 
Valley, WA 98038 

October 5, 2009 If all of the above is granted, my family will require written 
permission to access the site.  See Attachment 26 for 
complete letter. 

TSR proposes to access the project through the use public roads 
and easement rights conveyed by the lessors. See the response 
to comment 82, above. 

A Transportation Road Plan 
is included as Attachment I 
to the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement.  

Comment 
88 

Road improvement Transportation Barb King    Bill King   Cle 
Elum, WA 98922   

October 1, 2009 For those of you who live on Red Bridge Road and Wiehl 
Road you will really suffer. You will have to endure at least 
three years of construction. TSR expects to bring up to 450 
workers up your road system daily at the peak, with no 
proposals to fix the roads other than to “work with the 
Neighbors.”  See Attachment 29 for complete letter. 

 See the response to comment 82, above. A Transportation Road Plan 
is included as Attachment I 
to the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement.  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
89 

Road 
improvements to 
support 
construction 

Transportation John and Sarah Talley  
3008 3rd Street NE   
Tacoma, WA 98422 

October 5, 2009 I’m concerned about Wiehl Road from Red Bridge Road up 
to Loping Lane (assuming ALL construction traffic turns left 
at that point).  The permit application has no compelling 
language detailing the extent to which Wiehl Road ought to 
be rebuilt in order to sustain the pounding of all the heavy 
trucks over all the seasons.  There are a few in my 
neighborhood who take up collections of dollars, 
equipment, and many labor hours to patch together and 
snow plow Wiehl Road simply to keep the road together 
under a minimal amount of traffic.  We know what is 
needed:  Designate Wiehl Road from Red Bridge Road to 
Loping Lane as officially a “county maintained road”  
Negotiate a shared cost approach between the appropriate 
governmental agency and TSR, LLC and rebuild Wiehl 
Road to meet the true standard of what is needed to 
withstand multiple years of very heavy construction traffic, 
increased employee traffic and the heavy impact of snow 
and snow melt on this poorly built dirt road   

TSR met with the County on 9/23/09 to discuss the road 
standards improvements to Wiehl Road. Please see the 
Transportation and Road Plan for a more thorough analysis. See 
the response to comment 82, above. 

A Transportation Road Plan 
is included as Attachment I 
to the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement.  

Comment 
90 

Solar panels will 
damage vegetation 

Water Charles Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

September 17, 2009 There are a number of meadows and wetlands on the site. 
Some of these areas dry up with the heat of late summer 
and some stay wet. In many areas that plan life stays 
green and the soil damp long after the surface water is 
gone.   Area is habitat for wildlife.  See Attachment 5 for 
complete letter. 

TSR has performed technical studies and analyses, prepared 
management plans and mitigation measures that address all of 
these concerns. 

A Wetland Delineation 
Report is included as 
Attachment B to the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
A Wildlife Mitigation Plan is 
included as Attachment H of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
91 

Will impact 
vegetation and 
cause run-off. 

Plants Charles Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

September 17, 2009 Seed trees would be removed from south slope eliminating 
habitat, views and buffers and creating substantial water 
run-off issues, which have not been addressed by the 
Applicant.  See Attachment 5 for complete letter.   

See the response to comment 90, above. A Wetland Delineation 
Report is included as 
Attachment B to the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
A Hydrologic Analysis is 
included as Attachment F to 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
A Wildlife Mitigation Plan is 
included as Attachment H of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 

Comment 
92 

Project needs 
more analysis and 
supporting data. Is 
in support of 
alternative energy. 

Plants Cathie Conolly September 17, 2009 The Colockum elk herd is present in the area. The project 
would require the clearing of most vegetation within a 400-
acre site. Irrigation needs to be installed to promote the 
vegetation planted as part of the revegetation effort. Water 
trucks could be used to help the vegetation become 
established.    See Attachment 12 for complete letter.   

See the response to comment 90, above. A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
A Wildlife Mitigation Plan is 
included as Attachment H of 
the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 
A Transportation Road Plan 
is included as Attachment I 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
 

Comment 
93 

Weed impacts. Plants Cathie Conolly September 17, 2009 Spotted and Russian knapweed, mullein, ox-eye daisy, 
kochia, and perennial pepperweed are common to the site. 
The proposed project would increase the presence of 
weeds at the site.   See Attachment 12 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 90, above. A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
94 

Wetland buffers 
are not adequate. 

Water  Department of Ecology   
Gwen Clear   
Environmental Review 
Coordinator 

September 23, 2009 More information about the field reconnaissance is 
needed.  The wetland buffers are based on the 1994 
County CAO, which is no longer based on the best 
available science.  These buffers should be at least 150 ft.  
See Attachment 9 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 90, above. A Wetland Delineation 
Report is included as 
Attachment B to the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
95 

Concerns about 
clear cutting 

Plants Reagan Dunn  1370 
Loping Lane  Cle Elum, 
Washington  Mail To:  
Reagan Dunn  24488 SE 
179th Street  Maple 
Valley, WA 98038 

October 5, 2009 Clear cutting to the property line with 100 foot setbacks for 
the solar panels is really cutting it close, not to make a 
pun.   Setbacks should be at least 500 feet from the 
property lines and 1000 feet from existing structures or 
developed home sites like mine.  I could accept less if they 
would work with me on site lines for the solar panels and 
other structures.   See Attachment 26 for complete letter. 

TSR will comply with all setbacks outlined in the Kittitas County 
Code requirements (Chapter 17.56).  

A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
96 

Concerns about 
clear cutting 

Plants Barb King    Bill King   Cle 
Elum, WA 98922 

October 1, 2009 If you border the AFLC, they plan on clear-culling a 100 
foot wide fire line right to the edge of your property line and 
only set the solar panels back 100 feet. 

The TSR has worked with the County Fire Marshal’s Office to 
develop a vegetation plan to avoid clear-cutting a 100-feet wide 
fire lines.  In most cases, the trees would be “limbed” up to 12 
feet per the Fire Code so that the seed source could remain 
intact. Small shrubs and herbs (<3 feet in height) will be left in 
place where possible to reduce the potential for storm water 
runoff. 

A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
See Attachment M of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
97 

More detailed plant 
survey needed 

Plants Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Intuitive and complete native plant floristic surveys were 
not performed in the springtime when many of the wild 
flowering plants can be adequately observed and keyed. A 
more detailed sensitive/priority plant survey needs to be 
undertaken at the appropriate time(s) of the year. Also 
local plant enthusiasts, naturalists, and botanists should be 
consulted.   See Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

See the response to comment 90, above. A Sensitive Species 
Report is included as 
Attachment A of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
98 

Aspen stand 
evaluation needed 

Water/Plants Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

The aspen stand needs to be characterized, measured, 
and protected or mitigated if it is determined to be a priority 
area. The entire drainage corridor containing the aspen 
stand needs to be studied in more detail to determine if it 
meets the criteria for being a wetland.  See Attachment 39 
for complete letter. 

Development will not impact the aspen stand. During construction 
sensitive areas will be surrounded by construction fencing as 
necessary. 

A Sensitive Species 
Report is included as 
Attachment A of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
99 

Effects of de-
vegetation 

Plants Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Specific details on mitigating measures were not clearly 
identified from the effects of the planned clearing and de-
vegetation to the priority and/or sensitive native vegetation 
and wildlife habitat.  See Attachment 39 for complete letter.  

See the response to comment 90, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
to the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
100 

Vegetation 
management plan 

Plants Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

A vegetation management plan needs to be prepared to 
protect natural areas from over growth and spreading of 
nuisance, exotic, or non-indigenous native vegetation from 
standard seed mixtures to be planted for erosion and 
sediment control and beneath the solar panels. In addition, 
non-native vegetation growing.  See Attachment 39 for 
complete letter.  

See the response to comment 90, above. A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  

Comment 
101 

Visual impacts to 
adjacent property 
owners. 

Light and Glare Michael R. Hansen  
Resident of land adjacent 
to the proposed Solar 
Farm   Parcel ID 14725, 
Tax Parcel Number 20-
16-23000-0016 

September 17, 2009 The current development agreement calls for cutting down 
all trees up to my property line, creating an open space for 
a fire break, with vast clusters of shiny solar panels 
connected by roads just beyond.  See Attachment 4 for 
complete letter. 

TSR has performed technical studies and analyses, prepared 
management plans and mitigation measures that address all of 
these concerns. 

A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
A Transportation and Road 
Plan is included as 
Attachment I of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 
The Kittitas County Fire 
District 7 Contract for 
Services is included as 
Attachment M of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
102 

Visual impacts to 
adjacent property 
owner 

Aesthetic Michael R. Hansen   
Resident of land adjacent 
to the proposed Solar 
Farm   Parcel ID 14725,   
Tax Parcel Number 20-
16-23000-0016 

September 17, 2009 Our neighborhood will be drastically affected by this 
project.  The plant will be an extreme eyesore.  They 
intend to cut down all trees in a 100’ firebreak (and elk 
fence?) adjacent to our properties and to cut down most of 
the rest of the trees.  A 2,000’ side of the proposed farm is 
visible from our house all the way up to the ridge top – over 
half a mile, where they will cut all trees on the crest as well.  
650’ of the project is adjacent to our property.    See 
Attachment 4 for complete letter.   

Please see the response to comment 101, above. TSR will 
comply with all setbacks outlined in the Kittitas County Code 
requirements (Chapter 17.56). 

 A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 
The Kittitas County Fire 
District 7 Contract for 
Services is included as 
Attachment M of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

Comment 
103 

Visual Impacts. Aesthetic Charles Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

September 17, 2009 Applicant downplays visual impact of its constructed 
facility. Neighbors along the south line will be looking 
directly at a hillside lined with solar arrays with minimal 
setbacks.  Visual issues should be evaluated in a full EIS.  
See Attachment 5 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 101, above. A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 

Comment 
104 

Visual impacts to 
adjacent property 
owners. 

Aesthetic Bart Fite  730 39th Ave.  
Seattle, WA 98122 

September 18, 2009 …visual impacts from nearby and across the valley…  See 
Attachment 6 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 101, above. A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
  

Comment 
105 

Adjacent property 
owners will see the 
site. 

Aesthetic Mr. and Mrs. Jack 
Hodgson  Partners, Pine 
Hills Ranch   PO Box 68   
Medina, WA 98039 

September 14, 2009 The developer’s press release claims that no one can see 
the site.  This is not true. Everyone nearby will feel its 
presence. It will be seen from the half dozen or so houses 
in the immediate area and by others located across the 
valley.    To resemble the site illustration in the Application, 
most of these tress would have to be cleared.  This would 
have a very negative effect on the view of the Ridge from 
below and from across the valley.  We request that 
everyone participating in the approval process visit the site 
in person with members of our ownership group and these 
maps and photographs so they can validate these facts for 
themselves.  See Attachment 1 for complete letter 

Please see the response to comment 101, above.  A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 

Comment 
106 

Wants a 200-ft 
vegetated buffer to 
reduce impacts 

Aesthetic Cathie Conolly September 17, 2009 Request that the project provide a 200-foot buffer of 
existing trees and vegetation for the properties to the 
south. The visual impact technical memo did not address 
impacts to the closest properties.   See Attachment 12 for 
complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 101, above. A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
107 

Visual impacts Aesthetic Barbara M. Hodgson          
Box 68  Medina, WA 
98039 

October 1, 2009 The public has been led to believe that no one can see the 
solar area except by plane.  Based on the conceptual 
placement of the panels outlined in the document, this is 
not true.  There are seven or eight houses on adjoining 
property which will look directly onto a hillside of panels 
with minimal setbacks and screening. The proposed area 
that would include solar panels and infrastructure is over 
500 acres. It’s a HUGE piece of property. In addition to the 
visual impact on neighboring properties, it is obvious that 
some of this solar paneled area will be seen from the 
valley, I90, and from the hills across the valley.  See 
Attachment 24 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 101, above. A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 

Comment 
108 

Visual impacts Aesthetic Jack N. Hodgsontel    PO 
Box 68  Medina, WA 
98039      

October 1, 2009 Not only are there homes abutting the proposed site some 
of which are new and substantial, you can stand on the 
property and look across the valley and see many other 
homes and I90.  What you can see can see you.  See 
Attachment 25 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 101, above. A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 

Comment 
109 

Visual impacts due 
to transmission 
lines 

Aesthetic Reagan Dunn  1370 
Loping Lane  Cle Elum, 
Washington  Mail To:  
Reagan Dunn  24488 SE 
179th Street  Maple 
Valley, WA 98038 

October 5, 2009 They should be buried, regardless of the cost.  If not 
buried, they should be as low to the ground as possible 
with the fewest trees cut as possible.  Also, they should be 
required to use the brown/rusty single power polls that look 
like tree trunks.  A 300 foot wide clear cut with huge power 
polls would really kill the rural feel up there and it doesn’t 
need to if properly designed.  See Attachment 26 for 
complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 101, above.  Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 

Comment 
110 

Visual impacts due 
to substation 

Aesthetic Reagan Dunn  1370 
Loping Lane  Cle Elum, 
Washington  Mail To:  
Reagan Dunn  24488 SE 
179th Street  Maple 
Valley, WA 98038 

October 5, 2009 This feature should be placed WELL back into the 
applicant’s property out of site from all landowners at least 
1000 feet.  I could handle some power lines, but an 
substation that is fenced is in sight of the home site is 
unnecessary.  Applicant should bear the cost of adding a 
few more feet of power lines and place it well back on the 
American Forrest property and nowhere near lots 1, 2 and 
3.  Not on lot 2, where the access road exists.  An 
appropriate fence should be as small as possible should 
be used to hide the station and minimize its appearance to 
neighboring properties.     

 Please see the response to comment 101, above. A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
  

Comment 
111 

Visual impacts Light and Glare Barb King  Bill King  Cle 
Elum, WA 98922   

October 1, 2009 400,000 solar panels will be perched on top of Cle Elum 
Ridge directly above SR 970. The site will consist of shiny 
solar arrays nearly TWO MILES across. These arrays will 
be visible in ALL directions for up to 8 miles, including from 
1-90, SR 970, and even parts of Cle Elum!  Imagine what 
400,000 shiny solar panels will look like 100 feet behind 
your fence with a clear cut between you and them. 

Please see the response to comment 101, above. A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
112 

Visual Impacts Aesthetic Jim and Janet Brose  951 
Loping Lane   Cle Elum, 
WA 

October 5, 2009 Directly behind our home is a southern facing hillside 
which appears slated to be populated with hundreds of 
these panels? The articles we have read have repeatedly 
suggested the panels would not be visible to anyone 
except from the air. Yet, if the program proceeds why must 
it be located directly out our door? 

Please see the response to comment 101, above. 
 
The proposed site of the Teanaway Solar Reserve was selected 
for its south facing slope, maximizing the amount of sunlight the 
panels receive in the summer and winter; the annual 300 days of 
sunlight in the area; and its close proximity to major transmission 
lines which increases efficiency of energy transmission to the 
grid. The Bonneville Power Administration’s (BPA) 345-kilovolt 
(kV) Rocky Reach-Maple Valley transmission line is in close 
proximity to the site, running east to west along the southern site 
boundary.  Siting the project close to the existing BPA 
transmission line significantly minimizes the environmental 
impacts that could arise from using other sites further away from 
the line. 
  
In addition, the property is not occupied by any threatened or 
endangered species, such as the northern spotted owl, nor does 
it contain any high quality habitats, such shrub steppe 
grasslands. The site has been managed for commercial timber 
harvesting and has had frequent contact with machinery and 
human activity.  

A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 

Comment 
113 

Visual impacts Aesthetic Bill King October 1, 2009 My wife and I have a home straight across 970 and, if this 
is built, it will be ruining one of the most beautiful views of 
the  Stewart Mountains in the area. (Althoug [sic] all of our 
neighbors would probably say theirs is the best). It would 
surprise me that you haven’t heard from them. You would 
be more than welcome to come to our place and sit with us 
in the front yard and try to picture the change to our view. 
This will certainly have a negative effect on the value of our 
home,  See Attachment 31 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 112, above. A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 

Comment 
114 

Visual impacts Aesthetic Richard Luchinsinger and 
Jane McClenney  9300 
Brick Mill Road   
Ellensburg, WA 98926 

October 3, 2009 And finally, this would be a blight on the landscape for 
visual reasons.  See Attachment 33 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 101, above. A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
115 

Visual Impacts Aesthetic John and Sarah Talley  
3008 3rd Street NE    
Tacoma, WA 98422 

October 5, 2009 The TSR marketing pronouncements and public 
statements are not matching up with the details in the 
permit application.  I specifically recall them saying that the 
area was already logged there were trees all around the 
perimeter nearby homeowners would not even see the 
panels  The early PR work (quoted on the company’s 
website) gives the distinct impression that the project will 
be non-invasive and hardly noticeable – “It was logged for 
so there’s a row of trees left around it so we have a great 
natural buffer,” said Trott. (Aug 9, 2009).  Also….. “The site 
has been heavily logged in the past, but is surrounded by 
Ponderosa pine forest that will screen the array from view, 
Trott said.”  But the application that I and others read on-
line show that the company plans to clear-cut a 100 foot 
fire protection rim around the border and then install panels 
right up to that point.  That will produce a starkly visible 
industrial plant footprint that will be glaringly visible.  
Speaking of glare, the permit application contains 
language denying that these photovoltaic panels will 
produce glare.  That is much less than hard to believe.  My 
neighbors and I would greatly prefer that IF the conditional 
use permit is granted that some conditions be imposed on 
the TSR LLC – keeping a negotiated healthy size border of 
trees around the panels (as implied by the company 
originally) and somehow visually softening up any 
clearcutting of a 100’ fire boundary.  Naturally my 
neighbors and I are concerned about the southern border 
directly above the Goodwins, Hansen, and Milt Kuolt 
property up to the Pine Hill Ranch eastern border.  See 
Attachment 37 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 101, above. A Vegetation Management 
Plan is included as 
Attachment G of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 
A Potential Visual Impact 
Assessment is included as 
Attachment L of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement.  
 
The Kittitas County Fire 
District 7 Contract for 
Services is included as 
Attachment M of the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 
 

Wildlife 

Comment 
116 

Will block 
migratory routes. 

Animals Mr. and Mrs. Jack 
Hodgson  Partners, Pine 
Hills Ranch   PO Box 68  
Medina, WA 98039 

September 14, 2009 Because of steep cliffs to the East and West, the proposed 
“industrial site” blocks the primary access from which game 
enters our property.  Game will not walk through such a 
grid regardless of how high the panels are raised.    See 
Attachment 1 for complete letter. 

TSR has performed technical studies and analyses, prepared 
management plans and mitigation measures that address all of 
these concerns. 

A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
117 

Impacts to elk and 
deer habitat.   

Animals Washington Department 
of Fish and Wildlife  Mark 
S. Teske  South Central 
Region  Ellensburg 
District Office   201 N. 
Pearl  Ellensburg, WA 
98926 

September 16, 2009 This area is key winter range for deer and elk. The amount 
of winter range dictates how many animals an area can 
support. Preventing the reestablishment of vegetation 
reduces habitat.   Bull elk rubbing antlers on solar panels 
may cause damage and lead to a fence, further cutting off 
wintering habitat.  No mitigation is currently proposed to 
off-set these aspects.  Kittitas County has not updated their 
CAO. The proposed project is in an area that WDFW will 
propose as a critical area in the future. A cautious 
approach is warranted if potential critical habitat is at risk of 
elimination especially when reduced habitat availability is 
already limiting wildlife populations.  Locating the panels in 
a manner that avoids any conflict with commercial forest 
would also be a buffer for wildlife species in the adjacent 
lands.  See Attachment 2 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 116, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
118 

Impacts to elk and 
deer habitat.   

Animals Sam and Claudette 
Maybo  5607 169th Pl. 
S.W.  Lynnwood, WA  
98037    

September 17, 2009 The project “will be interfering with the natural migrating 
path and breeding area for many animals,” including elk 
and deer.  See Attachment 3 for complete letter.   

Please see the response to comment 116, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
119 

Project will disrupt 
wildlife corridor. 

Animals Michael R. Hansen   
Resident of land adjacent 
to the proposed Solar 
Farm   Parcel ID 14725,   
Tax Parcel Number 20-
16-23000-0016 

September 17, 2009 There needs to be written language in the development 
agreement regarding no fences and retention of a suitable 
amount of tree clusters and vegetation to support the large 
amount of wildlife and provide a wildlife corridor.  See 
Attachment 4 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 116, above. TSR does not 
currently propose to install a fence around the facility.  

A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
120 

Will impact wildlife Animals Charles Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

September 17, 2009 Wildlife are not concerned with property lines, unless there 
is fencing, and there currently no fencing. Fencing cannot 
be addressed in a “conceptual” manner.  We do not know if 
there are spotted owls or other endangered birds on the 
site, but the Applicant’s brief and superficial survey does 
not adequately address this possibility.  Applicant’s wildlife 
field studies also failed to establish wildlife baselines for 
the different seasons of the year, even though the variety 
and number of a given species can change dramatically by 
season.  Applicant’s wildlife study conducted over a five 
day period is inadequate to truly gage the impact of this 
project on animals in the area.  See Attachment 5 for 
complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 119, above.  A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
121 

Impact to wildlife 
habitat and 
corridors 

Animals Bart Fite  730 39th Ave.  
Seattle, WA 98122 

September 18, 2009 An array of thousands of panels sitting on concrete and 
steel bases and requiring regular maintenance would 
destroy habitat and form a significant barrier to wildlife, 
include the elk, deer, coyote, bear, cougar, and various 
other small animals that frequent the area.   The applicants 
state it will not fence the property, but this seems unlikely 
as the applicant would want to protect its investment- and 
fencing would clearly have severe impacts to wildlife 
corridors. Significant numbers of trees and other foliage 
would have to be clear cut, denuding the site area of 
valuable shade cover, bird and wildlife habitat, and erosion 
control.  See Attachment 6 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 119, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
122 

Fence could 
impact elk and 
deer habitat.     

Animals Richard Robbins  154 
Lake Washington Blvd. 
East   Seattle, WA 98112 

September 18, 2009 Member of Pine Hills Ranch who states that he is generally 
in favor of renewable energy projects. Opposes the project 
due to its location and environmental impacts.   The site 
should be protected from vandals by a fence; however, a 
fence would restrict wildlife movement.   See Attachment 
11 for complete letter.   

Please see the response to comment 119, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
123 

Project needs 
more analysis and 
supporting data. 

Animals Cathie Conolly September 18, 2009 Information from the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation 
shows that elk are unlikely to move underneath the panels. 
Only one corridor is planned between the two main 
portions of the solar panels and it does not connect with 
properties to the south and east of the site, where elk 
movement is common. Incorporation of additional wildlife 
corridors is necessary.   See Attachment 12 for complete 
letter. 

Please see the response to comment 116, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
124 

Wildlife impacts Animals Bonnie Robbins  154 
Lake Washington Blvd. 
East   Seattle, WA 98112 

September 17, 2009 Impacts to the diversity of wildlife in the area would be 
disastrous. Elk movement would be disrupted. The 
development would impact the cougars in the area. 

Please see the response to comment 116, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
125 

Cougar information Animals Perry Harvester  1701 
South 24th Avenue   
Yakima, Washington 
98902-5720   

September 28, 2009 Concern has been expressed regarding what is depicted in 
the map titled “Cougar locations in vicinity of proposed 
solar reserve”, which was attached to and submitted with 
our comment letter. The data is from “Project CAT”, a 
research project, involving Washington Department of Fish 
and Wildlife (WDFW) scientists, a carnivore research 
institute, and the Cle Elum School District. There were 
2116 total cougar locations (shown as red dots) identified 
from GPS collars in the map. The collars were set to 
provide location signals at four to six hour intervals. The 
data has not been analyzed or interpreted yet.  See 
Attachment 21 for complete letter. 

Comment acknowledged.  

Comment 
126 

Elk concerns Animals Chuck Adams  General 
Manager   Pine Hills 
Ranch LLC 

August 27, 2009 As adjoining neighbors, we see a lot of the elk herd, and 
some of the company environmental statements about the 
herd seem erroneous to us.  See Attachment 23 for 
complete letter 

Please see the response to comment 116, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
127 

Wildlife impacts Animals Barbara M. Hodgson                                     
Box 68  Medina, WA 
98039   

October 1, 2009 The document states that there is no wildlife of note on the 
property.  In fact, a large elk herd is present in the area 
from mid- October to May, and we have seen significant 
birdlife, deer, cougar, coyotes, and an occasional bear and 
turkey.  None of this wildlife is likely to wander through a 
maze of concrete pillars topped with solar panels spaced 
about six yards apart.  No fences are proposed at this time 
but given the value of the panels, one can not be sure that 
fences won’t be required in the future.  See Attachment 24 
for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 116, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
128 

Elk impacts  Animals Jack N. Hodgsontel    PO 
Box 68,  Medina, WA 
98039 

October 1, 2009 There is an estimate for the cost of the panels at 
$300,000,000 and a statement that access must be 
restricted but the area would not fenced so the elk can 
move through.  But how can all of this equipment be 
secured from man without a fence or full time guard force 
of considerable numbers?  We are dealing with a minimum 
perimeter of 2.5 miles. I can’t imagine elk walking through 
this maze of concrete and metal with or without a fence.  
This is not just a migratory route for elk.  It is their home for 
most of the year excluding the summer months.  See 
Attachment 25 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 116, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
129 

Wildlife impacts Animals Jim and Janet Brose  951 
Loping Lane   Cle Elum, 
WA 

October 5, 2009 We also question how easily the impact to the natural 
wildlife has been dismissed in the presentations of these 
plans for the solar reserve. We have the good fortune to 
enjoy much of the animal population, yet the removal of 
their natural habitat will certainly change our lives and 
theirs especially. To reestablish the lost vegetation as a 
result of the construction will take years.  The idea of a 
fence in the area further limiting food for the wildlife and 
significantly changing the rural appeal just boggles our 
minds. What are these commissioners thinking?  See 
Attachment 30 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 116, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 
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Comment 
Number Issues Raised 

SEPA 
Checklist 
Category 

Commenter Date Comment 
Received Summarized Comment(s) Response 

Documents and Pages in 
which Comment is 

Addressed 
Comment 
130 

Wildlife impacts Animals Richard Luchinsinger and 
Jane McClenney  9300 
Brick Mill Road   
Ellensburg, WA 98926 

October 3, 2009 Deer, elk, and other wildlife would be totally displaced. 
Look at what’s even happening with Suncadia. They are 
having trouble with deer and elk there, which would force 
even more wildlife onto 1-90. We also have to remember 
tree, shrubs and other plants is the only true air 
conditioning this earth has. Their development would 
destroy all this. We would have to cut down even more 
trees as more houses were built and power lines go in. If 
you want to really be “green” pass laws that make all new 
building and remodels have solar and some type of wind 
power. Other countries are already doing so, and 
eventually we will have to get there as well.  See 
Attachment 33 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 116, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
131 

Elk Impacts Animals Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Perform a more detailed assessment of the elk populations 
on the project site during the months when they would be 
expected to be present.   See Attachment 39 for complete 
letter. 

Please see the response to comment 116, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
132 

Bird Impacts Animals Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Perform a more detailed bird study on the project site to 
include the identification and mapping of owl, quail, turkey, 
blue bird, heron, eagle, hawks, songbirds, woodpeckers, or 
other sensitive birds.   See Attachment 39 for complete 
letter. 

Per standard field survey protocol for biological surveys, 
experienced biologists first conducted a desk top survey of the 
relevant databases and data maintained by state and federal 
agencies.  The conclusion from this review was that federal or 
state listed species (endangered or threatened) species were 
unlikely to occur on the project site. Biologists conducted field 
surveys for such species and compiled a list of all bird species 
observed within the project site. 

A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
133 

Insect Impacts Animals Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

A detailed insect survey should be undertaken and the 
results presented.  See Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 132, above.  A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
134 

Bat Impacts Animals Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

A bat habitat assessment should be undertaken and 
results presented.   See Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 132, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
135 

Protect wildlife 
corridors from light 

Animals/Lighting Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Wildlife corridors will need protection from lighting features 
by installing or incorporating mitigation measures such as: 
installing blinds, fences, or by positioning and aligning 
lights so not to be directed into natural areas.  See 
Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 116, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
136 

Wildlife impacts Animals Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

Prohibit fencing in areas frequented by migrating wildlife 
such as elk.  See Attachment 39 for complete letter. 

Please see the response to comment 119, above. A Wildlife Mitigation Report 
is included as Attachment H 
of the Expanded SEPA 
Checklist Supplement. 

Comment 
137 

Wildlife Impacts Animals Jonathan M. Kemp  (on 
behalf of CART), EnCo 
Environmental 
Corporation  PO Box 
1212  Puyallup WA 98371  
Telephone: 253.841.9710 

December 1, 2009  
Note: This comment 
was received after 
the public comment 
period had closed. 

The possible effects of burning cleared and grubbed 
vegetation to surrounding wildlife and humans needs to be 
studied and controlled in a safe manner.   See Attachment 
39 for complete letter. 

It is TSR’s intent not to burn woody debris, slash, or logging 
refuse. Any woody debris chipped on site will be put to a 
beneficial use (e.g. chipped material will be sent to a compost 
facility, used for paper or ground cover). If burning is necessary, 
TSR will secure the necessary permits from the Department of 
Ecology and no more than approximately 130 consumable tons of 
material will be burned. 

This beneficial reuse 
statement is included in the 
Air Element and in the 
Vegetation Management 
Plan as Attachment G in the 
Expanded SEPA Checklist 
Supplement. 

 



 

Attachment 1 

  



 



 
        Mr. & Mrs. Jack Hodgson 
        Partners, Pine Hills Ranch 
        PO Box 68, Medina, WA  
        98039 
September 14, 2009 
 
Ms. Anna Nelson 
Kittitas County Community Services Department 
411 N. Ruby St. Ste 2 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
 
Dear Ms. Nelson 
 
Barbara and I are members of the Pine Hills Ranch Partnership which owns 500 acres 
abutting the South and East boundaries of the proposed Teanaway Solar Reserve 
construction site on Cle Elum Ridge.  Pine Hills Partnership, formed in 1980, is owned 
by 11 families, including approximately 100 individuals in three generations. There are 
three residences on the property:  a homesteader’s cabin which may be 100 years old, a 
cottage, and a log cabin built 25 years ago by children of the partners. The residences are 
powered by generators and served by a common well. 
 
We own the property because of its pastoral setting which is ideally suited for: 
 Family activities 

Hiking and cross country skiing  
Having wild game around including a large herd of elk during the fall and winter 
months, deer, bears, cougars, coyotes, and one wild turkey 
Orienteering 
Attending work parties to repair and maintain the property and its accoutrements.                                
 

Thirty years ago, the Cascade Orienteering Club obtained our permission to include Pine 
Hills Ranch on a map which they produced for competition.  This map includes the 
Teanaway Solar Reserve site as well. It was produced by a cartographer, Debbie Newell, 
from the University of Washington who worked with US Geodetic survey maps and 
aerial photographs and two Swedish Orienteerers who flew here and spent 30 days on the 
property by horseback and foot mapping all rocks and depressions of any significance.  
This map is officially recognized by the United States Orienteering Federation and has 
been very costly to create and maintain.  The first meet in 1980 was an International 
competition.  Subsequent orienteering meets have been hosted by the Cascade 
Orienteering Club, the Ellensburg Orienteering Club, the Sammamish Orienteering Club, 
and our Partnership.  We have had over 200 participants compete in a single meet.  
Construction of the proposed project will not only obsolete this map, it will also 
terminate this activity entirely. 



The Developer’s project would also severely restrict the amenities we and the 
neighborhood enjoy.  Because of steep cliffs to the East and West, the proposed 
“industrial site” blocks the primary access from which game enters our property. Make 
no mistake about it.  What looks like an industrial activity is an industrial activity and this 
use is inconsistent with all of the present uses in this neighborhood.  We do not dispute 
that the project is a worthwhile endeavor.  It just seems that locating the Thermal Reserve 
elsewhere such as between Hanford and Vantage or in other locations proximate to 
transmission lines would better serve everyone’s needs. Though the effect would be 
similar, no one would approve storing nearly 100,000 Volkswagens on the site. (Please 
see Attachment  “Site Math”.) 
 
Visualize just how big 400 acres is.  It’s the size of the University of Washington campus 
without the sports fields and parking lot.  Across the valley from the south slope there is a 
large previously cut timber tract which looks huge.  But, it is about half the size of the 
proposed Thermal Reserve.  The developer’s press release claims that no one can see the 
site.  This is not true. Everyone nearby will feel its presence. It will be seen from the half 
dozen or so houses in the immediate area and by others located across the valley.  You 
can even see I 90 from the site.   400,000 panels 3.3’x 5.3’ in sections of eight will cover 
40% of the site and, on this basis, there will be only 6.2 yards between the 50,000 panel 
pedestals which are fairly bulky. Game will not walk through such a grid regardless of 
how high the panels are raised.   
 
Further in these regards, the Developer’s press release says that the area in question was 
clear cut in 2000 and is south facing on Cle Elum Ridge.  These statements are incorrect.  
The only logging accomplished was selective and some of the proposed usage areas were 
not logged at all.  We cannot access the western portion of the site because access is 
barred by a locked gate located on Loping Road where it crosses under the power lines 
but we can state the following:  The area formed by the rectangle in the far northeast 
corner is north of Cle Elum Ridge and slopes to the east and north. For approximately the 
next 800 yards Westerly on the south side of the Ridge there is no evidence of recent 
logging.  This land is a glade of fairly large trees and open space.  To resemble the site 
illustration in the Application, most of these tress would have to be cleared.  This would 
have a very negative effect on the view of the Ridge from below and from across the 
valley.  We do not know yet what happens further west on the site but we would like to 
be permitted access via Loping Road so we could see the impact on that property albeit it 
is less visible from off the site than is the easterly portion. (A letter being prepared by our 
partnership as a whole will include a map and photographs which depict and verify these 
conditions.) 
 
We request that everyone participating in the approval process visit the site in person 
with members of our ownership group and these maps and photographs so they can  
validate these facts for themselves. 
 
At least one thousand “consultant days” were probably expended in preparing the 
hundreds of pages included in the Application and SEPA documents.  There has been 
limited publicity about the opportunity for citizen response.  What is mentioned in the 
official documents is not seen by the vast majority of interested individuals who would 
respond singly.  It seems very unreasonable to provide an individual or family but 15 
days of response time to comment on the Conditional Use Permit.  We had about 10 days 
once we learned of the end date.  We know the property and have access to it.  This is not 
a reasonable period of time for input from the general public. We hope you will extend 
this period of time for response and deliberation. 



 
In summary, we think this project, if approved, would be like a drive-in movie theater: 
Perhaps good for the town BUT terrible for the neighborhood.  We hope the project could 
be placed in a more suitable location and still retain the same economic and access 
advantages as this site may have.  We expect that the other home and land owners nearby 
whom you have identified feel the same way. Upon further investigation, we believe you 
and the notables who have come out in favor of this Project will find it to be more 
“Brown” than “Green.” 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Jack and Barbara Hodgson 
 
 
 
cc:  Mr. Kirk Holmes, Interim Director 
Kittitas County Community Services Department 
411 N. Ruby St. Ste. 2, 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attachment:  Site Math 
 
400 acres = 17,424,000 sq.ft. 
 
400,000 panels times 3.3’ x 5.3’ per panel = 6,996,000 sq.ft.   
This equates to 40% site coverage assuming no new roads are required and that all of the 
space is usable. 
 
Assuming panels of 8, there would be 50,000 panels.  This amounts to 348 sq. ft. per 
panel and 6.2 yards separation between panel pedestals in each direction over the entire 
site. 
 
A Volkswagen Beattle is 76 sq. ft.  This means you could park 95,000 cars using the 
same 40% site coverage factor.  95,000 Beattles!  That’s a lot ! 
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From: JOSEPH MAYBO [mailto:sammaybo@msn.com]  
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2009 9:35 PM 
To: Anna Nelson 
Subject: Teanaway Solar Reserve! 
 
From: Sam and Claudette Maybo 
           5607 169th Pl. S.W. 
           Lynnwood, WA  98037 
           sammaybo@msn.com 
  
To: Anna Nelson (Contract Planner) for Teanaway Solar Reserve: 
    
     My wife and I have owned property in section 23 for the past thirty some years. It breaks our 
hearts to see another part of the upper county turned into something other than a Natural 
Setting for our abundance of wildlife. Over the years we have seen in sections 20 through 24 the 
following animals: elk, deer, coyote, bobcat, bear, owl, porcupine, turkey, squirrel, grouse, quail 
and other numerous birds and small animals. Yes, there is also cougar.  
    As you know, "Suncadia" and "Sapphire Skies" have changed the environment for the upper 
county forever. Now we have the "Upper Teanaway Subarea" in process which involves over 
50,000 acres. Is there no end in site? I can only assume the reason the developer of the solar farm 
has chosen section 22 and 23 in because of the close proximity of the power lines and the 
willingness of American Timber or US Timber (not sure who the owner is) to accept a long term 
lease of the property. Also because of the open areas through out the property with a southern 
exposure. Is there nothing available between Ellensburg and Yakima or even the area east of 
Ellensburg towards Vantage? 
    I've seen a herd of over 100 elk in section 23, "Pine Hills Ranch", where we currently own 
property. They migrate back and forth from the Masterson Ranch in a draw on the southern 
side of section 22 and 23. I would  be glad to show you where this is. Additional elk and deer 
migrate down from the upper forks of the Teanaway Valley in later November as snow begins 
to fall and can be found in any area of section 22 and 23.. Of course there are not always herds 
of 100 but many smaller groupings. Last November I saw a grouping of eleven in section 22. 
One bull and ten cows. Deer usually remain there year round depending on snow fall. If I can 
find the picture of the 100+ elk that I took I will e-mail it to you. I don't want you to get the 
impression that there aren't many elk or deer in the proposed solar farm area. You won't see a 
lot in July. 
    You probably know by now that both my wife, Claudette, and I are totally against the solar 
farm. You will be interfering with the natural migrating path and breading area for many 
animals. 
    Thank you for understanding our concerns.  
                                                                         
                                                                                Sam and Claudette Maybo 
 

mailto:sammaybo@msn.com
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Letter from Michael R. Hansen     9/17/09 
Resident of land adjacent to the proposed Solar Farm 
Parcel ID 14725,   Tax Parcel Number 20-16-23000-0016 
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
The announcement of this project has come as quite a surprise to me.  Being adjacent to 
the proposed power plant, I use the area regularly.  Although I understand the need for 
green energy, I oppose the plant for the following good reasons.     
 
The development agreement does not recognize that people ARE living adjacent to the 
property and will be affected dramatically. 
 
Zoning 
We moved to this property 10 years ago for peace of mind, understanding that Forest & 
Range zoning restricted development to logging, low density housing or open-space.  
My wife and I are quite alarmed to find that the county is considering a conditional use 
permit for an industrial power plant, which is not compatible with the zoning and is a 
violation of the protections zoning provides to the community. 
 
Location 
The location is odd.  Why not build adjacent to the power lines in the desert or on the 
Northern slope of Ellensburg where the land is flat and individual solar panel clusters are 
easily accessible?  Located on our steep slopes, the farm will require a dense road 
structure and require retaining walls for the panel bases.  This will add to the fixed and 
maintenance costs of the project and make it less likely to be profitable. 
 
Where is the study indicating the numbers of hours of cloudless days/hours around the 
year?  Our ridge is on the edge between unpredictable mountain weather and desert 
weather.  We have many days that are cloudy here when it is not cloudy to the east. 
 
Destruction of a Major County Asset 
The 900 acres proposed for this project is a very large and beautiful area that is unique 
along Cle Elum Ridge and unique in the county.  This area is not steep unusable land.  It 
is full of rolling forested areas, open meadows and wetlands.  The area is valuable for 
recreation and development of low-density housing, where many can enjoy it’s beauty. 
 
The project will denude the area, install 33,000 yards of concrete, 150 inverter buildings 
and an excessive network of roads.  It will disrupt a major wildlife habitat and corridor. 
 
It takes 80 years for trees to grow to the size they are now.  The logging in 2001 was 
reasonable and left many mature trees with some open space that is rapidly filling with 
new trees.  What happens when the project fails?   
 
The development agreement has decommissioning and reclamation requirements.  
What is the enforcement ability for this when a company goes out of business?  There is 
none. 
 



The county will be stuck with an area that at one time was a major asset for all its 
citizens and will have become a desolate wasteland without trees, populated with 
thousands of concrete pads and inverter buildings, a massive network of roads and no 
possible use or value to anyone.  This should be of major concern to the County, which 
does not own the land but is responsible for authorizing its use. 
 
Feasibility 
Given the destruction of the property for any other use should the project fail, the County 
has the obligation and its citizens the right to fully understand the profitability of the 
project both short and long-term. 
 
Where are the construction and operational cost analyses?   
 
What is the financial commitment of the people behind this?  Is their motivation for a 
quick buck?  What happens when the panels need replacing in 10 years and there is not 
money for that? 
 
Jobs 
The application says 2 to 4 maintenance employees will be needed.  This is not 
significant to the county to warrant destruction of the area.  The additional jobs for a 
panel assembly plant are positive but what is the connection between the farm and 
panel assembly?   
 
To save money, would not the owners simply outsource panel construction to China?  
Could that assembly plant be moved once the plant is in place and the owners say they 
need to cut costs or close down? 
 
Nuisance 
Our neighborhood will be drastically affected by this project.  The plant will be an 
extreme eyesore.  They intend to cut down all trees in a 100’ firebreak (and elk fence?) 
adjacent to our properties and to cut down most of the rest of the trees.  A 2,000’ side of 
the proposed farm is visible from our house all the way up to the ridge top – over half a 
mile, where they will cut all trees on the crest as well.  650’ of the project is adjacent to 
our property.  I am concerned about noise levels of motorized panels.   
 
 
Thank you, 
 
Michael Hansen 



Letter from Michael R. Hansen     9/17/09 
Resident of land adjacent to the proposed Solar Farm 
Parcel ID 14725,   Tax Parcel Number 20-16-23000-0016 
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
My property shares a 650’ border with the plant from which I have a view of a lightly 
forested ridge 2500’ wide by 4000’ in depth, all of which is designated for solar panels.   
The current development agreement calls for cutting down all trees up to my property 
line, creating an open space for a fire break, with vast clusters of shiny solar panels 
connected by roads just beyond.   
 
The proposed solar farm is a gross deviation from the current Forest & Range zoning 
and a violation of the protections that zoning provides to adjacent land owners.  If the 
County follows through with the plant, it will be a major eyesore and cause a large loss in 
the value of my 20 acre parcel.   To minimize this loss, the County should require the 
following accommodations. 
 
Setbacks and Fencing 
 
It is fair that the County require forested setbacks for adjacent property owners in which 
the trees are not to be touched.  The plant has 900 acres on which to build.   
 
It is also reasonable that there be no fencing on the property line, preferably none at all.  
A lack of fencing should provide access through the farm to the forest beyond.   
 
The area is a major recreational area for horseback riding, hiking, snowmobile access to 
the backcountry and hunting. 
 
Vegetation 
 
The owners must reestablish natural vegetation and control weeds such as the noxious 
Russian Knapweed we have spreading in the area. 
 
 
Thank you, 
 
 
Michael Hansen 



Letter from Michael R. Hansen     9/17/09 
Resident of land adjacent to the proposed Solar Farm 
Parcel ID 14725,   Tax Parcel Number 20-16-23000-0016 
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
I am concerned that the County has issues Mitigated Determination of Non-Significance 
for the Solar Farm.  The application is very smart regarding wetlands but it does not 
address the rich wildlife in the area. 
 
There needs to be written language in the development agreement regarding no fences 
and retention of a suitable amount of tree clusters and vegetation to support the large 
amount of wildlife and provide a wildlife corridor. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Michael Hansen 
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September 17, 2009

M&AnnaNelson RECEIV D
Kittitas County Community Development Services SEP ~ 0 ‘7

411N.Ruby,Suite2
Ellensburg, WA 98926 Klttitas Counni

CDS “. -~ —

Re: Application of Teanaway Solar Reserve LLC .5
For Conditional Use Permit (CUP)

Teanaway Solar Reserve (CU-09-00005)

Statement of Position: The Application to site a massive photovoltaic solar generating project,
including 400,000 solar panels on 1.5 square miles of beautiful and productive forest land which
is prime habitat for many birds and animal species, including the large Teanaway elk herd, is
inappropriate and should be denied. A 15 day public comment period for this Application is
totally inadequate and should be extended to 90 days. In addition, the expanded SEPA checklist
filed by the Applicant is inadequate and flawed. The Applicant should be required to conduct a
full environmental impact study (ElS) for its proposed project with ample opportunity for public
review and comment before any determination on the Conditional Use Permit is made.

Dear Ms. Nelson:

This letter is written in response to the Notice of Application of Teanaway Solar Reserve
LLC for a CUP to build a major industrial solar reserve power plant on 982 acres of land, which
is located on land zoned Forest and Range. Pine Hills Ranch is the owner of 500 acres
immediately adjacent to the east boundary of the proposed solar site. While we recognize the
importance of solar and other alternative energy technologies for meeting our future energy
needs, we believe the site chosen is inappropriate and incompatible with the historical character
of the whole area, with the current uses of the site, with the important wildlife habitat that the site
and surrounding area provide and with the current uses of the surrounding property ownerships.

The project area as described by the Applicant consists of 982 acres, or about 1.5 square
miles. The surface of the panels alone would cover about 160 acres (400,000panel x 17.1 square
feet per panel / 43560 square feet per acre) without even considering the added panel structures,
posts, concrete footings, substations, access roads and other infrastructure related to the project,
which will be sited on south sloping (in some cases steep) terrain. This industrial project will
have a devastating impact upon the wildlife and mixed Ponderosa forest and meadows on the site
and cause severe impacts on its surrounding neighbors and the general area, including potentially
the Teanaway River.

In light of these impacts, it is totally inappropriate to allow only 15 days for comment on
the CUP Application and expanded SEPA checklist for this project, which will be huge in scope
and, according to the Applicant, will be the largest of its kind in the United States and possibly

(I)



world. The current comment period should be enlarged to 90 days to give the public reasonable
opportunity to comment. It is also inappropriate for the County to apparently prejudge the SEPA
review by stating in the Notice that “the County expects to issue a Determination of Non-
Significance (DNS)” when the Application with its hundreds of pages of documentation was just
received on August 18,2009, and other parties have not even had a chance to comment, let alone
read it. This statement is particularly egregious because the Applicants filing contains many
“conceptual” representations, which make analysis of the impacts of where and how the proposed
improvements will actually be constructed difficult, if not impossible, for both the County and
impacted property owners to evaluate. Many of the SEPA responses provided by Applicant are
either incomplete or inaccurate, and the Applicant has made no attempt to veri& their data.. The
construction of a huge industrial energy production facility in the middle of a beautiful and
productive forest and meadow ecosystem which hosts a large wildlife population is not
appropriate. This type of project requires the undertaking of a full environmental impact review
(EIS) for the project

Given the short time period for responses and the unclear dividing line between issues
relating to the Conditional Use Permit, the Development Agreement, and the SEPA review, our
comments will be general and will apply to all of these documents. Pine Hills Ranch, specifically
and without limitation, reserves the ability to raise new issues as they arise. Further, Pine Hills
Ranch, specifically and without limitation, reserves and does not waive its ability to appeal all
aspects of this project, including the County’s procedural and substantive SEPA decisions, the
Board of Adjustments approval of the project and the County’s entry into the Development
Agreement.

A Pine Hills Ranch. Pine Hills Ranch LLC consists of 3 cabins located on about 500 acres of
forest and meadow, extending from Weihl Road on the south to the Teanaway River on the north.
Our road access is from Weihl Road.. We abut the solar reserve as proposed on its east and
northeast borders. Our property, which has been used for forestry, open space, agriculture and
recreation is owned by 11 families. The property was acquired in the late 1960s, so we have a
long term thmiliarity with the proposed solar site, as well as our own property. In the early years,
cattle were grazed on our property and the solar site (Boise Cascade property then) by a local
rancher. Over the years we have hiked, skied, and biked on the proposed site. We have also held
or hosted a number of orienteering meets using the site in conjunction with our own property. In
fact, the Cascade Orienteering Club created a very detailed and expensive map (with several
recent updates) of the whole area for a national meet held there and for many subsequent meets,
all done with the permission of the landowner. In excess of 2000 participants have crossed the
site during these events. A copy of the revised 1994 orienteering map with Applicant’s Figure 5
Conceptual Site Layout placed on it is provided as Attachment A. (Please note that an arrow
indicates True North, while the map’s vertical lines are oriented to magnetic north for orienteering
purposes). Over the years, Boise Cascade did some of the logging on our property, and on several
occasions we allowed them to move their logs across our property. We love the land and try to
manage it in an environmentally sound manner. We do not allow hunting on our property, and it
therefore is somewhat of a sanctuary for the abundant wildlife that lives on and crosses our
property, much of it coming from or going to or through the proposed solar site.



B. Proposed Solar Site. Contrary to the discussion in some of the Applicant’s supporting
materials, the proposed site is a special property with an open pine forest with lovely wetlands and
meadows. In the spring, the land is green and full of flowers. As discussed in a later section, birds
and animals can be found throughout the area. This land has always been used as commercial
forest with some cattle grazing. In recent years, the pine forest has been badly overcut in our
opinion, and particularly on the south, dry slopes it has suffered. Trees grow slowly at this
elevation, but the property is beginning to heal, with many new seedlings coming up. Aerial
photographs of the site provided by the Applicant give the appearance ofvery few trees, but there
is much more cover when viewed from ground level. As noted previously, the site has been
overcut, but there are still many trees of various ages, and it remains an open Teanaway ponderosa
forest. Looking at aerial photographs in the Applicant’s filing, our property line is obvious
because of the denser forest cover on our side. See Attachment B (Applicant’s Figure 5,
Conceptual Site Layout). Forestry requires a long term horizon in the Teanaway area. As detailed
in the next section, in addition to its uses as a commercial forest, the property has been and is
continuously used for recreation by neighbors and many in the Cle Elum community.

C. Recreational Uses. As opposed to the discussion in Applicant’s Application (see SEPA
Checklist p.36), the site area has been used by neighbors and people from the Cle Elum
community for recreation in ways that don’t interfere with forestry operations for as long as we
have been neighbors, and probably long before. The site is often hiked, biked and visited by bird
and flower enthusiasts. Many ride horses through it, including Flying Horseshoe Ranch down in
the valley and other horse groups. Hunters frequent the site during hunting season, looking for
deer, elk and bear, which has on occasion caused us problems when they stray on to our property
where we do not allow hunting. As previously discussed, many orienteering meets have been held
on the property. Thus, if the Applicant actually enforces a prohibition on public access to the site,
there will be a significant loss of public access and recreational opportunities.

D. Plant Life. We are not in a position in this short comment period to comment on endangered
plants on the site (unlike the Applicant, we have not had unlimited time to prepare materials for
this proceeding). However, as noted by Applicant, there are a nwnber of meadows and wetlands
on the site. Some of these areas dry up with the heat of late summer and some stay wet. In many
areas the plant life stays green and the soil damp long after the surface water is gone. They again
recharge with the fill rains. These areas are frequented by wildlife, If these areas are surrounded
by arrays of solar panels, roads and other solar infrastructure, they will be substantially impacted
either by the flash run-off of water from solid surfaces or by the diversion of water resulting from
these structures. (See also G. Hydrology). It is also doubtfUl that these sites will continue to
attract the deer and elk, and this issue should be studied as part of an EIS.

E. Animals. The area of the proposed solar site has sizable populations ofbirds, reptiles and
mammals. The site is generally similar to our property in terms of the wildlife on the site.
Wildlife are not concerned with property lines, unless there is fencing, and there currently is no
fencing. During the day, one regularly sees red-tail hawks soaring over the site looking for mice
or other small animals, and at night it is the sound of owls hooting. All sorts of birds, raptors
including hawks, owls and occasional eagles, quail, wild turkey, deer, elk, coyotes, cougar and
bear frequent the site. We do not know if there are spotted owls or other endangered birds on the
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site, but Applicant’s brief and superficial survey does not adequately address this possibility.
Applicant’s wildlife field studies also failed to establish wildlife baselines for the different

seasons of the year, even though the variety and numbers of a given species can change
dramatically by season. For example, that is a major reason why in Applicant’s SEPA checklist,
its consultants found few deer and elk on the site. They conducted animal field studies on June
16-19 and July 9, 2009, which is the beginning of the hot summer months, particularly on the
site’s south facing slopes. While the many small mammals may stay put during the day and wait
for cooler evenings, the larger mammals such as deer and elk that do stay around simply move
back and forth to avoid the heat of the day. They will then move through Applicant’s site, as they
do on our property, in the evening or in the early morning and then move to the cooler, more
heavily forested areas on the north facing slopes or down to the Teanaway River during the heat of
the day. Consequently, it is not surprising to see few deer or elk, let alone predators, during the
day during hot summer months.

Of course, some of the deer and many of the elk do migrate to the higher country during
the summer months, but they are on the proposed solar site and our property more months than
they are gone. We typically see the larger herds move back in early October, and many remain
into June, with some stragglers staying through most of the summer. Animal field studies done in
late June and July will therefore miss, as they did in this case, the big herds that are resident for
much of the year.

Applicant’s characterization that the elk winter down by the Teanaway River is also only
partially true, and it depends a great deal on the snow cover. With increasing development in the
valley and along the Teanaway River, they appear to have moved more into the uplands, which
include the solar site. The south facing slopes of the solar site often lose their snow cover early
which provides easier access to food. It is not unusual to count 40-50 elk in our field, and on one
occasion I lost count at 130 elk. The elk don’t care about property lines, and they move daily
across ow property and the solar site, as well as other properties. The tracks from the herd leading
in to the solar site are easy to spot in the snow.

The solar site also provides habitat for predatory animals such as coyotes, cougar and bear,
which frequent the proposed site along with our property. I have observed a coyote den on the site
within the proposed eastern setback area near our property line. We have also observed cougar
tracks and bear scat on the site. Cougar have large territories and tend to follow the movements of
the deer and elk herds. We have seen them on our property, and I have confirmed there presence
on our and the adjacent site through the tracking program of Project CAT. We found 5 winter
kills of deer or baby elk on our property alone this spring.

The bottom line of this discussion is that deer and elk and their associated predators are
far more prevalent on the solar site for much more of the year than indicated by Applicant’s field
studies. And the species and number of birds will also vary with the season. For example, we see
and hear more owls in the late fall and winter when the Great Horned Owls move south. If the
Applicant’s animal study had been done at various intervals throughout the year, there would have
been significantly more large mammals observed. We believe that Applicant’s study conducted
over a five day period in one year is wholly inadequate to truly gage the impact of this huge
project on animals in the area.

F. Fencing/Access. The issue of fencing is a very important issue in the discussion of the effects
of the project on wildlife. As we have already discussed, there are large populations of deer and
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elk, as well as the predators that follow them, that move on a daily basis on and across the site.
Some of these animals also seasonally migrate in the late spring to the higher country and return in
early fall. The 982 acre project site extends from the populated south side located around the
upper end of Weihl Road up across Cle Elum ridge and down to the Teanaway River, or about a
mile. The site extends east-west almost 2 miles at its widest point. If the site was fenced, the
wildlife on and around the site would be decimated.

On the other hand, Applicant states that there will not be public access to the site and that
the gate will be locked. Without fences, how will the Applicant keep out the same public that has
traditionally used the site in the past, when they state that the same ‘no public access’ policy was
in effect?. A major difference, of course, is that in the past there were only trees on the site. The
proposed project will place millions of dollars of solar panels, wiring, buildings, transmission lines
and other equipment on the site. How will this be protected from vandalism, theft, target
shooting? Will Applicant seek to change this policy in the future?

This issue cannot be addressed in a ‘conceptual’ manner. If Applicant agrees that no fences
will ever be built on the site, this must be explicitly stated as an enforceable condition of the
permit.

Even in the absence of fencing, Applicant has provided no evidence that deer and elk will
spend much time walking or grazing under huge arrays of solar panels and between thousands of
supporting structures, with maintenance and security vehicles in the area. Fire protection will
require cleared areas around and under the equipment. Thus wildlife, both birds and mammals
will effectively be displaced from 500+ acres of the site. The impacts of this displacement must
be evaluated as part of an EIS, which addresses the issues of wildlife corridors, buffers and open
areas in designing the project. We have been informed by WFW that the elk herd is currently
below target levels and that there is a shortage of habitat. Applicant’s project would further
reduce that habitat.

In an attempt to be more specific about elk movements, regardless of the season, I have
marked on attachment B (Applicant’s Figure 5 Conceptual Site Layouto) our general observations
of the main elk movements, both daily and seasonally, which cross our property on to the
east/northeast coma of the solar site. Although they cross at virtually all points, in a general sense
they move up Cle Elum ridge to the upper meadows and also onto the north facing slopes above
the Teanaway River. The deer cross on to the site in more random fashion.

As attachment B shows, Applicant’s “conceptual” design shows about a 500 foot setback
along its eastern boundary and very little development proposed in the northeast part of their site.
This fact is probably due primarily to the north facing nature of the land as it slopes down toward
the Teanaway River in much of this area. Regardless of the reason, if the CUP is approved, this
setback along its boundary and the northeast part of the site should be left in its natural state and
set aside as wildlife corridor and wildlife open space to protect the elk, deer and predator
populations. We are not very fumiliar with the western portions ofApplicant’s site and therefore
do not comment on it specifically, other than to note that it is all part of the same ecosystem, and it
also should be studied as part of an overall EIS.

0. Forestry. As discussed previously, the solar site has been used over the years primarily to grow
timber, and the site has been logged many times. The site currently suffers the result of over
aggressive logging, but it remains valuable for forestry as well as habitat, as long as one takes a
long term view of forestry. It is our understanding that the land owner wanted to cut more
aggressively on the south thcing slopes of the site, but was not allowed to do so. Consequently,



there remain quite a few trees serving both as seed frees and animal habitat. The solar project
would presumably remove most of the remaining trees on these slopes to make way for solar panel
arrays, roads and other solar infrastructure, thus eliminating valuable animal habitat, eliminating
views and buffers, and creating substantial water mn-off issues, which have not been addressed by
Applicant.

The “artist’s conception” pictures of the site distributed by Applicant as part of its public
relations program show a lovely pine forest with intermingled solar panels. This is not the real life
view of what this industrial site would look like after construction.

H. Hydrology. Applicant’s depiction of the developed portion of its site places the majority of its
panel arrays on the south facing slopes, which makes sense for photovoltaic power generation. In
fact, some of these south facing slopes are quite steep. However, Applicant hardly mentions the
water run-off and siltation issues that will result from the construction and maintenance of this
solar facility. This mn-off and silt will ultimately end up in the Teanaway River, a river that has
species of fish, including Bull Trout, that are listed as threatened and/or endangered under the
Endangered Species Act. Both the Teanaway and Yakima Rivers are also currently the focus of
state and federal efforts to restore salmon rims.

Picture a heavy rain or snowfall, or even a combination of the two, falling on these slopes
denuded of most of their trees and covered with about 160 acres of solar panels plus many
additional acres of impervious surfaces for roads and other structures. The water will sheet off of
the site on to properties downhill and ultimately to Red Bridge Road, the valley and the Teanaway
River.

If this scenario sounds familiar, it is exactly what happened last January when the large
Chinook or Pineapple Express hit the upper County, causing extensive damage to Red Bridge Road,
Weihl Road, and surrounding properties and access roads, including our road. The whole hillside
was a river of water and snow flowing toward the Teanaway and Yakima Rivers. And this
occurred before any solar project was built! Although last January’s ‘event’ was extreme, we have
seen a number of January/February Chinooks over the years, and global warming projections
indicate that there will be more of them.

The flash run-off effect of the project may also negatively impact ground water recharge.
Water running rapidly off of this huge site, which has been denuded of tree cover, will not
percolate slowly into the ground water, where it slowly will work its way to the valley and the
Teanaway River, feeding wells along the way. This issue is already a major issue of contention
between the County and the Department of Ecology, with the resulting ban on new wells.

Finally, we also have serious concerns with pollutants from the metal, alloys, plastics,
lubricants, glues, etc. which may wash off of the solar structures from this huge scale project into
surface water, into the wetland areas, and potentially into ground water. We have the same concern
with the herbicides used to control brush and grass around and under the panels that will wash off
the site.

Applicant has failed to address these issues in any meaningful way and they need to be
addressed in an EIS..

I. Access. The proposed road access to the solar site comes up the lower portion of Wiehl Road
and then branches west on to Loping Lane past a number of homes and undeveloped properties
before reaching Applicant’s gate. Weihl Road continues beyond Loping Lane for a substantial
distance and provides access to a large number of homes, plus a number of subdivided lots which



have not yet been developed. Weihl Road is a public right-of-way, but it is not currently
maintained by the County. It is a gravel road maintained intermittently by various land owners, but
it has been in very poor condition since the January storm. We do not know the ownership of
Loping Lane. Applicant paints a picture of very few homes and very little traffic on Weihl Road,
which is not correct.

The proposed development of the solar site would have a very damaging impact on both
Weihi Road and Loping Lane. The transit of large numbers of trucks and other heavy equipment
making thousands of vehicle trips on these gravel roads over a number of years of construction and
then ensuing maintenance of the facility will tear them up in the long mud and ice season and will
turn them to dust storms in the dry season.

If the County decides to approve the solar project, it must require the developer to improve
Weihl Road to paved County standards and the County should then accept the road and maintain it.
Logic would suggest that the same should be done for Loping Lane, but we will let those owners
address that issue. It should also require that Applicant provide a secondary access to its site as it
requires in other developments.

J. Proposed Setbacks. Applicant has only provided a “conceptual” view of the actual solar panel
placement on its site and the related project setbacks from its property lines. This conceptual
representation is included as Attachment B. This attachment shows about a 500 foot setback along
our joint property line. Because this is only a conceptual representation, we have no way to
determine if this setback is adequate to mitigate the impacts to our property.

We believe that a larger setback will not only help to shield our property from some of the
negative effects of the project but also help to provide a buffer and corridor for deer, elk and other
wildlife to move up the slope to the north facing areas of the site, where Applicant shows no
construction and where we have observed the most deer and elk activity. These setbacks should be
made a condition of any permit and not something to be applied in Applicant’s discretion.

Applicant also shows only a minimum setback of 100 feet along portions of its southern
boundary which pass close to a number of substantial homes. Although we assume that this issue
will be addressed by those neighbors, this minimum setback seems unreasonable in light of its
direct visual impact.

K. Noise. Applicant is silent on issues about noise resulting from the project. Obviously, if the
project is approved, there will be considerable machinery noise from excavators, cement trucks,
dump trucks and other equipment working on, in some cases, steep hillsides during the years of the
construction phase. This issues needs to be addressed.

However, nothing has been said about the noise that might be generated by 15,000 solar
panel arrays moving to track the sun, resetting at the end of the thy, and potentially turning in
unison to dump snow load in the winter. And do 400,000 solar panels producing power on a sunny
day produce a sound?

In addition, anyone familiar with the upper County is aware of the strong winds that
regularly blow through the area and along the hillsides of the proposed site. Just the afternoon
wind is almost a daily occurrence. What noise does the wind make when it blows through 400,000
solar panels and 15,000 solar panel arrays? Does it whistle, shriek or just sound like the wind? We
don’t know the answer, and Applicant hasn’t addressed it, but it could have a very serious impact
on neighbors, surrounding land values and wildlife.

Applicant has bragged about the size of this project as being the biggest in the United States



and maybe the world, yet it has said nothing about the noise which may be generated by the size of
its project. The noise issues are required to be addressed now under our understanding of the SEPA
process. Applicant should be directed to address these noise issues as part of a full Environmental
Impact Study.

L. View. Applicant downplays the visual impact of its constructed solar facility in its Application.
This is definitely not the case for neighbors along the south line of the project who will be looking
directly at a hillside lined with solar arrays with minimal setbacks or screening. As best as we can
ascertain, the visual impact of the project should not be a major issue for us, once we are on our
property, provided that adequate setbacks are imposed. However, it will be very apparent to us or
anyone driving on the upper portion of Weihi Road. Attachment C is a panorama picture taken
from our gate on Weihl Road looking up the ridge in a northwest direction. It shows several of the
homes along the south border of the project, and more are out of sight up the hill to the west. It
appears that most of the trees on and close to the ridge line in the right center portion of the picture
will be removed and replaced with solar panel arrays.

In addition, since we can see our property from several high points along 1-90 going to or
from Ellensburg, the site will be visible from a large distance once the trees adjacent to us are
replaced with massive arrays of solar panels. The site will also be visible to many properties that
have an elevated view of Cle Elum Ridge, which covers a considerable territory. These issues
should also be evaluated in the context of a fill EIS.

M. Fire Danger. Fire is a concern to all who live in or near the woods and grasslands in the
Teanaway area, particularly with its summer hot dry and windy conditions. Applicant will have a
huge number of wires, electrical connections, transformers, electric substations, a transmission
intertie and other electrical equipment in close proximity with acres of dry grass under its
approximately 160 acres of solar panels. What facilities such as water storage, pumping facilities
and fire response equipment will Applicant have on site to respond to any fires that may start on its
site, so that they do not quickly spread to adjacent properties before the fire district can respond?
Applicant should be required to respond to this concern as part of a full environmental impact
study.

Conclusion: Applicant promotes this huge solar project as a ‘green’ project. We submit that it is
~ a ‘green’ project, since it displaces a productive, carbon-fixing forest and meadow ecosystem
containing important and healthy wildlife habitat, including large herds of deer and elk. If this
project were located in the open, arid lands by Vantage or further east or on the Hanford
Reservation, it would be ‘green’. Since Applicant has chosen to place its project on this
inappropriate site, its proposed project and the many damaging impacts that it would create must be
fully examined with a thorough environmental impact statement.

dUlly submi

Charles Adams
General Manager
Pine Hills Ranch LLC
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Dan Valoff

From: Bait Fite [bartfite@mandarinblue.com]
Sent: Friday, September 18, 2009 11:21 AM
To: anelson@GordonDurr.com; Dan Valoff
Subject: Application of Teanaway Solar Reserve LLC for CUP (CU-09-00005)

Dear Ms. Nelson and Mr. Valoff,

I am writing in response to your request for comments on the environmental impacts of the proposed Teanaway Solar
Reserve Project.

As a frequent visitor to the area, I am very familiar with the proposed site and surrounding area. Despite Teanaway
Solar’s comments to the contrary, an industrial project like the one envisioned would be spectacularly out of character with
what is now a beautiful forest and range environment. Our need for alternative sources of energy are well known. But to
bring an industrial project to the kind of lands we want to protect when there are much better alternative locations that are
already developed or capable of development with far fewer impacts (e.g. Hanford or even sites in already developed
areas of Cle Elum) would be bad precedent and bad public policy. Urban growth area boundaries are designed to
concentrate urban and industrial uses that have harmful environmental impacts in specific areas so they can be contained
and managed. Allowing this project would be a signal that industrial developments could be allowed almost anywhere, to
the detriment of the environment and long term urban planning throughout the county and state.

This is also not a case where ideal conditions for solar dictate the choice of this site. Anyone familiar with the area knows
this is not Arizona. Short, cloudy days are the norm for much of the winter and regular snowfall would certainly impact the
project. It appears the main drivers of the project are a confluence of a willing lessor and serious tax subsidies allowing
for a quick private profit while they last. As we have seen with Ethanol and other programs with tax distorted economics,
an inefficient and unsustainable gold rush benefitting a few with unanticipated negative consequences comes at the
expense of the taxpayer.

An industrial project touted as perhaps the largest of its kind in the world would have several severe environmental
impacts to the site and surrounding area, including:

1. Loss of wildlife habitat and corridors. An array of thousands of panels sitting on concrete and steel bases and
requiring regular maintenance would destroy habitat and form a significant barrier to wildlife, including the elk,
deer, coyote, bear, cougar, and various other small animals that frequent the area. The applicant states it will not
fence the property, but this seems unlikely as the applicant would want to protect its investment — and fencing
would clearly have severe impacts to wildlife corridors. Significant numbers of trees and other foliage would have
to be clear cut, denuding the site area of valuable shade cover, bird and wildlife habitat, and erosion control.

2. Water runoff and erosion. Removing trees and foliage and replacing it with thousands of panels and other
impervious surfaces would greatly increase the risk of severe flooding down to Red Bridge Road and the valley
below. The project would also impact the percolation rate into the groundwater, a serious issue in the area.
Finally, solvents, chemicals, lubricants, etc. used in the construction and maintenance of this industrial site would
leach into the groundwater and Teanaway River. I understand efforts are being made to bring salmon runs to the
Teanaway and any potential negative impacts to water quality attributable to the site should be fully examined.

3. Other impacts. The current character of the area is forest and range lands; a quiet, bucolic environment with
significant wildlife, trees, and wildflowers. The proposed project would place a large scale industrial site squarely
in the middle of this environment and be totally out of character with the surrounding area. Significant noise, dust,
and pollution would be generated during construction. After construction, who can say what the environmental
impacts of thousands of panels arrayed on this hillside would create. Noise, visual impacts from nearby and
across the valley, and increased traffic are just a few that come to mind.

An industrial project of the size and scale proposed must be examined further and more time granted for a public review
of the applicant’s phone book thick application. Moreover, much of the applicant’s proposals are “conceptual”. Without
knowing what the applicant intends to build and how, how can the county properly examine its impacts? At the very least,
the applicant needs to first flesh out the details of what it is actually proposing, and then a full environmental impact
statement must be required to examine the serious negative impacts of the project.

1



As a mailer of public policy, industrial projects of this size and scope should not be sited in the kind of pristine, forested
areas we should be trying to protect from industrial sprawl. While a strong case for solar energy being ‘green” can be
made, and I am a firm supporter of alternative energy, this project would be built at the expense of existing “green”
habitat. This is a mistake and a horrible precedent to set for future development. This is especially true when other far
more appropriate sites are available. My understanding is that this project is only economically viable through significant
government subsidies through tax breaks. What would happen if these subsidies were reduced or eliminated, but this
mammoth project was already built out? Does Kittatas County want a rusting 900 acre concrete, steel, and silicon blight
on an otherwise forested hillside? A solar site in northern latitudes with short, cloudy winter days and at an elevation that
would require frequent snow removal is not economically viable on its own merits. This is a public/private project that
would be partially paid for by taxpayers. Our public representatives should insist taxpayer money is well spent on sites
that make sense, not on a site where the applicant would reap subsidized private economic benefits at the cost of
significant negative public environmental impacts.

Sincerely,

Bart Fite
730 39”~ Ave.
Seattle, WA 98122
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September 23, 2009 
 
 
 
 
Anna Nelson 
Community Development Services 
411 N. Ruby Street, Suite 2 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
 
Re: Teanaway Solar Reserve Project  
 
Dear Mrs. Nelson: 
 
After conducting the pre-application review of the above named project, I have the following 
comments: 
 

• The minimum road width shall not be less than 20’ in width.  In the event that the roadway 
infringes on a critical area, i.e. wetland, etc., provisions may be made to allow for a narrower 
road width in that area.   

• All cul-de-sacs must have a minimum turning radius of no less than 50’.   

• All development, design & construction shall comply with Kittitas County Code, Kittitas County 
Zoning and the 2006 International Fire & Building Codes. 

• Due to the remote nature and topography of proposed project in this area, all new structures 
shall comply with the Wild-land Urban Interface Code requirements for defensible space and 
ignition resistant construction materials.   

• In the event that sprinkler suppression systems and/or alarm systems are to be installed within 
the buildings, each system requires a separate permit from the Fire Marshal’s Office,  

• Review of the final project submittals may include further requirements.   
 
This letter in no way constitutes a formal review of this project. The requirements listed above are not 
all inclusive and are subject to change pending full review of this project.  If you have further 
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 509-962-7000. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Brenda Larsen 
Fire Marshal 
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Seidell, Nichole/PDX 

From: Anna Nelson [anelson@GordonDerr.com]

Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 3:01 PM

To: Seidell, Nichole/PDX

Subject: FW: Teanaway Solar Reserve
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From: Dan Valoff [mailto:dan.valoff@co.kittitas.wa.us]  
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 3:00 PM 
To: Anna Nelson 
Subject: FW: Teanaway Solar Reserve 
  
FYI 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

All e-mail sent to this address will be received by the Kittitas County e-mail system and may be subject to Public Disclosure under 
Chapter 42.56 RCW and is subject to archiving and review by someone other than the recipient.  

  
From: Arriola, Carlos [mailto:Carlos.Arriola@seattle.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 2:52 PM 
To: Dan Valoff 
Subject: Teanaway Solar Reserve 
  
Hello Mr. Valoff. As a property owner and taxpayer in Kittitas County, I STRONGLY SUPPORT the The Teanaway Solar 
Power Reserve. Regards, Carlos Arriola. 

Dan Valoff 
Staff Planner 
  
Kittitas County Community Development Services 
411 N Ruby Street Suite 2 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
dan.valoff@co.kittitas.wa.us 
P:  509.962.7637 
F:  509.962.7682 
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Seidell, Nichole/PDX 

From: Anna Nelson [anelson@GordonDerr.com]

Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 9:07 AM

To: Seidell, Nichole/PDX

Subject: FW: Teanaway Solar Reserve - YES!!!
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fyi 
  

From: Dan Valoff [mailto:dan.valoff@co.kittitas.wa.us]  
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 8:01 AM 
To: Anna Nelson 
Subject: FW: Teanaway Solar Reserve - YES!!! 
  
For your file. 
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From: Mike Haschak [mailto:MHaschak@ci.kirkland.wa.us]  
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 6:28 AM 
To: Dan Valoff 
Subject: Teanaway Solar Reserve - YES!!! 
  
Dear Sirs, as a homeowner in Easton, WA.  (51 Homestead Lane), I wanted to express my enthusiastic support of the 
Teanaway Solar Reserve out of Cle Elum.  What a great environmental project. This could not only mean lots of jobs for 
Kittitas County, but possibly be a worldwide example of a way out of our dependence on oil and coal.  
  
Respectfully,  
Mike and Tory Haschak  
425‐442‐9976 
  

Dan Valoff 
Staff Planner 
  
Kittitas County Community Development Services 
411 N Ruby Street Suite 2 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
dan.valoff@co.kittitas.wa.us 
P:  509.962.7637 
F:  509.962.7682 
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Seidell, Nichole/PDX 

From: Anna Nelson [anelson@GordonDerr.com]

Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 10:56 AM

To: Joan Neslund

Cc: Holmes, Kirk; Valoff, Dan; Seidell, Nichole/PDX

Subject: RE: Information on the validity of the Teanaway Solar Reserve

Attachments: CU-09-00005 Teanaway Solar Reserve Notice of Application Mailed.pdf

Page 1 of 2

9/29/2009

Hello Joan, 
Thank you for your email.  I am a contract planner working for and on behalf of Kittitas County to review the Conditional 
Use Permit application and  proposed Development Agreement that was submitted by the Teanaway Solar Reserve LLC.  

Attached is the Notice of Application.    The comment period ends October 5th.  The application documents are available 
on the County website.   If you have questions about the County review process, please contact me at 206‐382‐9540.  
  
I have also cc:d the applicant’s agent and included her contact information below, so that she can provide you with 
information that may be helpful to your library patrons.  
  
Regards,  
Anna Nelson, AICP 
Contract Planner for Kittitas County 
  
Agent for Teanaway Solar Reserve, LLC.:  
Nichole M. Seidell 
Associate Project Manager 
CH2MHILL 
2020 SW Fourth Ave, 3rd Flr 
Portland, OR  97201‐4958 
nseidell@ch2m.com 
  
Business              (503) 235‐5000   
Direct Dial            (503) 872‐4803   
Fax         (503) 736‐2000   
  
  
  
  

From: Joan Neslund [mailto:neslundj@ci.ellensburg.wa.us]  
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 10:43 AM 
To: Anna Nelson 
Cc: info@teanawaysolarreserve.com 
Subject: Information on the validity of the Teanaway Solar Reserve 
  
Hi 
  
I work at the Ellensburg Public library in Kittitas County.  Patron are coming in with comments that this project is a 
scheme and not valid.  Can you provide the library information on your project? 
  
Joan Neslund 
Ellensburg Public Library ‐ reference 
http://www.ellensburglibrary.org/ 



509.962.7228 
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 DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL AND ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

400 E. University Way • Ellensburg WA  98926-7584 • 509.963.1756 
EEO/AA/TITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509.963-3323 

 
September 29, 2009 
 
Ms. Anna Nelson 
Kittitas County Community Services Department 
411 N. Ruby St. Ste 2 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
 
Anna Nelson, 
 
We would like to add our public support to the Teanaway Solar Reserve. We have met 
with Howard Trott and looked at their project description; we feel this is a great 
opportunity with clear benefits for CWU’s department of Industrial and Engineering 
Technology.  
 
The Teanaway Solar Reserve has taken the steps to show its intent to build a much-needed 
power source while protecting the character and integrity of our natural forest lands.  The 
added benefit of a solar panel manufacturer here in Kittitas County is of even greater 
importance to this project, because of the jobs and opportunities it provides to our students.   
The benefits of renewable energy and the jobs this project will bring to Kittitas County in 
general are immense.  
 
When this project becomes a reality we plan to perform applied research in support of the 
Teanaway Solar Reserve.  We encourage you to weigh these benefits and approve a 
Conditional Use Permit for the Teanaway Solar Reserve. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
W. J. Bender 
 
W. J. Bender 
Industrial and Engineering Technology Department. 
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September 30, 2009 
 
Kittitas County Community Development Services Office 
411 N. Ruby Street 
Ellensburg, WA  98926 
 
Dan, 
 
I would like to express my support for the Teanaway Solar Reserve that is seeking to be developed 
in the Cle Elum area.  It is my understanding that this private project will consist of 400,000 
photovoltaic panels spread across 145 acres on a 900 acre of privately owned timberland.  During 
construction this project will create up to 235 badly needed construction jobs.  It will require around 
35 full-time family wage jobs after construction is completed.  As part of this project, the Reserve 
will require that their solar panel vender locate a manufacturing plant in Cle Elum. 
 
Please look favorably on this project so it can move forward and contribute to the economic base 
of Kittitas County. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
A.K. Wintzer 
Project Manager 
Renewable Energy Workforce Training Needs Study 

120 South 3rd Street, Suite 299-A 
Yakima, WA  98901 
ak.wintzer@co.yakima.wa.us 
509.574.1950 
Cell:  509.388.4361 
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Crivella, Ellen/PDX 

From: Seidell, Nichole/PDX

Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 9:54 AM

To: Crivella, Ellen/PDX

Subject: FW: Teanaway Solar Reserve
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I think this one is a repeat..can you check? 
 

From: Anna Nelson [mailto:anelson@GordonDerr.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 9:26 AM 

To: Seidell, Nichole/PDX 

Subject: FW: Teanaway Solar Reserve 

 
  

  

From: Mike Haschak [mailto:MHaschak@ci.kirkland.wa.us]  

Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2009 8:58 PM 

To: Anna Nelson 

Subject: Teanaway Solar Reserve 

  

I would like to throw my complete support behind this project. As a homeowner in Easton (51 

Homestead Lane), I think this would be good for the economy, good for the environment, and possibly 

have the eyes of the world looking to this project as how things should be done in the 21st century.  

  

What a great opportunity for our area.  

  

Mike Haschak 

425-442-9976 
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Department of Energy 
 

Bonneville Power Administration 
Ellensburg Maintenance District 

14001 Wilson Creek Road 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 

                           

                            

September 30, 2009 
 
In reply refer to:  Kittitas County – CU-09-00005 (Teanaway Solar Reserve) 
 
LINE:  Rocky Reach – Maple Valley No. 1 
LOCATION: BOL 54/5 
 
 
Kittitas County Building & Planning Department (via e-mail) 
411 N. Ruby St, Suite 2 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
 
Subject:  CU-09-00005 (Teanaway Solar Reserve) 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) has reviewed the materials sent with the Notice of 
Application for the above-referenced project and its relationship to the BPA transmission line easement 
that may be affected by this project.  BPA does not have any objection to this project as long as any 
planned buildings and facilities remain off the BPA right-of-way.  We do request, however, that the 
following statement be forwarded to the property owner to help ensure public safety and reliable 
operation of BPA’s facilities. 
 

Portions of the property (Kittitas County parcel map number 20-16-27000-0009) located in 
Section 27, Township 20 North, Range 16 East, W.M., are encumbered by an easement for 
high-voltage transmission lines owned by the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA).  BPA 
has acquired rights for these easements that limit the landowner’s use of this area.  BPA has the 
right of ingress and egress, the right to keep the easement free and clear of all brush, timber, 
structures and fire hazards, and rights associated with roads within the easement area.  All 
activities planned within the BPA easement need to be reviewed by BPA prior to their 
occurrence.  Do not build, dig, install utilities, plant, or burn within the easement area.  For 
further questions or concerns regarding any proposed uses of the easement, you may contact 
BPA Real Estate Field Services at the address listed above or by calling (877) 417-9454. 

 
Your cooperation in this matter is greatly appreciated.  By working together with our agency, your effort 
will help to minimize later disputes or unnecessary costs associated with the required removal or 
modification of incompatible or non-permitted activities placed within BPA’s easement.  If you have any 
questions regarding this request or need additional information, please feel free to contact me at (509) 
925-2088 or toll-free at (877) 417-9454. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Lila Black 
Field Realty Specialist 
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State of Washington 

Department of Fish and Wildlife 
 

1701 South 24
th

 Avenue ● Yakima, Washington 98902-5720 ● (509) 575-2740 FAX (509) 575-2474 
 

 
September 28, 2009 

 

Ms. Anna Nelson 

Kittitas County 

Community Development Services 

411 N. Ruby St. Suite 2 

Ellensburg, WA  98926 

 

RE: Supplemental Explanation of Attachment to Teanaway Solar Reserve comments 

submitted on September 16
th

 (CU -09-00005). 

 

Concern has been expressed regarding what is depicted in the map titled “Cougar locations in 

vicinity of proposed solar reserve”, which was attached to and submitted with our comment 

letter. The data is from “Project CAT”, a research project, involving Washington Department of 

Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) scientists, a carnivore research institute, and the Cle Elum School 

District. There were 2116 total cougar locations (shown as red dots) identified from GPS collars 

in the map. The collars were set to provide location signals at four to six hour intervals. The data 

has not been analyzed or interpreted yet. 
 

The map included 1693 locations from two females between 2003 and 2008 (Cougar #1, 2003-

2007 and Cougar #2, 2005 -2008).  Of these, 72 percent of the locations occurred between 

November and April (winter), and 28 percent of the locations occurred from May through 

October (summer). 

  

The map also included 423 locations from five male cougars between 2002 and 2008.  However, 

only two of the five males were major contributors to the location data points as the others were 

on the periphery of the map.  Of the male cougar locations, 76 percent occurred between 

November and April (winter) and 24 percent of the locations occurred between May and October 

(summer). 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these comments. If you have any questions regarding 

these comments, please feel free to contact me at (509) 457-9314. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 
 

Perry Harvester  

Region 3, Habitat Program Manager 
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Crivella, Ellen/PDX 

From: Seidell, Nichole/PDX

Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 9:08 AM

To: Crivella, Ellen/PDX; Ryan, Patrick W. (Perkins Coie); Jjones@forestllc.com; Howard@sawtoothdg.com; 
Matt Steuerwalt

Subject: FW: Teanaway Solar Reserve - Conditional Use Endorsement
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From: Anna Nelson [mailto:anelson@GordonDerr.com]  

Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 6:15 AM 
To: Seidell, Nichole/PDX 

Subject: FW: Teanaway Solar Reserve - Conditional Use Endorsement 

 
  
  

From: Terry Walker [mailto:walkerarchitects@gmail.com]  

Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 1:08 AM 
To: Anna Nelson 

Subject: Teanaway Solar Reserve - Conditional Use Endorsement 
  

To Kittitas County, Washington,  
  

I am writing to endorse the Teanaway Solar Reserve project. As an architect 
I am concerned with the built environment and the expanding carbon 

footprint, the pollution from coal power plants and the associated waste and 
health issues. I endorse clean renewable solar power as an imperative step 

into the most desirable future state. I endorse the expanding green 
economy. I am in good company in endorsing this project, joined by Senator 

Murray, Senator Cantwell and U.S Rep. Jay Inslee. The project is rare in its 
bold vision and serves as a shining example of the promise embodied in the 

emergent green economy, to create clean energy jobs,  renewable power, to 
lead the way for future projects, to strengthen the local community and to 

summon from the people of a small community the inspiration to lead a 
nation. To be among the pioneers who forge a new world is a rare 

opportunity. 
  

In a speech delivered September 22, 2009, President Obama said "No 

nation, however large or small, wealthy or poor, can escape the impact of 
climate change." The president of the United states has committed the 

United States to support renewable energy as a component of an 
international effort to address our shared global problems. In closing he 

called upon the people of this nation to take action saying: 
  

 " So let us begin. For if we are flexible and pragmatic; if we can resolve to 
work tirelessly in common effort, then we will achieve our common purpose: 

a world that is safer, cleaner, and healthier than the one we found; and a 



future that is worthy of our children." 
  

I urge the people of Kittitas Co to rise to the moment and approve the Teanaway 
Solar Reserve Conditional Use Permit Application. To carry the torch and light the 

way for other communities in the State of Washington, to a clean and sustainable 
future. 
  

Thank you, 
  

Terry L. Walker, AIA 
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Crivella, Ellen/PDX 

From: Dan Valoff [dan.valoff@co.kittitas.wa.us]

Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 2:00 PM

To: Knapp, Anne (ORA)

Subject: FW: Teanaway Solar Reserve application

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged
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All e-mail sent to this address will be received by the Kittitas County e-mail system and may be subject to Public 
Disclosure under Chapter 42.56 RCW and is subject to archiving and review by someone other than the recipient. 

  

From: Anna Nelson [mailto:anelson@GordonDerr.com]  

Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2009 4:33 PM 
To: CFAdams2@aol.com 

Cc: Dan Valoff 
Subject: RE: Teanaway Solar Reserve application 
  
Hi Chuck,  
The application has been determined complete.  Notice will be mailed and published in the paper 

sometime next week.  There is a 15 day comment period on the Conditional Use Permit and a 30 day 

comment period on the Development Agreement.  
  
The notice will be sent to various agencies, including WDFW.  The WDFW contact who will receive the 

notice is:  
Travis Nelson 
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife 
1111 Washington Street SE 
Olympia, WA 98501 
  
I have not had the opportunity to look at all the application materials yet, so can not respond to your 
question on noise issues.  You may want to contact the applicant’s consultant to see if she can point you 
to information in the application more quickly.   Her name is Nichole Seidel and her number is 503-872-
4803.    
  
Regards, Anna 
   

From: CFAdams2@aol.com [mailto:CFAdams2@aol.com]  

Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2009 4:05 PM 

To: Anna Nelson 
Subject: Re: Teanaway Solar Reserve application 

Dan Valoff 
Staff Planner 
  
Kittitas County Community Development Services 
411 N Ruby Street Suite 2 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
dan.valoff@co.kittitas.wa.us 
P:  509.962.7637 
F:  509.962.7682 
  

 
  
  

  



  
Thanks,  Anna.  I got the application info on the Solar reserve from Box.net as you arranged.  What is the next 
step and the timing of comments in the application proceedure?  Also, either you or someone else at the Grange 
said something about concerns of the Fish and Wildlife folks about fencing and the elk herd.  Do you know who 
the contact person at Wildlife is on this issue?  As adjoining neighbors, we see a lot of the elk herd, and some of 
the company environmental statements about the herd seem erroneous to us.  Also, I saw nothing about the 
motor noise generated by 400,000 solar panels rotating.  Am I missing something?  Thanks for your assistance. 
                                                                                    Chuck Adams 
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Letter to the Editor   Daily Record 
 

In a Sept. 18 opinion piece in the Wall Street Journal, Senator Lamar Alexander, former governor of 
Tennessee and a member of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, stated “ I fear we’re 
about to destroy the environment in the name of saving it.” This comment perfectly describes the Teanaway 
Solar Reserve’s proposed development on Cle Elum Ridge, which is being rushed through the county’s 
approval process with very little opportunity for public comment on an industrial use of land which is 
zoned “Forest and Range”. 
 
The conditional use permit application and related documents were published September 3 with limited 
notice and the public was given 15 days to read over 600 pages of material and submit comments. To 
further discourage comment, the county stated that, unless strong opposition was encountered, they 
intended to issue a Determination of Non-significance. Given the fact that all the newspaper articles on the 
project have made it sound as though there would be no environmental or visual impact on the community, 
significant opposition is unlikely. These articles were based on information provided by the developer, 
some of which are not accurate. 
 
Public statements indicate that the land in question has been logged and has no useful purpose.  In fact, the 
land has been selectively logged and still has many remaining trees. It is open pine forest and meadows that 
have been used through the years by many valley residents for hiking, orienteering, hunting, and  horseback 
riding, all of which will be eliminated by restricted access. 
 
The document states that there is no wildlife of note on the property.  In fact, a large elk herd is present in 
the area from mid- October to May, and we have seen significant birdlife, deer, cougar, coyotes, and an 
occasional bear and turkey.  None of this wildlife is likely to wander through a maze of concrete pillars 
topped with solar panels spaced about six yards apart.  No fences are proposed at this time but given the 
value of the panels, one can not be sure that fences won’t be required in the future. 
 
The public has been led to believe that no one can see the solar area except by plane.  Based on the 
conceptual placement of the panels outlined in the document, this is not true.  There are seven or eight 
houses on adjoining property which will look directly onto a hillside of panels with minimal setbacks and 
screening. The proposed area that would include solar panels and infrastructure is over 500 acres. It’s a  
HUGE piece of property. In addition to the visual impact on neighboring properties, it is obvious that some 
of this solar paneled area will be seen from the valley, I90, and from the hills across the valley. 
 
The developers appear to be counting on substantial tax subsidies to support the project and generate profit.  
If this fails to materialize in the future, the neighborhood could be left with overgrown industrial blight in a 
once beautiful environment and it would be impossible to restore the land. 
 
There are other issues that have not been addressed. Much of the run off that inundated Red Bridge and 
Wiehl Road during the “Pineapple Express” in January of 2009 came from the hillside where the panels 
will be placed. The proposed construction will further destabilize the hill. Depletion of soil, noise generated 
by stiff winds blowing through the  panels, and the impact of construction on the access roads are other 
concerns. 
 
We have owned adjoining property for over 30 years. Like other neighboring owners, we value the 
beautiful pastoral nature of this land.  We recognize the value of developing alternative energy resources, 
but there must be much more suitable locations for this kind of industrial installation that doesn’t “destroy 
the environment in the name of saving it.”  
 
Barbara M. Hodgson                                     Box 68, Medina, WA 98039 
425-455-0455 
bmhodgson@comcast.net 
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To Anyone Who is Concerned about the Teanaway Solar Reserve 
 
We are long term owners of 500 acres adjacent to the proposed Teanaway Solar Reserve and are 
deeply disturbed by the misinformation presented to the public in the media.  We assume that 
most of this misinformation was generated by the developer and was reported by the media 
before it could be verified.  Unfortunately, this picture then becomes the public’s perception of 
the project since few people will have taken the time to read the 600+ pages contained in the 
official documents.  
 
What was reported in the press at the outset: 
 
The project could not be seen by anyone. 
The property had been logged. 
The property is zoned “Resource” and no zoning change would be required to place 400,000 
panels on 400 acres. 
Later:  The property is zoned “Commercial Forest” and there could be a conditional use variance 
granted. 
 
Information which is set forth in the Developer’s formal application: 
 
The project could be seen from homes in the area.  Unfortunately, the figure depicting the number 
and location of these homes is virtually illegible. 
The property has been selectively logged. 
The property is zoned “Forest and Range”, which is entirely different than “Commercial Forest”. 
 
Comments re the above: 
 
This is a vast tract.  Using the developer’s number for a four hundred acre site, there will be 40% 
coverage of the tract with 400,000 panels in groups of eight before making any allowance for 
roads or associated structures and equipment.  To put this in perspective, this is the same 
coverage you would have if you put 95,000 Volkswagens on the hillside!  The amount of acreage 
which will be needed for the panels is in flux and seems to be growing but my point is still valid. 
The math is attached as Exhibit 1.   
 
Not only are there homes abutting the proposed site some of which are new and substantial, you 
can stand on the property and look across the valley and see many other homes and I90.  What 
you can see can see you. 
 
There has been some selective logging but numerous existing trees would have to be cut to make 
room for the installation of the panels. The developer’s representation of the panel site shows a 
clear cut hillside. Removal of these trees will cause very serious runoff problems. 



Upon review of the zoning ordinances, I find no zoning called “Resource”.  It would be a stretch 
to say that this project would qualify as a conditional use if it were zoned “Commercial Forest”.  
There are no conditional uses listed for “Forest and Range” which come close to resembling the 
proposal.  
 
This is an industrial use which is totally incompatible with the existing neighborhood.  Let me be 
absolutely clear.  I am not suggesting mitigation.  I am recommending relocation and think there 
are many better and more suitable locations. 
 
Concerning the announced intention to not require an Environmental Impact Statement: 
 
There are a number of serious environmental and ecological concerns which others will raise.  
Permit me to comment on just two:  The need to keep the panels clean in order for them to 
function and access. 
 
The developer recognizes the need and likelihood that there may not be enough water on the 
property to do this. So, for purposes of the application, they assume water will be trucked to the 
site and the panels cleaned once a month. With eight panels per section, the 50,000 mounts 
(according to my math) will be 6-7 yards apart.  This density would need to be diminished 
dramatically to get the necessary wiggle room for large trucks.  How many truck loads and how 
many days does it take to rinse down 400,000 panels? 
 
Forget about summer, think about the winter months.  The ground is frozen or muddy depending 
on the time of day and the temperature.  Even with paving all of the roadways, how do trucks 
navigate the hillside?  Snow must be plowed.  Where does the snow get piled?  Can the panels be 
sprayed in freezing conditions without being harmed?  What percentage of the time in winter is 
the temperature such that the water will evaporate rather than freeze?  Where does this much 
water go? 
 
There is an estimate for the cost of the panels at $300,000,000 and a statement that access must be 
restricted but the area would not fenced so the elk can move through.  But how can all of this 
equipment be secured from man without a fence or full time guard force of considerable 
numbers?  We are dealing with a minimum perimeter of 2.5 miles. I can’t imagine elk walking 
through this maze of concrete and metal with or without a fence.  This is not just a migratory 
route for elk.  It is their home for most of the year excluding the summer months. 
 
Postscripts:  Has anyone verified the benefit claims?  What does 75 mw really mean.  They claim 
power for 45,000 homes.  The Wall Street Journal last week sited a project which produced 
1,000,000 mw per year and powers 90,000 homes.  These numbers could well be apples and 
oranges.  I don’t know.  Do you? 
 
In summary, we need alternative power sources but there are many more suitable locations than 
this one. 
 
 
Jack N. Hodgson                       tel:  425 455-0455 
PO Box 68, Medina, WA 98039              email:  JNHodgson@comcast.net 
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Crivella, Ellen/PDX 

From: Seidell, Nichole/PDX

Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 5:18 PM

To: Crivella, Ellen/PDX

Subject: FW: Teanaway Solar Reserve CUP and Development Agreement
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From: Anna Nelson [mailto:anelson@GordonDerr.com]  
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 5:10 PM 

To: Seidell, Nichole/PDX 
Subject: FW: Teanaway Solar Reserve CUP and Development Agreement 

 
  
  

From: reagan.dunn@comcast.net [mailto:reagan.dunn@comcast.net]  
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 5:06 PM 

To: Anna Nelson 
Cc: Reagan Dunn 

Subject: Teanaway Solar Reserve CUP and Development Agreement 
  
  
Ms. Nelson, 
  
Please find the attached public comment regarding the Teanaway Solar Reserve CUP 
and Development Agreement.  Nothing in these comments is in any way intended to 
waive my right of appeal or litigation on any issue relating to this proposed CUP or 
Development Agreement. 
  
While I am a big fan of solar power, I have serious concerns about the appropriateness 
of this project in its proposed location.  I think the letters From the Washington State 
Department of Fish and Wildlife and from Chuck Adams in the public file are both very 
accurate and I incorporate their content herein by this reference.   
  
But I don't want to stand in the way of "clean energy",  so if the County is serious about 
placing this project on the Cle Elum Ridge as proposed I hope they consider, and make 
the CUP conditioned on, the following mitigation efforts at a minimum.  (I am the closest 
landowner to the site and the road will run right THROUGH my property, across a road 
easement.  Those trucks and construction workers will pass about 150 feet from the 
future home site (where I have spent a ton of money trenching power and phone etc 
nearly a quarter mile in hopes of a pristine retirement home).  So here they are:   
  
1)  ROAD and CULVERTS: The access road to the site is poor.  Even in the spring I 
have required four wheel chains on  full-size 4 wheel drive truck simply to get through 
the mud roads without snow.  With snow I have been stuck no less than six times and 
required towing.  The proposed access road to the site is wholly inadequate for the 
scale of the site and will need to be improved.  Because of drainage problems, 
discussed later, the road should be a high quality gravel road with steps taken to keep 
the level of dust down.  Culverts must be improved to handle the considerable drainage 



that runs off in many stream beds.  If they are serious about getting vehicles up there from 
October until late April, the road improvements must be made by the applicant from Red 
Bridge Road all the way to the American Forrest Property Gate which sits on my property.  The 
CUP should be conditioned on this improvement.    
  
2)  GATE:  I built and own the gate at the bottom of lot 1, this will need to be automated to 
allow construction and also homeowners access.   The road easement is NOT a public one.  I 
do not allow tress passing without written permission.  The gate must be closed at all times 
when not actually letting vehicles in.  If a passing area is required for trucks, construct it on Lot 
2 under the power lines and try not to disturb the gate since it has a Ranch look to it and it was 
expensive.  I don't believe a guard shack is necessary but if one is needed, I would place it by 
the lower gate (the one I built) just inside of lot two.  I would prefer not to have a guard shack 
just behind my house and in view of it.   Not only would he be a very lonely guy in the middle of 
the night, but it wouldn't make any sense if visitors couldn't get through the lower gate.  I 
request to have a meaningful input as the applicant designs the gate and the policy for entry 
into the site.     
  
3)  POWER LINES:  They should be buried, regardless of the cost.  If not buried, they should 
be as low to the ground as possible with the fewest trees cut as possible.  Also, they should be 
required to use the brown/rusty single power polls that look like tree trunks.  A 300 foot wide 
clear cut with huge power polls would really kill the rural feel up there and it doesn't need to if 
properly designed . 
  
4)  10 ACRE SUBSTATION:  This feature should be placed WELL back into the applicants 
property out of site from all landowners at least 1000 feet.  I could handle some power lines, 
but an  substation that is fenced in in sight of the home site is unneccesary.  Applicant should 
bear the cost of adding a few more feet of power lines and place it well back on the American 
Forrest property and nowhere  
near lots 1, 2 and 3.  Not on lot 2, where the access road exists.  An appropriate fence should 
be as small as possible should be used to hide the station and minimize its appearance to 
neighboring properties.   
  
5)  DRAINAGE:  Proper draining for the road and culvert system must be added.   The whole 
hillside along loping lane is unstable.  I think something like 2 million dollars in FEMA money 
was used to rehab the site this spring.  Even during normal winter snow runoff the creeks are 
all full and drain into the Teanaway River in a muddy mess.  In January, the floods took 
out HWY 970 along with Red Bridge Road in a few spots.  The applicant wants to put up 
numerous solar panels on the site.  As I read the application, there will be a bunch of access 
roads and lots of trenching for power lines which will require all of the trees to be cut because 
the roots will be compromised or the trees are simply in the way.  In addition, a buffer will be 
created.  The first problem is that the solar panels don't allow water to pass through them and 
will act just like a big tarp.  Second, clearing this huge amount of trees and and other biomass 
will further reduce the ability of the land to absorb this run off.  Believe me, this area already 
floods EVERY spring.  Unless extraordinary measures are taken to mitigate, the flooding will 
be far worse.   (Again, I don't want to stand in the way of this project but it might be wise for the 
County to consider a full Environment Impact Study for this project--especially with all this 
drainage running into the Teanaway River.) 
  
6)  CLEAR CUTTING AND SETBACKS:  Clear cutting to the property line with 100 foot 
setbacks for the solar panels is really cutting it close, not to make a pun.   Setbacks should be 
at least 500 feet from the property lines and 1000 feet from existing structures or developed 
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home sites like mine.  I could accept less if they would work with me on site lines for the 
solar panels and other structures.    
  
7)  ACCESS:  If all of the above is granted, my family will require written permission to access 
the site. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Reagan Dunn 
1370 Loping Lane  
Cle Elum, Washington 
  
  
Mail to: 
  
Reagan Dunn 
24488 SE 179th Street  
Maple Valley, WA 98038 
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Anna Nelson

From: Lori Hinton [Lori@hintoncreative.com]
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 1:43 PM
To: Anna Nelson
Subject: RE: Teanaway Solar Reserve: inappropriate location

Thanks, Anna.
Lori

From: Anna Nelson [mailto:anelson@GordonDerr.comj
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 1:39 PM
To: lori@hintoncreative.com
Cc: Valoff, Dan
Subject: RE: Teanaway Solar Reserve: inappropriate location

Hi Lori,
Thank you for your comments. They have been added to the County file. Your contact information has also been added
to the County’s “parties-of-record” list for notice on future County actions.
Regards, Anna

From: Lori Hinton [mailto:Lori@hintoncreative.com]
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 1:29 PM
To: Anna Nelson
Subject: Teanaway Solar Reserve: inappropriate location

Hi Anna—
My name is Lori Hinton and I recently purchased property in Kittitas County in 2007 because I love the rural atmosphere
and wildlife. I am in the process of building my retirement home there on this property as this is where I am choosing to
live because of these things. I spent yesterday in the Teanaway Valley hiking Ingall’s Way and enjoying the gorgeous
drive up the valley. Then, my entire outlook came crashing to the ground as I heard word of a proposed solar project
which would be sited in these very pristine areas I hold so sacred. I am 100% behind solar energy and all kinds of
alternative energies, but I strongly believe the Teanaway is not the location to conduct such a project. It will forever
negatively change this pristine area whether it fails or succeeds, and there are far more suitable locations further east
along 1-90 that are not so treasured for wildlife and views yet have less snow and great sun exposure.
Please consider this a vote against the TSR by a very concerned citizen, yet a push for solar energy in a more suitable
Kittitas environment.
Thank you and let me know if I can help further at saving our beloved valley.
Lori
206.854.1685
Mailing address:
4000 SW Donovan St
Seattle, WA 98136
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Anna Nelson

From: Anna Nelson
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 9:08 AM
To: ‘Robert Hill’
Cc: Valoff, Dan
Subject: RE: CUP Application for Teanaway Solar Reserve

Thank you for your comments. They have been added to the County file for consideration.

From: Robert Hill [mailto:hillshill@wavecable.com]
Sent: Sunday, October 04, 2009 7:41 PM
To: Anna Nelson
Subject: Fw: CUP Application for Teanaway Solar Reserve

Original Message
From: Robert Hill
To: anelsoncThGordenDerr.com
Sent: Sunday, October 04, 2009 8:54 AM
Subject: CUP Application for Teanaway Solar Reserve

Anna, I wanted to let you know that my Wife Diane and I do appose the process being followed to get Conditional Use
approval for the Teanaway Solar Reserve. Such a major project will have very long lasting impact on the area and the
approach to shorten the process from a full EIS to the DNS just offers major opportunity for error and needed broad scale
evaluation. We own three Properties that Loping Lane, the project access road goes through Parcels 17792,21129 and
314136) Please clearly understand we do not support the direction being followed and asks for your consideration and
voice in requesting a full Environmental Impact Statement plan.

So, clearly we feel the CUP and DNS treatment is not the proper and honest approach to follow in such a large scale
project.

Thank You for your consideration,

Robert and Diane Hill
2548 S. Camano Drive
Camano Island, Wash. 98282
360 387 0393
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Anna Nelson

From: Anna Nelson
Sent: Thursday, October01, 2009 3:35 PM
To: Barb King’
Subject: RE: Oppose TSR

Thank you for your comments. They will be added to the County’s file. If you would like to receive future notices
regarding County actions on this application, please respond with your mailing address.
Regards,
Anna Nelson, AICP
Contract Planner for Kittitas County

From: Barb King [mailto:dragonwoodl@hotniail.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 3:28 PM
To: Anna Nelson
Subject: Oppose TSR

I strongly oppose the misuse of our land use policies. I would support a project that was properly cited, but this
site is absolutely absurd for many reasons. I fully agree with the following:

To My Neighbors in the Lower Teanaway Watershed:

(Including Weihl Road, Red Bridge Road, Lookout Mountain, and Teanaway Road)

I write this email to bring your attention to a potential gross-misuse of the land in the lower Teanaway watershed. Please
take a moment to read this e-mail and submit your comments on this issue to Kittitas County planners before the deadline
for public comment expires on October 5th.

The Teanaway Solar Reserve (TSR) is corporation recently formed by Seattle-area businessmen. TSR is a spin-off
business of the American Forest Land Company (AFLC), a Wyoming corporation, with offices in Bellingham. AFLC is
also trying to create a large development cluster in the upper Teanaway while TSR is simultaneously trying to place the
largest solar array in the United States right in our scenic valley.

400,000 solar panels will be perched on top of Cle Elum Ridge directly above SR 970. The site will consist of shiny solar
arrays nearly TWO MILES across. These arrays will be visible in ALL directions for up to 8 miles, including from 1-90, SR
970, and even parts of CLe Elum!

The property is zoned for use as a Commercial Forrest. This means that if Kittitas County followed its own zoning
practices, not more than 1 house could be built on 88 acres of land. However, the County is seriously considering
approval of a conditional Use Permit (CUP) that would allow this use in direct contradiction of the County’s current zoning.
Most of us purchased our land and built our homes in this area to enjoy a rural lifestyle. We relied on the County’s
practice of zoning to cluster development in the cities and towns and keep the rural areas rural. Each solar panel is nearly
the size of a car and the ridge will look like a parking lot for 400,000 of them. The County must not grant the CUP and this
gross-misuse of our land-use policies must be stopped.

You can help be letting your voice be heard.

I believe in Solar Power and think we should invest in this important resource for our future. But the proper place for real
solar power is NOT in the beautiful pine and fir forests of the Teanaway. Along with the Methow Valley, the Teanaway is
one of this state’s two most scenic watersheds. This Valley and watershed should be protected. The proper place for a
solar array of this magnitude should be in the sage brush country toward vantage, near the wind farm or by Hanford. It’s
OK to be a fan of solar power but against the siting of this project. That makes sense and is not somehow “anti
environment.” Don’t be afraid to protest. I would be the first to support a project that was properly cited.



TSR’s site location on the top of the CLe Elum Ridge is at approximately 2500 feet is a poor choice for a solar array of
this size. The site averages 25-30 inches of snow in mid-winter and frequently has more than 3 feet of snow. In their
application materials, TSR has no serious plan to keep the panels clear of snow. With a snow load on them, the panels
PV cells will generate very little energy.

As many of you know, the Teanaway is not a desert. The area receives 23 inches of rain per year. This is more than the
San Juan Islands and twice as much as Hanford. The clouds that frequently hang over the Cascades make for a fair
amount of cloudy days also make this site far less effective for PV cells than sunnier climates. To be sure, winter months
with short cloudy days will hurt the ability of the PV cells to generate power.

So why do we care if they can’t make a profit? Because if they cannot, the business will go under and we could be left
with 400,000 ugly solar panels, clear cuts and ugly road systems in perpetuity on Cle Elum ridge. The CUP application
has no plan for how to deconstruct this site should this occur.

AFLC and TSR are pushing this project for two reasons. The first is that they can no longer get much value for their land
because the large trees have already been logged. (Many small trees exist with 12-15 inch trunks however). In short, one
house per 88 acres doesn’t fetch much profit for them if they were to sell it. TSR is trying to use a CUP and the promise
of a renewable energy to convince the County planners to let them have a second “bite at the apple” and use their land for
a quasi-industrial purpose. (That’s really what it is--an industrial purpose. If this were any other business enterprise--
other than “green” energy—it wouldn’t even pass the laugh test. But somehow because it is Solar it seems to be nearly
sacred. In the end, its stil just an industrial use and a forest area).

The second reason TSR is pushing this is that the state recently created some pretty big tax incentives for renewable
energy. So the promise of cheap land and tax breaks makes it easy for TSR to make their proposal. They hope they can
get the CUP from the county and then go shopping for investors world-wide to fund their project. They don’t have the
hundreds of millions now to pay the tab. Remember, this is essentially a timber company trying to run a solar business.
If it doesn’t work, the bones of their failure will remain long after they are gone for the rest of us to enjoy.

The County seems to biting this hook, line and sinker. TSR has “promised” to establish a solar manufacturing plant in
Cle Elum and the promise of hundreds of new jobs. However, as of the date of this e-mail no application for the actual
plant in CLe Elum has been submitted. A source with the City Cle Elum believes that they don’t ever really intend to build
a plant at all and will truck PV cells and the towers from Moses Lake, a city in a different county.

So what will Kittitas County really get? Not much. At best we will get an out of town company, using the state’s forests for
a quick profit, creating a two mile eye sore with very little economic benefit. All of our land values will be diminished and
the Teanaway will join the ranks of those many great places in the state that used to be pristine.

For those of you who live on Red Bridge Road and Weihl Road you will really suffer. You will have to endure at least
three years of construction. TSR expects to bring up to 450 workers up your road system daily at the peak, with no
proposals to fix the roads other than to “work with the Neighbors.” They will Construct a 10 acre substation and 175 foot
high power lines through the area to access the BPA lines. They will add some 100 pIus transformer sheds the size of
large vans and a hundred miles of buried cable with an extensive network of dirt road systems also visible from all
directions in the valley. Since they can’t use well water they will truck in water and will set out dozens of honey bucket
bathrooms all across the two mile site for their 450 employees to use. If you border the AFLC, they plan on clear-culling a
100 foot wide fire line right to the edge of your property line and only set the solar panels back 100 feet.

Imagine what this will do the the elk, deer, cougar, bear, bobcat and other animal population? Imagine what 400,000
shiny solar panels will look like 100 feet behind your fence with a clear cut between you and them. Imagine how you will
feel when your access gets cut off to the AFLC property as early as next year. They say they won’t but they will need to to
protect their construction and solar equipment. Imagine the drainage problems that nearly 1/2 square mile of impervious
solar panels will create in Weihl Road and Loping Lane. That slope is highly unstable and it failed in no less than four
paces earlier this January. What will all these transformers and the 10 acre substation sound like?

Friends, tough questions need to be asked. Both of TSR and the County. The problem is the County has already issued
a preliminary Designation of Non-Significance (DNS). In short this means that they don’t think this will do much to the
environment?? However, the Washington Department of FIsh and Wildlife has directly disagreed with this ruling and has
objected asking for a full Environmental Impact Study (EIS). Good for them. Of Course this needs to be studied, at the
very least. Why not study it? TSR doesn’t want it studied, because of all of the game migration, wetland, steep slope,
drainage, and ESA listed species (Steelhead and Bull Trout) issues it will trigger.



The answer is TSR doesn’t want you to know until its too late and they want to start building in early Spring. That is Right
away! TSR has requested a 15 day notice and comment period. This is the shortest period allowed in county code. They
have done this to try and “pull a fast one” on all of us by not providing time for us to comment--and trying to get their
permits before anybody of consequence really noticed. A sign was nailed to the base of a pine tree (nice touch) by TSR
on September 3rd off of Red Bridge Road. The same date notices were allegedly sent out to property to a handful of
property owners (less than 20). What about those of us who look right across SR 970 at the site, or those that live below
it? Aren’t we entitled to know about something that so directly effects us? To be sure, a good neighbor would have
allowed a much longer comment period an followed good process. A good neighbor would have spoken to the community
before it rammed this down our throats. Is this an indication of how TSR will treat this community once it gets it permits?

So, what can you do? First, let your voice be heard. Provide written comments on what you think about the CUP and the
Development Agreement application by no later than October 5, 2009. Comments can be made to Anna Nelson, Contract
Planner at (206) 382-9540. Her e-mail is anelson(~GordenDerr.com. Be kind, she works on contract for the County and
doesn’t work for TSR. She can be helpful if you point out obvious problems with the application. I would first recommend
you read the CUP Application and the Development Agreement which can be found online at
CDS~CO.Kl1TlTAS.WA.US

When you look over the application, pay attention to the section entitled Attachment F, Zone of Visual Influence Technical
Memorandum. Sit down as you look at the scale of this project and how visible it will be to everyone on the Cle Elum
Teannaway area. Then go to the TSR official Website where they say that “not even the closest land owners will be able
to see the solar panels.” Somebody isn’t telling the truth here. You can’t submit an application with four CH2MHILL
graphs showing everyone within 8 miles will see this and then have your website says it can’t be seen. Again, this is
further evidence of why TSR will not be the neighbor they say they will be.

After you make comments, I suggest you let all three county commissioners know how you feel. Call or e-mail. Urge
them to require additional time for public input and comment Public pressure will induce them to back of and maybe even
run from the project.

Finally, make your voice heard before the Kittitas County Board of Adjustment. This is tentatively scheduled for
Wednesday, November 18, 2009 at 7:00 pm. This time and date may change and I will attempt to update you on this
meeting. And remember it is the Board of Adjustment and not the Commissioners who will grant or Deny the CUP. So for
those of you who appose this project, THAT is where our energies should be focused. Denial of the CUP will effectively
kill the project.. .at least for now. Also, if a full ElS is required, this will also delay the project allowing us to get our ducks in
a row. A full EIS is also something you should ask for in your public comment.

I appreciate your willingness to listen. I hope you will look at the application and make comments. Together we an
ensure that the Teanaway remains one of the most beautiful areas in the State of Washington.

Please act to save this important resource!

Respectfully submitted,

James Smith,
Resident of Kittitas County
e-mail: friendsoftheteanaway(&amail.com

PS. Please forward this e-mail to your contact lists in the area. Urge them to act as well!

Barb King
Dragonwood
draponwoodl ~hotmail.com
www.draponwoodbreedinp.com
Barb King
Dragonwood
draaonwoodl ~hotmail.com
www.draponwoodbreeding.com
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Anna Nelson

From: Anna Nelson
Sent: Monday October 05, 2009 9:30 AM
To: ‘Janet Brose’
Subject: RE: Teanaway Solar Reserve

Thank you for your comments. They have been added to the County file. Your contact information has also been added
to the County’s “parties-of-record” list for notice on future County actions.
Regards, Anna

From: Janet Brose [mailto:jl.brose@comcast.netj
Sent: Friday, October 02, 2009 5:17 PM
To: Anna Nelson
Subject: Teanaway Solar Reserve

October 2, 2009

Ms. Anna Nelson
Kittitas County Community Development Services
411 N. Ruby, Suite 2
Ellensburg, WA 98926

RE: Teanaway Solar Reserve

We are writing to respond to the short notice afforded us regarding the proposed Solar Reserve on some of the
most beautiful
forested countryside in Eastern Washington. Our understanding all along has been that we bordered land zoned
forest and range, not lands designed
for commercial use. From all appearances this would clearly impact home and property values.We are very
concerned about the location selected
for a number of reasons, but at the same time support the concept of developing alternative sources of
energy. JUST NOT IN OUR BACKYARD!!
Nor would you want it in YOURS! A solar reserve should be located in a flat open non forested and not
residential area.

Just last spring county engineers roamed the surrounding properties because of severe water runoff and damage
along Loping Lane
to Red Bridge Rd. after the January 09 flood. The county engineers uncovered little to point to the reason for
the flood damage.We personally incurred the
loss of over half of our driveway which required fourteen trucks to replace the base that washed away. We can
only image the greater threats if the
natural vegetation is removed and replaced with panels causing even more erosion from the snow and rain run
off.

The proposed clearing and location of the ten acres for the substation is of particular concern.



We also question how easily the impact to the natural wildlife has been dismissed in the presentations of these
pians for the
solar reserve. We have the good fortune to enjoy much of the animal population, yet the removal of their natural
habitat will certainly
change our lives and theirs especially. To reestablish the lost vegetation as a result of the construction will take
years.

Directly behind our home is a southern facing hillside which appears slated to be populated with hundreds of
these panels? The
articles we have read have repeatedly suggested the panels would not be visible to anyone except from the air.
Yet, if the program proceeds why
must it be located directly out our door? Why isn’t the proposed installation located further from the residential
areas and closer to
the interior of the forested area if it has to be developed here at all! The idea of a fence in the area further
limiting food for the wildlife
and significantly changing the rural appeal just boggles our minds. What are these commissioners thinking?

Vandalism of our home and property damage are also of great concern. Also, without water access in the proposed
reserve, we are extremely
apprehensive about the fire danger. What assurances will we have that these panels and electrical components will not

ignite a fire?

The biggest issue we do have is the way this has been rushed through with little input from the community.
Sure there would be some
road improvement, but we moved here to enjoy a less hectic lifestyle and rural setting. A paved road will only
encourage more traffic. The
construction phase would ruin entire seasons of the spring and summer months, which is unacceptable to us.
The notices have allowed us little
time to respond or comment because of the clandestine way the county has promoted this program to the
detriment of those who live in the
community. No, we are not up on all the EIS requirements or even understand why a Conditional Use Permit
would be granted when the area
is clearly zoned. We need time to understand what rational the Commisssioners are following.
We would like the process to involve us, not skip us. We look forward to the opportunity to be heard.

Jim and Janet Brose
951 Loping Lane
Cle Elum, WA
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Anna Nelson

From: Anna Nelson
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 9:29 AM
To: ‘Bill’
Subject: RE: Tragedy in the Teanaway--say NO to the 1000 acre solar site in the middle of the

Teanaway Watershed!

Thank you for your comments. They have been added to the County file. Your contact information has also been added
to the County’s “parties-of-record” list for notice on future County actions.
Regards, Anna

From: Bill [mailto:kingbros@cse-net.com]
Sent: Friday, October 02, 2009 5:20 PM
To: Anna Nelson
Subject: FW: Tragedy in the Teanaway--say NO to the 1000 acre solar site in the middle of the Teanaway Watershed!

From: Bill [mailto:kingbros@cse-net.com)
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 1:41 PM
To: ‘anelson@GordenDerr.com’
Subject: FW: Tragedy in the Teanaway--say NO to the 1000 acre solar site in the middle of the Teanaway Watershed!

Dear Anna, Following is a letter I just received ( which you probably have already seen). My wife and I
have a home straight across 970 and, if this is built, it will be ruining one of the most beautiful views of the
Stewart Mountains in the area. (Althoug all of our neighbors would probably say theirs is the
best). It would surprise me that you haven’t heard from them.

You would be more than welcome to come to our place and sit with us in the front yard and try to picture
the change to our view. This will certainly have a negative effect on the value of our home,
I have enclosed the letter because I don’t think I could say it any better.
I guess I must have my head in the sand, to have this CUP get as far as it has without me getting

envolved. There has been a problem in the area that there doesn’t seem to be much thought put into the
overall effects of the different planning decisions.
All of the previous developement of this projected area has been residential (and pretty high end

residential for the most part). It seems way off the track to put what is obviously a pretty high density
commercial project into the middle of the area. It’s hard for me to believe that there has not been a bunch
of negative response from these neighbors.
I cant help but think the reason for this developement is because of the downturn in the real estate

market that put a wrench in the original plan of the American Forest I.and Co. which was to log and then
develope this property by breaking it up into smaller residential pieces. I hate to say I envision them
pulling in their 100 million dollars worth of investors, taking their share (which is probably a lot more than
what they would have gotten with the original residential idea)and walking away either immediatly or at
the first winter when this sight proves unfeasable. I certainly know that I won’t be one of the investors.

Please read the following letter, it addresses a bunch of issues that should have stopped this project already and said
much better than I could have presented them.
(I’m not very computer savy and have not a clue how I printed this in different fonts.... and certainly didn’t want the

dark printing above to come across like I was yelling, I just would appreciate some help to stop this CUP or at least slow
it down with the requested EIS.

Sincerely, Bill King



From: Barb King [mailto:dragonwoodl@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 11:44 AM
To: kingbros
Subject: Fw: Tragedy in the Teanaway--say NO to the 1000 acre solar site in the middle of the Teanaway Watershed!

From: Ellen Porter - W
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 9:37 AM
To: draponwood 1~hotmaiI .com
Subject: FW: Tragedy in the Teanaway--say NO to the 1000 acre solar site in the middle of the Teanaway Watershed!

Barbara,

Reagan asked me to forward this to you.

Ellen Porter

From: reagan.dunn@comcast.net [mailto:reagan.dunn@comcast.net)
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 4:08 PM
To: Ellen Porter
Subject: Fwd: Tragedy in the Teanaway--say NO to the 1000 acre solar site in the middle of the Teanaway Watershed!

Ellen,

Can you forward this e-mail to Barbara at Draganwood. She is our Horseback ridding instructor and I
don’t have her e-mail. I gave you her card a few days back. Thanks,

-Reagan
Forwarded Message

From: “james Smith” <friendsoftheteanaway~gmaiI.com>
To: friendsoftheteanaway©gmail.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2009 3:40:11 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
Subject: Tragedy in the Teanaway--say NO to the 1000 acre solar site in the middle of the Teanaway
Watershed!

To My Neighbors in the Lower Teanaway Watershed:

(Including Weihl Road, Red Bridge Road, Lookout Mountain, and Teanaway Road)

I write this email to bring your attention to a potential gross-misuse of the land in the lower Teanaway
watershed. Please take a moment to read this e-mail and submit your comments on this issue to
Kittitas County planners before the deadline for public comment expires on October 5th.

The Teanaway Solar Reserve (TSR) is corporation recently formed by Seattle-area businessmen.
TSR is a spin-off business of the American Forest Land Company (AFLC), a Wyoming corporation,

with offices in Bellingham. AFLC is also trying to create a large development cluster in the upper
Teanaway while TSR is simultaneously trying to place the largest solar array in the United States
right in our scenic valley.

400,000 solar panels will be perched on top of Cle Elum Ridge directly above SR 970. The site will
consist of shiny solar arrays nearly TWO MILES across. These arrays will be visible in ALL directions
for up to 8 miles, including from 1-90, SR 970, and even parts of CLe Elum!
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The property is zoned for use as a Commercial Forrest. This means that if Kittitas County followed its
own zoning practices, not more than 1 house could be built on 88 acres of land. However, the
County is seriously considering approval of a conditional Use Permit (CUP) that would allow this use
in direct contradiction of the County’s current zoning. Most of us purchased our land and built our
homes in this area to enjoy a rural lifestyle. We relied on the County’s practice of zoning to cluster
development in the cities and towns and keep the rural areas rural. Each solar panel is nearly the size
of a car and the ridge will look like a parking lot for 400,000 of them. The County must not grant the
CUP and this gross-misuse of our land-use policies must be stopped.

You can help be letting your voice be heard.

I believe in Solar Power and think we should invest in this important resource for our future. But the
proper place for real solar power is NOT in the beautiful pine and fir forests of the Teanaway. Along
with the Methow Valley, the Teanaway is one of this state’s two most scenic watersheds. This Valley
and watershed should be protected. The proper place for a solar array of this magnitude should be in
the sage brush country toward vantage, near the wind farm or by Hanford. It’s OK to be a fan of solar
power but against the siting of this project. That makes sense and is not somehow “anti-
environment.” Don’t be afraid to protest. I would be the first to support a project that was properly
cited.

TSR’s site location on the top of the CLe Elum Ridge is at approximately 2,500 feet is a poor choice
for a solar array of this size. The site averages 25-30 inches of snow in mid-winter and frequently
has more than 3 feet of snow. In their application materials, TSR has no serious plan to keep the
panels clear of snow. With a snow load on them, the panels PV cells will generate very little energy.

As many of you know, the Teanaway is not a desert. The area receives 23 inches of rain per year.
This is more than the San Juan Islands and twice as much as Hanford. The clouds that frequently
hang over the Cascades make for a fair amount of cloudy days also make this site far less effective
for PV cells than sunnier climates. To be sure, winter months with short cloudy days will hurt the
ability of the PV cells to generate power.

So why do we care if they can’t make a profit? Because if they cannot, the business will go under
and we could be left with 400,000 ugly solar panels, clear cuts and ugly road systems in perpetuity on
Cle Sum ridge. The CUP application has no plan for how to deconstruct this site should this occur.

AFLC and TSR are pushing this project for two reasons. The first is that they can no longer get much
value for their land because the large trees have already been logged. (Many small trees exist with
12-15 inch trunks however). In short, one house per 88 acres doesn’t fetch much profit for them if
they were to sell it. TSR is trying to use a CUP and the promise of a renewable energy to convince
the County planners to let them have a second “bite at the apple” and use their land for a quasi
industrial purpose. (That’s really what it is--an industrial purpose. If this were any other business
enterprise--other than “green” energy—it wouldn’t even pass the laugh test. But somehow because it
is Solar it seems to be nearly sacred. In the end, its stil just an industrial use and a forest area).

The second reason TSR is pushing this is that the state recently created some pretty big tax
incentives for renewable energy. So the promise of cheap land and tax breaks makes it easy for
TSR to make their proposal. They hope they can get the CUP from the county and then go shopping
for investors world-wide to fund their project. They don’t have the hundreds of millions now to pay the
tab. Remember, this is essentially a timber company trying to run a solar business. If it doesn’t
work, the bones of their failure will remain long after they are gone for the rest of us to enjoy.
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The County seems to biting this hook, line and sinker. TSR has “promised” to establish a solar
manufacturing plant in Cle Elum and the promise of hundreds of new jobs. However, as of the date
of this e-mail no application for the actual plant in CLe Elum has been submitted. A source with the
City Cle Elum believes that they don’t ever really intend to build a plant at all and will truck PV cells
and the towers from Moses Lake, a city in a different county.

So what will Kittitas County really get? Not much. At best we will get an out of town company, using
the state’s forests for a quick profit, creating a two mile eye sore with very lift le economic benefit. All
of our land values will be diminished and the Teanaway will join the ranks of those many great places
in the state that used to be pristine.

For those of you who live on Red Bridge Road and Weihl Road you will really suffer. You will have to
endure at least three years of construction. TSR expects to bring up to 450 workers up your road
system daily at the peak, with no proposals to fix the roads other than to “work with the Neighbors.”
They will Construct a 10 acre substation and 175 foot high power lines through the area to access

the BPA lines. They will add some 100 plus transformer sheds the size of large vans and a hundred
miles of buried cable with an extensive network of dirt road systems also visible from all directions in
the valley. Since they can’t use well water they will truck in water and will set out dozens of honey
bucket bathrooms all across the two mile site for their 450 employees to use. If you border the AFLC,
they plan on clear-cutting a 100 foot wide fire line right to the edge of your property line and only set
the solar panels back 100 feet.

Imagine what this will do the the elk, deer, cougar, bear, bobcat and other animal population?
Imagine what 400,000 shiny solar panels will look like 100 feet behind your fence with a clear cut

between you and them. Imagine how you will feel when your access gets cut off to the AFLC property
as early as next year. They say they won’t but they will need to to protect their construction and solar
equipment. Imagine the drainage problems that nearly 1/2 square mile of impervious solar panels will
create in Weihl Road and Loping Lane. That slope is highly unstable and it failed in no less than four
paces earlier this January. What will all these transformers and the 10 acre substation sound like?

Friends, tough questions need to be asked. Both of TSR and the County. The problem is the County
has already issued a preliminary Designation of Non-Significance (DNS). In short this means that
they don’t think this will do much to the environment?? However, the Washington Department of Fish
and Wildlife has directly disagreed with this ruling and has objected asking for a full Environmental
Impact Study (EIS). Good for them. Of Course this needs to be studied, at the very least. Why not
study it? TSR doesn’t want it studied, because of all of the game migration, wetland, steep slope,
drainage, and ESA listed species (Steelhead and Bull Trout) issues it will trigger.

The answer is TSR doesn’t want you to know until its too late and they want to start building in early
Spring. That is Right away! TSR has requested a 15 day notice and comment period. This is the
shortest period allowed in county code. They have done this to try and “pull a fast one” on all of us by
not providing time for us to comment--and trying to get their permits before anybody of consequence
really noticed. A sign was nailed to the base of a pine tree (nice touch) by TSR on September 3rd off
of Red Bridge Road. The same date notices were allegedly sent out to property to a handful of
property owners (less than 20). What about those of us who look right across SR 970 at the site, or
those that live below it? Aren’t we entitled to know about something that so directly effects us? To be
sure, a good neighbor would have allowed a much longer comment period an followed good process.
A good neighbor would have spoken to the community before it rammed this down our throats. Is
this an indication of how TSR will treat this community once it gets it permits?
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So, what can you do? First, let your voice be heard. Provide written comments on what you think
about the CUP and the Development Agreement application by no later than October 5, 2009.
Comments can be made to Anna Nelson, Contract Planner at (206) 382-9540. Her e-mail is
anelson@GordenDerr.com. Be kind, she works on contract for the County and doesn’t work for TSR.
She can be helpful if you point out obvious problems with the application. I would first recommend

you read the CUP Application and the Development Agreement which can be found online at
CDS~CO.KlfllTAS.WA.US

When you look over the application, pay attention to the section entitled Attachment F, Zone of Visual
Influence Technical Memorandum. Sit down as you look at the scale of this project and how visible it
will be to everyone on the Cle Elum-Teannaway area. Then go to the TSR official Website where
they say that “not even the closest land owners will be able to see the solar panels.” Somebody isn’t
telling the truth here. You can’t submit an application with four CH2MHILL graphs showing everyone
within 8 miles will see this and then have your website says it can’t be seen. Again, this is further
evidence of why TSR will not be the neighbor they say they will be.

After you make comments, I suggest you let all three county commissioners know how you feel. Call
or e-mail. Urge them to require additional time for public input and comment. Public pressure will
induce them to back of and maybe even run from the project.

Finally, make your voice heard before the Kittitas County Board of Adjustment. This is tentatively
scheduled for Wednesday, November 18, 2009 at 7:00 pm. This time and date may change and I will
attempt to update you on this meeting. And remember it is the Board of Adjustment and not the
Commissioners who will grant or Deny the CUP. So for those of you who appose this project, THAT
is where our energies should be focused. Denial of the CUP will effectively kill the project.. .at least
for now. Also, if a full EIS is required, this will also delay the project allowing us to get our ducks in a
row. A full EIS is also something you should ask for in your public comment.

I appreciate your willingness to listen. I hope you will look at the application and make comments.
Together we an ensure that the Teanaway remains one of the most beautiful areas in the State of

Washington.

Please act to save this important resource!

Respectfully submitted,

James Smith,
Resident of Kittitas County
e-mail: friendsoftheteanaway(d~gmail.com

PS. Please forward this e-mail to your contact lists in the area. Urge them to act as well!

No virus found in this incoming message.
checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 8.5.409/Virus Database: 270.13.113/2400 - Release Date: 10/01/09 06:34:00
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Anna Nelson

From: Anna Nelson
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 9:27 AM
To: ‘Bill Sparks’
Subject: RE: Teanaway Solar Preserve

Thank you for your comments. They have been added to the County file. Your contact information has also been added
to the County’s “parties-of-record” list for notice on future County actions.
Regards, Anna

From: Bill Sparks [mailto:wssparks@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, October 03, 2009 10:18 AM
To: Anna Nelson
Subject: Fwd: Teanaway Solar Preserve

Forwarded message
From: Bill Sparks <wssøarks~gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Oct 3, 2009 at 9:57 AM
Subject: Teanaway Solar Preserve
To: Anna Nelson <anelson(~gordendeff.com>

I would like to record my opposition to the proposed solar installation in the Teanaway Valley. I live on 40
acres of land in the Teanaway Rifer valley directly below the proposed solar installation. When I first read the
article in the paper I was incredulous that the largest solar installation in the world - according to the newspaper,
would be sited on a ridge in the foothills of the Cascade Mountain range. My first thought was that something
other than common sense was driving this proposal. Somehow money, through tax incentives, or energy
incentives, must be at the root of this misguided venture. I am all for energy production, whether by drilling for
oil, natural gas, bio-fuel generators, wind, hydro, solar, etc., but to place the largest solar installation in the
world in the Teanaway Valley does not compute. The only justifying reason is that there is a major power
transmission line adjacent or on the property. Forty miles to the east of this location, where the present Wild
Horse Wind Farm is located, the weather is dramatically different. We receive about 20-25 inches of
precipitation a year, most of which is in the form of snow. I cannot imagine placing the largest solar location in
the world in a location such as the Teanaway where we experience a considerable amount of inclement days as
it relates to solar production. Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, California, Texas, - I can understand siting the
solar preserve in such places located where the basic necessities are present for maximum solar production, i.e.
clear, sunny days. The only reason I can come up with for the siting of the solar preserve in the Teanaway is
artificial financial inducement. I have seen many tax favored investments ultimately go bust and be a liability
to tax payers when the basic tenet for the investment is strictly the tax incentives and not sound economic
decision making. This is the wrong project in the wrong location and should not be approved. I would certainly
require an FIS at the very least.
Thanks for your consideration.

13111 Sparks
P.O. Box 490
691 Quail Drive



Cle Hum. Wa. 98922
509-674-8159
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Anna Nelson

From: Anna Nelson
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 9:25 AM
To: ‘JaneMcc’
Cc: Valoff, Dan
Subject: RE: Teanaway Project

Thank you for your comments. They have been added to the County file. Your contact information has also been added
to the County’s “parties-of-record” list for notice on future County actions.
Regards, Anna

From: JaneMcc [mailto:janemcc@fairpoint.net]
Sent: Saturday, October 03, 2009 8:32 PM
To: Anna Nelson
Subject: Teanaway Project

RICHARb LUCHSINGER
JANE McCLENNEY
9300 Brick Mill Rd.

Ellensburg, WA 98926
509-968-3714

We need to keep our forest lands AS forest land. These private timber companies have received big
tax breaks to keep these lands in forest. They are always telling us on TV how they protect fish and
wildlife. When are they going to do so? The Fish and Wildlife Department disagreed with the County
and says that there would be a big impact if this development was allowed.

Have you ever studied forest or soils? Hard surface runoff is 100% and immediate. Grasslands,
much slower, with only about a 90% total runoff. And forest land is even longer yet, with only 75-80%
runoff to the rivers. This is why so many rivers on the west side of the mountains flood even with
only heavy rain. It is overdeveloped with a lot of hard surface runoff area.

Deer, elk, and other wildlife would be totally displaced. Look at what’s even happening with
Suncadia. They are having trouble with deer and elk there, which would force even more wildlife onto
1-90. We also have to remember tree, shrubs and other plants is the only true air conditioning this
earth has. Their development would destroy all this. We would have to cut down even more trees as
more houses were built and power lines go in. If you want to really be “green” pass laws that make
all new building and remodels have solar and some type of wind power. Other countries are already
doing so, and eventually we will have to get there as well.

If you are looking for jobs, enhance hunting and fishing. Last fall, Daily Record had an article that
sportsmen support more jobs than Boeing and Washington State University together. And if you
would like a copy of this, we will be happy to send you one.

Why not put a solar project of this magnitude in sagebrush area — where no trees need be destroyed,
where sun is plentiful, snowfall is lighter? Where this is planned is in higher elevation with heavy
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snowfall. The panels will be virtually useless for 3 months of the year, where in sagebrush, they
would not. The lots and development are in higher elevation which also means snowfall would need
to be removed for these lots. And who would pay for this?

And finally, this would be a blight on the landscape for visual reasons.

This application should be denied.

Richard Luchsinger
Jane McCLenney
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Anna Nelson

From: Anna Nelson
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 10:28 AM
To: ‘barbarafaulkner@comcast.net’
Cc: Valoff, Dan
Subject: FW: Inquiry through County web site
Attachments: CU-09-00005 Teanaway Solar Reserve Notice of Application Mailed.pdf

Hello Ms. Faulkner)
Thank you for your email. I am a contract planner working for and on behalf of Kittitas County to review the Conditional
Use Permit application and proposed Development Agreement that was submitted by the Teanaway Solar Reserve LLC.
Attached is the Notice of Application.

Do you have a phone number I can contact you at to discuss where this application is in the review process? The
comment period ends today (October 5th) , but the County will continue to accept comments through out the entire review.
If you prefer to call me, please contact me at 206-382-9540.

Regards.
Anna Nelson

From: Mandy Weed [mailto:mandy.weed@co.kittitas.wa.us] On Behalf Of CDS User
Sent: Friday, October 02, 2009 8:48 AM
To: Anna Nelson
Subject: FW: Inquiry through County web site

Please see below.

Thanks,

Ma-ndy Weed’

From: Barbara Faulkner [mailto:barbarafaulkner@comcast.net]
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 5:30 PM
To: CDS User
Subject: Inquiry through County web site

As you can see Mark Mclain has suggested that there will be plenty to comment time and I should contact you for more
information on how, when and where to offer comment. Any information/direction you can provide would be greatly
appreciated.

Thank you:Barbara Faulkner, Property owner

There will be plenty to comment time. Feel free to contact Community Development Services for more information about
how to do that.

You should know that this is not something the Board is involved in.



From: Barbara Faulkner
To: Mark D. McClain
Sent: Thu Oct01 17:12:36 2009
Subject: TSR 1000 acre solar site
Commissioner McClain, I was alarmed today to hear of the proposed TSR 1000 acre solar site project. I am a landowner
off of Weihi Road and respectfully request and urge the county require additional time for public input and comment. I
believe The size and scope of this proposed project would have a long lasting negative impact on The Cle Elum ridge,
property owners, property values, wildlife and the natural beauty of the area for years to come. I would also like to see a
full EIS required for this project.
Respectfully submitted
Barbara Faulkner
Property owner
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September 29,2009

Ms. Anna Nelson
Kittitas County Community Services Department
411 N. Ruby St. Ste2
Ellensburg, WA 98926

Anna Nelson,

We would like to add our public support to the Teanaway Solar Reserve. Having spoken
with Howard Trott and looked at theft project description, we feel this is a great
opportunity with clear benefits for the Upper County.

The Teanaway Solar Reserve has taken the steps to show its intent to build a much-
needed power source while protecting the character and integrity of our natural forest
lands. The studies on plants and animals show minimal impact to these important
resources.

Additionally, the working families of our community need a new industry to replace the
loss of the timber and mining jobs and slow-down in construction. The added benefit of a
solar panel manufacturer here in Cle Hum is of even greater importance to this project.

The benefits of renewable energy and the jobs this project will bring to the Cle Elum area
and Kittitas County in general are immense. This project has the potential to keep a
strong work-force here in the community and draw more projects of this type to the
county. We encourage you to weigh these benefits and approve a Conditional Use Permit
for the Teanaway Solar Reserve.

Sincerely,

dk~/
Rob and Cheri Marusa

So~4eE1wu,LL14
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4 &e S?am Telephone: (509) 674-2262
119 West First Street ,., Fax: (509) 674-4097
Cle Elum, WA 98922 / www.cityofcleelum.com

or

September 18,2009

Anna Nelson, Contract Planner C nii
Kittitas County Community Development ~ V D
411 N Ruby St., Suite 2 SEp 18
Ellensburg, WA 98926

Kiftjtas Cot,,,
Re: Teanaway Solar Reserve (CU-09-00005) CDS
Dear Ms. Nelson,

As Mayor of the City of Cle Hum I am writing to offer my unqualified support for the Teanaway
Solar Reserve Project and respectfully request that the Board of Adjustment approve the
Conditional Use Permit for this project. There is significant local interest in seeing this project
realized, in terms of the economic and employment benefits to Kittitas County and the Cle Elum
area specifically.

This project will not only provide a local source of clean energy but will also provide new jobs in
Kittitas County. The 200 plus construction jobs created by this project are very much needed in
the Upper County and once Teanaway Solar receives permit approval from the County they will
work to locate a manufacturing plant in the Cle Elum area which will translate into potentially
hundreds ofpermanentjobs. In addition to the new jobs, there will be an increased demand in
goods and services and increased tax revenues for Cle Elum and the County.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment on this proposed conditional use permit and I
urge the Board of Adjustment to approve this application.

Respectfully Submitted,

Charles 3. G~ido
Mayor
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To :  Anna Nelson, Contract Planner, (206) 382‐9540, anelson@GordenDerr.com 
From:   John C Talley and Sarah C Talley 
Subj:     Teanaway Solar Reserve (TSR) application for Conditional Use Permit 
Date:    Oct 5, 2009 
 
Hello Ms Nelson, 
I have a vacation home (intended retirement home in just a couple years) (parcel H) on the ridge just south of 
the TSR location bought in the year 2000 I believe.  Our home and parcel are contiguous and south of Mike 
Hanson’s  20 acre parcel which borders the TSR property.  And my mother owns 2 parcels adjacent to our 
home in this nice pasture slope with views to the ridge very close by: 

• Parcel #  14935  13 acres  100 Nordic Lane  Cle Elum, WA  98922 
Legal Desc.  PTN.NW1/4 WEST OF CO.RD. (PARCEL H, SURV. B24/P98) 

• Parcel # 14731  6 acres  14731 Wiehl Road, Cle Elem, WA 98922 
Legal Desc.  PTN.NW1/4 WEST OF CO.RD. (PARCEL F, SURV. B27/P97) 

• Parcel # 14732  11.75 acres  00182 Arrowleaf Lane, Cle Elem, WA 98922 
Legal Desc.  PTN.NW1/4 WEST OF CO.RD. (PARCEL G, SURV. B27/P97) 

 
In general I’m a supporter of solar and wind power and am excited that there could be some serious jobs 
potential for the Cle Elum area.  Specifically, I could be proud of a big solar electric plant nearby, and so would 
my kids. 
 
I think the company is rushing this through in order to skip a lot of environmental impact issues.  Given the 
political climate, the economic climate, and the very high level support I see this passing inevitably.  I do think 
the county and the state can however push back successfully in mitigating some of this rush and serious 
detrimental neighborhood impact and I implore you politely to consider a reasonable set of requirements on 
this developer.  I do have some serious concerns about this particular project that I would like to see mitigated 
by any conditional use permit: 
 
Visual impact:  the TSR marketing pronouncements and public statements are not matching up with the 
details in the permit application.  I specifically recall them saying that  

a. the area was already logged  
b. there were trees all around the perimeter 
c. nearby homeowners would not even see the panels 

 
The early PR work (quoted on the company’s website) gives the distinct impression that the project will be 
non‐invasive and hardly noticeable ‐ "It was logged for so there's a row of trees left around it so we have a great natural 

buffer," said Trott. (Aug 9, 2009).  Also….. “The site has been heavily logged in the past, but is surrounded by Ponderosa pine forest 
that will screen the array from view, Trott said.” 
 

But the application that I and others read on‐line show that the company  plans to clear‐cut a 100 foot fire 
protection rim around the border and then install panels right up to that point.  That will produce a starkly 
visible industrial plant footprint that will be glaringly visible.  Speaking of glare, the permit application contains 
language denying that these photovoltaic panels will produce glare.  That is much less than hard to believe. 
 



My neighbors and I would greatly prefer that IF the conditional use permit is granted that some conditions be 
imposed on the TSR LLC – keeping a negotiated healthy size border of trees around the panels (as implied by 
the company originally) and somehow visually softening up any clearcutting of a 100’ fire boundary.  Naturally 
my neighbors and I are concerned about the southern border directly above the Goodwins, Hansen, and Milt 
Kuolt property up to the Pine Hill Ranch eastern border. 
 
Construction impact:   I’m concerned about Wiehl Road from Red Bridge Road up to Loping Lane (assuming 
ALL construction traffic turns left at that point).  The permit application has no compelling language detailing 
the extent to which Wiehl Road ought to be rebuilt in order to sustain the pounding of all the heavy trucks 
over all the seasons.  There are a few in my neighborhood who take up collections of dollars, equipment, and 
many labor hours to patch together and snow plow Wiehl Road simply to keep the road together under a 
minimal amount of traffic.  We know what is needed: 

• Designate Wiehl Road from Red Bridge Road to Loping Lane as officially a “county maintained 
road” 

• Negotiate a shared cost approach between the appropriate governmental agency and TSR, LLC 
and rebuild Wiehl Road to meet the true standard of what is needed to withstand multiple 
years of very heavy construction traffic, increased employee traffic and the heavy impact of 
snow and snow melt on this poorly built dirt road 

 
Thank you for your consideration, 
 
 
 
John C Talley 
And 
Sarah C Talley 
 
Talley.jack@gmail.com 
Cell 425‐233‐2110 
Mailing address: 
3008 43rd Street NE 
Tacoma, WA  98422 
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October 2, 2009 

 

Ms. Anna Nelson 
Kittitas County Community Services Department 
411 N. Ruby Street, Suite 2 
Ellensburg, WA  98926 
 

Dear Ms. Nelson, 

I would like to add my public support to the Teanaway Solar Reserve and their request for approval of a Conditional Use 

Permit for the Teanaway Solar Reserve.  I have been briefed on the project and I feel this is a great opportunity with 

clear benefits for the Upper Kittitas County, and all of Kittitas County and Washington State. 

The Teanaway Solar Reserve will develop a high-quality renewable energy resource while providing needed economic 

development and jobs to the area.  At the same time, the project will maintain the nature of the Teanaway  Valley, 

which is important to local residents.  I see this project as having the potential to develop related jobs and bring other 

renewable energy industries to our area. 

I encourage you to weigh these benefits while determining appropriate conditions.  I hope you will ultimately approve a 

Conditional Use Permit in a timely manner. 

Sincerely, 

 

Rep. Bill Hinkle 
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December 10, 2009 
 
Mr. James Brose        
Citizens Alliance for a Rural Teanaway (CART) 
P.O. Box 177 
Cle Elum WA  98922 
 
RE: Professional Opinion Statement 
 Proposed Teanaway Solar Reserve Project (CUP-09-00005) 

Northeast of the City of Cle Elum off of Highway 970 
Cle Elum, Unincorporated Kittitas County WA 

     
Dear Mr. Brose: 
 
EnCo Environmental Corporation (EnCo) appreciates the opportunity to provide a 
professional opinion to the Citizens Alliance for a Rural Teanaway (CART) regarding 
the proposed Teanaway Solar Reserve project within the Teanaway River Watershed.  
The purpose of this letter is to make a professional opinion pertaining to the support 
documents for the proposed project and its’ potential, as planned, for impacts to the 
environment. 
 
Teanaway Solar Reserve, LLC has recently submitted a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) 
application and Development Agreement to develop a solar farm generating up to 75 
megawatts of photovoltaic for distribution to utilities and communities through a 
substation interconnection point on the Pacific Northwest power grid.  The project site is 
located in unincorporated Kittitas County and consists of 982 acres and the solar farm 
will use approximately 580 acres of the project site. The reported surface area of the 
solar panels would cover about 160 acres and other development disturbances would 
include clearing and grading, access and maintenance roadways, staging areas, utility 
ditches, transmission towers and poles, substation, building and panel footings, solar 
modules, and other infrastructure.   
 
The site is currently zoned as Forest and Range land.  Land use history included 
forestry, cattle grazing, ranch, open space, and recreation.  Historical recreational 
activities have occurred on the project site, which included hiking, bird watching, native 
plant walks, biking, horseback riding, hunting, cross-country skiing, and orienteering. 
 
The property consists of an open canopy Ponderosa/Douglas fir forest with intermittent 
meadows, seasonally flooded wetlands, a small, artificially created pond, seasonal 
streams, and natural drainage corridors through undulating hills and dales with outcrops 
of widely-scattered boulders.  Several logging roads, access roads, and mammal trails 

 
PO Box 1212 
Puyallup WA 98371 
Telephone:  253.841.9710 
Fax:  253.841.0264 
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traverse the site.  Much of the land appears to have been logged and thinned within the 
last 20 to 25 years and some thinning has reportedly occurred as recently as 2001. 
 
The information presented in this letter was made after reviewing several readily 
available documents submitted with the County CUP application and Development 
Agreement; specifically the SEPA Environmental Checklist with supplemental 
environmental studies performed by an environmental engineering firm.  In addition, I 
obtained information from local sources and interviewed several nearby and adjacent 
landowners who are very familiar with the natural wildlife and habitat within the project 
site boundary.  I have personally visited the proposed project site three times since the 
summer of 2008, and am quite familiar with the general lay of the land, its surroundings, 
vegetation patterns, and wildlife habitat.  EnCo’s field work included performing a 
reconnaissance-level assessment. 
 
PRIORITY HABITAT, PRIORITY AREAS, AND SPECIAL OR SENSITIVE AREAS 
 
The priority habitat, priority areas, and special or sensitive areas that were observed or 
indicated on the project site are listed below. 
 
Freshwater Wetlands:  Transitional lands between terrestrial and aquatic systems 
where the water table is usually at or near the surface or the land is covered by shallow 
water were observed as evidenced by dominant hydrophytic plants and wetland 
hydrology indicators such as water stained leaves, surface soil cracks, sparsely 
vegetated concave surfaces, algae mats, and drainage patterns. 
 
Riparian:  Areas adjacent to seasonal or perennial aquatic systems with flowing water 
that contains elements of both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems which mutually 
influence each other were observed contiguous to the ordinary high water mark of 
several on-site streams. 
 
Aspen Stands:  Mixed stands of aspen were observed contiguous to a small pond and 
this stand of aspen extended within the drainage corridor to the pond at a distance of 
several hundred feet. 
 
Migration Corridors:  Areas regularly used by animals as travel routes between 
seasonal ranges were observed throughout the site, especially along several mammal 
trails and old logging roads.  The property provides excellent habitat for large mammals 
to meander freely while providing good shelter and a variable food source.  Evidence of 
large mammals which frequent the site include elk, deer, cougar, coyote, and black 
bear (scat).  It has been reported that large herds of elk and deer move onto and 
through the project site in early October and many stay in the area until June. 
 
Elk Herd Winter Range:  Features observed on the project site include elk footprints, 
droppings, bones, fur, and pathways.  One remnant female elk was observed just east 
of the project site in September 2009. 
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Foraging Areas:  Feeding areas that may be regularly used by individuals or groups of 
animals were observed near several mammal pathways located adjacent to open grass 
covered areas scattered with pockets of shrubs. 
 
Breeding Areas:  Features associated with producing and rearing young (i.e., nest 
trees, burrows, den) have been reportedly observed on the project site.  A coyote den 
was reportedly observed on the eastern portion of the project site by a local neighbor. 
 
Regularly Used Perches:  Habitat features (dead and broken-topped trees) are 
regularly used by birds (i.e. eagles, hawks) for perching. 
 
Snags and Downed Logs:  Logs greater than or equal to 12 inches in diameter at the 
largest end and greater than or equal to 20 feet long and snags with excavated holes 
were observed at several locations on the project site. 
 
Waters of the State, Natural Waters, and Adjacent Riparian-Shorelines: Shorelines 
of the State were not identified on the project site.  Waters of the State were observed.  
The intermittent seasonal and/or ephemeral streams observed on the project site 
eventually flow into the Teanaway River and into the Yakima River. 
 
Priority Fish in Natural Waters, and/or Adjacent Riparian-Shorelines:  Fish-bearing 
streams were not identified on the project site.  The Teanaway River (about 1 mile east) 
is a fish-bearing stream for bull trout and likely presence of steelhead and other 
resident fish.  The Yakima River (several miles south) is a fish-bearing stream for bull 
trout and other resident fish. 
 
Instream:  The combination of physical, biological, and chemical processes and 
conditions that interact to provide functional life history requirements for seasonal or 
perennial instream fish or wildlife resources.   The streams have natural features (water, 
food, protection, escape, residence) that provide a good resource for wildlife. 
 
Western Bluebird Non-Artificial Nesting Sites:  Several groups of these birds were 
observed on the project site in September 2009. 
 
Biodiversity Areas and Corridors:  Biodiversity areas and corridors that have habitat 
that are relatively important to various species of native wildlife were observed 
throughout the project site.  Corridors to other open and undisturbed lands are greater 
than 250 feet wide at several boundaries. 
 
Thin-Stemmed Persistent Vegetation with Seasonally Inundation:  Habitat suitable 
for egg-laying by amphibians may be present in several of the seasonal wetlands, pond, 
and in some of the natural drainage corridors.  Drainage corridors and streams on the 
project site more than likely provide pathways for several amphibians to move freely up 
onto the project site from the Teanaway River and associated wetland system. 
 
Occurrence:  It has been reported that lizards (unknown species) are commonly 
observed on the site during the summer months.  Owl hoots (unknown species) are 
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also commonly heard during the summer months, especially in the denser stands of 
evergreen trees with open understories near the eastern part of the site.  Other 
important birds observed by others on the site include quail and wild turkey. 
 
PREVIOUS STUDIES BY THE APPLICANT 
 
The field studies for this planned project were performed on June 16th through June 
19th and on July 9, 2009, for a total of five (5) days.  The field work did not include 
performing seasonal assessments and inventories for wildlife, birds, and plants.  This 
brief survey does not adequately address the seasonal variation and numbers of a 
given species that can occur in any given season.  Additional Baseline studies need to 
be performed to incorporate seasonal variances.  This work effort should include 
gathering information from local naturalists as well.   
 
It is the opinion of this writer that the environmental-related items, surveys, and/or 
studies listed below were not adequately addressed in the proposed project support 
documents and are in need of further study and evaluation. 
 

1. Perform a more detailed assessment of the elk populations on the project site 
during the months when they would be expected to be present. 

2. Intuitive and complete native plant floristic surveys were not performed in the 
springtime when many of the wild flowering plants can be adequately observed 
and keyed.  A more detailed sensitive/priority plant survey needs to be 
undertaken at the appropriate time(s) of the year.  Also local plant enthusiasts, 
naturalists, and botanists should be consulted. 

3. Perform a more detailed bird study on the project site to include the identification 
and mapping of owl, quail, turkey, blue bird, heron, eagle, hawks, songbirds, 
woodpeckers, or other sensitive birds. 

4. A detailed insect survey should be undertaken and the results presented. 
5. A bat habitat assessment should be undertaken and results presented. 
6. The aspen stand needs to be characterized, measured, and protected or 

mitigated if it is determined to be a priority area.  The entire drainage corridor 
containing the aspen stand needs to be studied in more detail to determine if it 
meets the criteria for being a wetland. 

7. Specific details on mitigating measures were not clearly identified from the 
effects of the planned clearing and de-vegetation to the priority and/or sensitive 
native vegetation and wildlife habitat. 

8. Possible negative impacts to the functions and values of the wetlands and 
streams from the effects of the proposed development within and extending 
beyond the standard buffers were incomplete and not clearly discussed. 

9. Stormwater runoff quantity flowing off of the impervious solar modules and other 
constructed impervious surfaces to the Teanaway River; a Section 303(d) river 
and to the Yakima River needs further investigation and assessment. 

10. Surface water hydrology patterns to maintain a drinking water source for animal 
use and to prevent documented and reported down slope flooding during the wet 
weather months needs further study and protection measures. 
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11. Stormwater runoff quality from washing/rinsing solar modules and the use and 
application of weed control measures (pesticide and herbicide use) needs further 
assessment and management. 

12. The effects of the near surface groundwater table and quality due to increased 
stormwater runoff and infiltration rates needs to be addressed. 

13. Determine the status of local groundwater withdrawal moratoriums and if 
present, prohibit the installation of any groundwater well on the project site.  
Determine the status of any recorded water wells on the project site using the 
Washington State Well Log Database.  Water storage may be needed on or 
near the project site to contain or extinguish potential grass or forest fires.  This 
needs to be studied further. 

14. A vegetation management plan needs to be prepared to protect natural areas 
from over growth and spreading of nuisance, exotic, or non-indigenous native 
vegetation from standard seed mixtures to be planted for erosion and sediment 
control and beneath the solar panels.  In addition, non-native vegetation growing 
in any fence line will need to be controlled to prevent spreading to natural areas. 

15. Wildlife corridors will need protection from lighting features by installing or 
incorporating mitigation measures such as:  installing blinds, fences, or by 
positioning and aligning lights so not to be directed into natural areas. 

16. The effects of noise during construction, operation, and maintenance needs to 
be further studied and mitigating measures undertaken.  Study needs to include 
possible noise generated from the solar panels during operation, precipitation 
event, re-alignment, and wind movements over and under the panels. 

17. Prohibit fencing in areas frequented by migrating wildlife such as elk. 
18. Estimate the extent of and mitigating measures for sediment and dust control. 
19. Provide further study to determine what the setbacks will be for the project.  

Setbacks need to be determined by combining fire protection, preservation of 
habitat and wildlife, security, preserving or enhancing functions and values or 
critical areas, and minimizing the loss of natural views to the adjacent 
landowners. 

20. The possible effects of burning cleared and grubbed vegetation to surrounding 
wildlife and humans needs to be studied and controlled in a safe manner. 

21. The boundary flags associated with the twelve (12) wetland edges and the 6 
stream ordinary high water marks, and the associated riparian zones to these 
streams were missing for field verification purposes.   Boundary flags need to be 
placed on all critical areas and riparian zones, including those within about 300 
feet from the project edge so that others can observe and verify these edges. 

22. Wetland/stream/riparian/upland test plot locations were not marked in the field 
for verification.  These need to be depicted with flags or stakes in the field. 

23. Five of the six identified streams were classified by the applicant’s consultant as 
“ephemeral” and one of the six being “intermittent”.  Five of these 6 streams were 
classified as “seasonal” by WDNR.  These streams need to be further 
characterized (i.e. how long does water flow in the streams after precipitation 
events and how long do they flow in the early growing season after snow melt 
and spring rains) to see if they may or may not afford wider buffer protection 
based on their type. 
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24. The environmental engineering firm’s Cultural Resource Report, labeled as 
Attachment C, was “privileged and confidential for restricted distribution” 
therefore this document was not available for review at this time.  This document 
needs to be made available to the general public.   

25. It has been reported that an adjacent landowner found a possible Native Indian 
artifact (arrowhead) in an area very close to the project site boundary.  Due to 
the reported artifact that was found to be very close to the project site a detailed 
cultural/heritage study should be performed on the project site to determine if 
any archeological sites of significant importance need to be protected or 
mitigated. 

 
The SEPA Environmental Checklist provides a conceptual and limited representation of 
the property and in my opinion did not provide adequate study to present actual site 
conditions over four seasons.  This made it difficult if not impossible to analyze the true 
environmental impacts for the proposed project.  The Purpose and Need statement that 
the project will “avoid environmentally sensitive areas” was not adequately 
demonstrated. 
  
The magnitude of this project, loss of priority habitat, priority areas, and special or 
sensitive areas for wintering deer, coyote, cougar, and elk, alteration of hydrology, 
changes in storm water quantity and quality, and other items presented in this letter 
appear to be cumulatively significant.  The project as proposed will more than likely 
significantly impact resident and migratory priority, special, and/or sensitive species and 
will permanently damage the Ponderosa forest and meadow communities and winter 
range habitat for large mammals. 
. 
It is therefore the opinion of this writer that the project, as proposed, should be subject 
to further and extensive environmental analysis including but not limited to a complete 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) with an alternative site analysis and economic 
feasibility study under the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) review process.  This 
process must alloy ample opportunity for public review and comment before any 
determination on the CUP is made.  It is also my opinion that Kittitas County issue a 
Determination of Significance for this proposed project until these issues can be further 
studied. 
 
If you have any questions concerning my opinion you can contact me by telephone 
(243.841.9710) or by e-mail at jkemp@encoec.com. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Jonathan M. Kemp 
Wildlife & Fisheries Biologist 
Principal, EnCo Environmental Corporation  
 

mailto:jkemp@encoec.com�
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